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The cover of the Arkansas soccer media guide 
features the 2008 Razorback senior class of 
Whitney Allison, Megan Fawley, Sarah Gwis-
dala, Lindsay Patterson and Abbey Wilburn. 
Credits
The 2008 University of Arkansas Razorback 
soccer media guide was written and designed 
by Assistant Media Relations Director Zach 
Lawson with assistance from Assistant Me-
dia Relations Director Phil Pierce and Assis-
tant Athletic Director for New Media Dr. Bill 
Smith. Cover designs by Andrew Reynolds. 
The guide was printed by MultiAd of Peoria, 
Ill.  Photography provided by Arkansas Ath-




Founded: March 27, 1871
Enrollment: 19,191





Affiliation: NCAA Division I
President: B. Alan Sugg
Chancellor: Dr. G. David Gearhart




2007 SEC Record: 1-9-1
2007 Conference Finish: 6th SEC West
Letterwinners Returning/Lost: 19 / 3
Starters Returning/Lost: 10 / 1
Newcomers: 9
Home Field: Razorback Field (1,500)
COACHING STAFF
Head Coach: Gordon Henderson
Alma Mater/Year: Heriot Watt/1991
Career Record: 103-116-16 (13 years)
Record at UA: 30-41-5 (4 years)
Assistant Coach: Steve Oliver
Volunteer Asst.: Max Habereder
ARKANSAS MEDIA RELATIONS
Assoc. AD for Media Relations: Kevin Trainor
Phone: (479) 575-2751
Soccer Contact: Zach Lawson
Office Number: (479) 575-7089
Cell Phone: (214) 538-8899
Fax: (479) 575-7481
E-mail Address: zlawson@uark.edu
Mailing Address: Arkansas Media Relations
 PO Box 7777
 Fayetteville, AR 72702
Overnight: 131 Barnhill Arena
 Fayetteville, AR 72701
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It’s more than up-














Assistant Media Relations Director
Office Number: (479) 575-7089
Cell Phone: (214) 538-8899
Fax:  (479) 575-7481
E-mail Address: zlawson@uark.edu
Credentials
For the 2008-09 academic year, beat reporters and staff will be issued a 
year-long credential that will allow entry to Razorback soccer events. 
Visiting media or single-game credentials may be obtained by contact-
ing a member of Arkansas Media Relations prior to game time.  Cre-
dentials may be picked up at the ticket office at Razorback Field.
Radio Broadcasts
Select Razorback soccer matches are broadcast on radio in Fayetteville 
and on ArkansasRazorbacks.com throughout the season.  A schedule 
of games will be available prior to the start of the season.
Photographers
Photographers are asked to please keep a safe distance behind the 
touchlines and goal lines.  We also ask that photographers remain at 
least 10 yards away from either end of both the home and visitor’s 
benches.
Interview Policy
Please contact a member of Arkansas’ Media Relations Staff to arrange 
interviews with any Razorback student-athlete or coach.  Our office 
will be more than happy to arrange an appointment with any of our 
student-athletes and coaches.
Postgame Interviews
Head Coach Gordon Henderson will be available within 10 minutes 
after the conclusion of each contest.  Player interviews can be ar-
ranged through an Arkansas Media Relations staff member and will 
be held on the field after members of the media have spoken with 
Coach Henderson.
Game Services
Arkansas’ press box is located on the south end of the grandstand. 
Members of the media may obtain games notes and game stats in the 
press box. Phone lines and a fax machine are also available for work-
ing press. Phone lines have access to local lines and 1-800 numbers 
only. Both wired and wireless internet access are available in the press 
box.
2008 Razorback Broadcast Schedule
Date Opponent Outlet Time
Aug. 29 Tulsa ArkansasRazorbacks.com 7 p.m.
Aug. 31 Oral Roberts ArkansasRazorbacks.com 1 p.m.
Sept. 12 Austin Peay KXUA, 88.3 FM 7 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Sept. 14 Stephen F. Austin KXUA, 88.3 FM 7 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Sept. 19 Western Michigan ArkansasRazorbacks.com 7 p.m.
Sept. 21 Nicholls State KXUA, 88.3 FM 1 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Sept. 26 Mississippi KXUA, 88.3 FM 6 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Spet. 28 Mississippi State KXUA, 88.3 FM 1 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Oct. 3 Georgia KXUA, 88.3 FM 6 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Oct. 5 Tennessee KXUA, 88.3 FM 12 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Oct. 10 Alabama Fox Sports Net 7 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Oct. 12 Auburn ArkansasRazorbacks.com 1 p.m.
Oct. 17 Kentucky ArkansasRazorbacks.com 7 p.m.
Oct. 19 Vanderbilt ArkansasRazorbacks.com 1 p.m.
Oct. 23 Florida Sun Sports 7 p.m.
  KXUA, 88.3 FM
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Oct. 26 South Carolina KXUA, 88.3 FM 1 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Nov. 1 LSU KXUA, 88.3 FM 7 p.m.
  ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Media Information
Razorback Head Coach Gordon Henderson conducts his post-
game press conference -- a regular event at Arkansas soccer.
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2008 University of Arkansas Razorback Soccer Roster
Front Row (L to R): Brittany Allen, Erin Moskos, Nikki Crocco, Daniella O’Shea, Camille Flores, Abbey Wilburn, Whitney Allison, Beth McVean, 
Kat Moffett; Middle Row (L to R): Brittany Hudson, Kendal Winston, Kailey Anders, Sarah Gwisdala, Kelly O’Connor, Sophie Wentz, Anna 
Heintz, Megan Fawley, Britni Williams, Jackie Booker; Back Row (L to R): Ally Atkins, Rachel Carlson, Kim Schleif, Kathleen Paulsen, Lauren 
Hallauer, Lindsay Patterson, Dani Alexander, Sam Bolton, Rachel Smith, Claire Hakim
No. Name Position Year Exp. Height Hometown (Last School / Club)   
1 Britni Williams GK So. 1L 5-11 Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. (Los Osos / Arsenal)
2 Rachel Smith D Jr. 2L 5-6 Gastonia, N.C. (Charlotte Country Day / Charlotte)
3 Claire Hakim D So. 1L 5-6 McLean, Va. (Langley / FCV Rockets)
4 Sarah Gwisdala D Sr. 3L 5-5 Plano, Texas (Plano West / Texans)
5 Rachel Carlson F So. 1L 5-6 Tulsa, Okla. (Jenks / Hurricane)
6 Sam Bolton D So. 1L 5-7 Rogers, Ark. (Rogers / Ingram)
7 Kim Schleif MF Jr. 2L 5-7 San Antonio, Texas (Ronald Reagan / Lonestar)
8  Abbey Wilburn MF Sr. 3L 5-5 Irving, Texas (MacArthur / Inter)
9 Camille Flores MF So. 1L 5-3 Chino Hills, Calif. (Ruben S. Ayala / Arsenal)
10 Kelly O’Connor MF So. 1L 5-4 Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville / Ingram)
11 Ally Atkins F So. 1L 5-5 Warrentown, Va. (Liberty / PWSI Cardinals)
12 Dani Alexander MF Fr. RS 5-8 Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville / Ingram)
13 Sophie Wentz MF Jr. 2L 5-5 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville / Comets)
14  Whitney Allison F Sr. 3L 5-4 Conway, Ark. (Conway / Little Rock Futbol)
15 Kathleen Paulsen MF Jr. 2L 5-9 Littleton, Colo. (Faith Christian Acad. / Real Colorado)
16  Erin Moskos MF So. TR 5-4 Chaplin, S.C. (Los Osos / Clemson / Arsenal)
17 Lindsay Patterson F Sr. 3L 5-9 Lewisville, Texas (Lewisville / Inter)
18 Beth McVean F So. 1L 5-4 Memphis, Tenn. (White Station / Memphis Mercury)
19 Megan Fawley D Sr. 3L 5-5 Richardson, Texas (J.J. Pearce / Sting)
20 Kat Moffett F Jr. 2L 5-3 McKinney, Texas (McKinney North / FC Texas)
21 Nikki Crocco MF Fr. HS 5-4 Southlake, Texas (Carroll / Dallas Sting)
22 Jackie Booker GK Jr. 2L 5-7 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville / Comets)
23 Lauren Hallauer D So. TR 5-11 Fairfax, Va. (Robinson / Ohio State / FCV Rockets)
24 Brittany Allen MF So. TR 5-3 Plano, Texas (Plano West / John Brown / Sting)
25 Daniella O’Shea F Fr. HS 5-3 Marietta, Ga. (Lassiter / N. Atlanta Elite)
26 Kendal Winston GK Fr. HS 5-3 McKinney, Texas (McKinney / D’Feeters)
27 Kailey Anders F Fr. HS 5-7 Allen, Texas (Allen / Dallas Sting)
28 Anna Heintz F Fr. HS 5-4 Fort Smith, Ark. (Southside / Little Rock FC)
29 Brittany Hudson GK Fr. HS 5-7 Little Rock, Ark. (Central / Little Rock FC)
Coaching and Support Staff
Head Coach: .......................Gordon Henderson (Heriot-Watt, 1991)
Assistant Coaches: .............. Steve Oliver

















D - 5-5 - Sr.
Richardson, Texas
Kat Moffett
F - 5-3 - Jr.
McKinney, Texas
Nikki Crocco
MF - 5-4 - Fr.
Southlake, Texas
Jackie Booker
GK - 5-7 - Jr.
Fayetteville, Ark.
Brittany Allen
MF - 5-3 - Soph.
Plano, Texas
Daniella O’Shea
F - 5-3 - Fr.
Marietta, Ga.
Kendal Winston
GK - 5-3 - Fr.
McKinney, Texas
Kailey Anders
F - 5-7 - Fr.
Allen, Texas
Anna Heintz
F - 5-4 - Fr.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Brittany Hudson
GK - 5-7 - Fr.
Little Rock, Ark.
Britni Williams
GK - 5-11 - Soph.
Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.
Rachel Smith
D - 5-6 - Jr.
Gastonia, N.C.
Claire Hakim
D - 5-6 - Soph.
McLean, Va.
Sarah Gwisdala
D - 5-5 - Sr.
Plano, Texas
Rachel Carlson
F - 5-6 - Soph.
Tulsa, Okla.
Sam Bolton




MF - 5-7 - Jr.
San Antonio, Texas
Abbey Wilburn
MF - 5-5 - Sr.
Irving, Texas
Camille Flores
MF - 5-3 - Soph.
Chino Hills, Calif.
Kelly O’Connor
MF - 5-4 - Soph.
Bentonville, Ark.
Ally Atkins
F - 5-5 - Soph.
Warrenton, Va.
Dani Alexander
MF - 5-8 - R-Fr.
Bentonville, Ark.
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Sophie Wentz
MF - 5-5 - Jr.
Fayetteville, Ark.
Whitney Allison
F - 5-4 - Sr.
Conway, Ark.
Kathleen Paulsen
MF - 5-9 - Jr.
Littleton, Colo.
Erin Moskos
MF - 5-4 - Soph.
Chaplin, S.C.
Lindsay Patterson
F - 5-9 - Sr.
Lewisville, Texas
Beth McVean
F - 5-4 - Soph.
Memphis, Tenn.
13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24
Lauren Hallauer
D - 5-11 - Soph.
Fairfax, Va. 
25 26 27 28 29
Gordon Henderson
Head Coach




After a year full of injuries and tough 
losses, the 2008 Arkansas Razorback soccer 
team is looking forward to the upcoming 
season full of new faces, new challenges and 
new expectations. Head coach Gordon Hen-
derson, entering his fifth year at the helm of 
the program, is welcoming back a solid foun-
dation of returning players—only three play-
ers lost from 2007—and bringing in a crop 
of newcomers that will push Arkansas’ roster 
size to 29, the largest Henderson has coached 
in Fayetteville.
With a roster that large, the tendency 
may be to wonder how you manage that 
many players for, essentially, only 11 spots 
on the field. Henderson, however, says the 
benefits are outweighing any of the possible 
challenges.
“One of the things that is clearly evident 
this year is that (having 29 players on the 
team) has helped create an incredibly com-
petitive training environment,” Henderson 
says. “I’ve been surprised how relatively easy 
it has been.”
Upon arrival back on campus from the 
summer, the Razorbacks went through pre-
season testing to give the coaches an idea of 
where the team was on a fitness level. The re-
sults of the team’s five core tests pleased Hen-
derson.
“About 60 or 70 percent of 
the team had personal bests in all 
the tests,” Henderson says. “So 
that clearly shows they’ve worked 
hard this summer. A lot of them 
are getting back from injuries from 
last year, so they’ve been working 
hard knowing they have an awful 
lot to prove.”
One player making a return 
to the pitch for the Razorbacks is 
sophomore Kelly O’Connor. The 
Bentonville, Ark., native was the 
team’s leading scorer last season 
despite missing the final eight 
games of the season due to injury.
In 12 games played dur-
ing her freshman campaign, 
O’Connor totaled six goals and three assists, 
good for 15 points. Her offensive skills were 
put on display immediately when she scored 
a goal in her first collegiate contest. She also 
posted two three-point performances during 
her shortened season.
“This is not the old Kelly O’Connor; 
it’s the new and improved Kelly O’Connor,” 
Henderson says. “She’s better than she was 
last year. I think that’s going to be scary for a 
lot of people.”
While it may be scary for the opposition, 
the Razorback head coach looks forward to 
seeing the positive effect she will have on the 
rest of the team.
“(Kelly) plays at a high level, but she’s 
not big-headed about it,” Henderson says. 
“She just gets out every day during every 
training session and gets it done. It rubs off 
and the players around her feed off that. 
They feed off her energy.”
Another key position for Arkansas will 
be filled by sophomore goalkeeper Britni Wil-
liams who re-wrote most of the program’s 
freshman records at her spot. As the squad’s 
starter during her freshman year, Williams set 
five freshman records—games started, min-
utes played, shots faced, goals against aver-
age and shutouts—and tied the mark of eight 
wins by a first-year goalkeeper.
Her 0.91 goals against average, which 
also tied the Arkansas single-season record, 
was good for sixth in the SEC. Williams re-
corded six shutouts last season which tied for 
third all-time on the Razorbacks’ single-sea-
son list. Even with all the accomplishments, 
expectations only get higher for the 5-11 
Californian.
Sophomore Kelly O’Connor was on pace for a 
25-point season before an ACL injury.
“(Britni) is one we’re looking for an im-
provement from last year,” Henderson says. 
“She had a very, very good freshman cam-
paign and was certainly one of the better 
goalkeepers in the SEC. She’s incredibly ath-
letic, but I think she’ll be better this year be-
cause she’s more confident. She’s not a fresh-
man anymore. It’s her team out there.”
The Arkansas roster, though filled with 
18 underclassmen, will also rely on the expe-
rience of its senior class which includes sec-
ond-team All-SEC performer Lindsay Patter-
son and fifth-year defender Sarah Gwisdala.
Patterson became the 12th Arkansas 
player in program history to earn all-confer-
ence honors. Last season, she finished as the 
second-leading scorer on the team and tied 
for the team lead with six goals, a career high. 
Gwisdala returns after an injury knocked her 
out of the final 15 games last season.
The rest of the senior class includes 
forward Whitney Allison, defender Megan 
Fawley and midfielder Abbey Wilburn. Faw-
ley, Gwisdala, Wilburn and junior midfielder 
Kathleen Paulsen will serve as the 2008 Ra-
zorback soccer team captains.
“There’s a lot to be learned from experi-
ence,” Henderson says. “Our captains are do-
ing a great job of bringing a strong sense of 
what this program is all about to the team.”
One of the team’s strengths will come 
from its defensive line unit, a group that an-
chored Arkansas to a fifth-place SEC ranking 
in goals allowed at 0.90 per game. Along with 
Fawley, Gwisdala and junior Rachel Smith, 
the back line will feature one of the team’s 
new faces, sophomore Lauren Hallauer.
Hallauer, a transfer from Ohio State, 
played all but 10 minutes during her fresh-
Senior Lindsay Patterson scored a 
career-high 14 points last season.
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man year for a Buckeye team that advanced 
to the championship game of the Big Ten 
Conference Tournament and earned a spot in 
the 2007 NCAA Tournament. Henderson says 
Hallauer, who is 5-11, has the physical abili-
ties to be an important piece of the Razorback 
success this season.
“The best comparison I can give is with 
the guy from Jamaica (Usain Bolt) winning 
all the sprints right 
now,” Henderson says. 
“He’s 6-5 and you don’t 
think anyone that tall 
can run that fast. (Lau-
ren) is that fast and she 
is a strong girl, too. We 
are very confident with 
Hallauer playing in the 
back.”
During the summer, 
Hallauer and O’Connor 
were teammates on the 
U19 FC Virginia Cardi-
nals. The team won the 
State Cup and advanced 
to the finals of the Re-
gion I Championships 
in Maine.
Two other Razorback newcomers, fresh-
men Kailey Anders and Nikki Crocco, com-
peted together during the summer for their 
club team, Sting Dallas ’90. The squad was the 
Region III U18 champions and advanced to 
the 2008 U.S. Youth Soccer National Cham-
pionships played in Little Rock. Sting Dallas 
’90 advanced to the championship game at 
the national tournament.
With the quality of freshmen coming 
into the program, Henderson says it only 
builds the Razorbacks for the future and cre-
ates more competition in the present.
“(The impact of the newcomers) is go-
ing to be huge,” Henderson says. “The philo-
sophical approach that we have is that it’s 
not all about the starting 11 and it’s not 
about that core group 
of 16 players that will 
play. When you work 
hard in a competi-
tive training environ-
ment, we’ll have some 
of our freshmen and 
newcomers that will 
be ready to go.
 “I think there 
are a couple that are 
really challenging for 
some serious time, or 
even a starting spot. 
This is a training envi-
ronment that we have 
not had here before 
in terms of competi-
tion.”
During the preseason workouts, Hender-
son says he noticed the team taking the prop-
er steps forward to correct errors and improve 
on execution. The coaching staff has been 
pleased with the team and ball movement. 
“We’re really moving the ball very 
quickly,” Henderson says. “That kind of qual-
ity will do very well in the SEC.
Sophomore keeper Britni Williams and 
the Arkansas backline will anchor the 
Razorbacks’ defensive efforts.
Arkansas looks to improve on its 
goal production compared to last year.
Home crowds at Razorback Field are a huge part of Arkansas soccer.  
Along with the Southeastern Conference home schedule and regional rivals, 
Arkansas hosts the Razorback Invitational this season.
 “We sometimes struggled to score goals 
in the past, but I think if we’re as good de-
fensively as we have been and are able to 
improve on the offensive side of things, that 
will be the balance we’re seeking this year.”
 The anticipation and optimism is strong 
among the players, too.
 “They’re excited because of what the 
new players have done since they arrived 
here,” Henderson says. “They’re excited be-
cause of what we’ve seen in training.”
 Arkansas is set to play eight NCAA Tour-
nament teams 
and host the 
Razorback In-
vitational  as 
part of its 2008 
schedule. The 
R a z o r b a c k s ’ 









Veteran leadership from 
seniors like Abbey Wilburn 
is key for 2008.
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Freshman (2007): Britni Williams com-
pleted a highly successful freshman 
campaign as she set five Arkansas single-
season freshman records—games start-
ed, minutes played, shots faced, goals 
against average and shutouts—and tied 
another with eight wins. She started 
all 20 games in goal for the Razorbacks 
and her 0.91 goals against average tied 
a school record, tying the mark set the 
previous season by Carrie Dillsaver. In 
her first collegiate start, against Tulsa, 
Williams posted a shutout to become 
the first Arkansas freshman goalkeeper 
to blank an opponent in her first col-
legiate start. After two more shutouts, 
against Louisiana Tech and Centenary, 
she was named the SEC Freshman of 
the Week. Williams had one shutout 
in conference play when Arkansas beat 
Mississippi St., 2-0, in Fayetteville. She 
stopped eight of nine shots against No. 
6 Tennessee as the two teams battled to 
a 1-1 tie at Razorback Field.
ODP: Williams was a member of the 
ODP state team her sophomore season.
Club: Playing for Arsenal in California, 
Williams accrued a staggering 351-72-66 
record as the starting goalkeeper be-
tween the U10 and U19 levels.  She was 
instrumental in several championships, 
including the US Club Soccer Western 
Region title.
Los Osos HS: A four-year captain and 
starter, Williams earned three all-league 
honors, three MVP awards and a Daily 
Bulletin All-Inland Valley honor.  Her 
senior team was ranked ninth in the 
state, and she led her squad to one 
league championship and two runner-
up finishes while also taking them to the 
round of eight at the CIF.
Personal: Born on April 26, 1989, Wil-
liams is the daughter of Robert and 
Debbie Williams.  She has two siblings, 
an older sister, Chelsea, and a younger 









Year GP-GS Mins GA GAA Saves Pct. Record SHO
2007 20-20 1776:43 18 0.91 94 .839 8-11-1 6
TOTAL 20-20 1776:43 18 0.91 94 .839 8-11-1 6
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Sophomore (2007): A constant in the Razor-
back defensive lineup, Rachel Smith started 
all 20 games for Arkansas and posted a team-
high 1,854 minutes played. She scored the 
first goal of her career, a 22-yard shot in the 
24th minute, in the second game of the sea-
son against Memphis. Smith assisted on a 
goal by Kelly O’Connor in the second half of 
Arkansas’ 2-0 win over Mississippi State. 
Freshman (2006): From the moment she 
stepped onto the pitch, Rachel Smith earned 
herself a starting position.  She started 18 of 
the 19 games she played her first season and 
was one of the Razorbacks’ playmakers with 
four assists. Getting off to a fast start, Smith 
contributed to goals in each of Arkansas’ first 
three games, which included the game-win-
ning assist against Southeastern Louisiana. 
Evidence of Smith’s contributions is obvious 
in that she was just one of five Razorbacks to 
play more than 1,600 minutes.
ODP: Smith was selected to play on the Su-
per-Y regional team.
Club: As a member of the Charlotte Soccer 
Club, Smith won five state age-group cham-
pionships, including the U-17 and U-18 titles, 
and played in the state championship match 
every year since she took the field at U-12. 
Smith capped off her prep career by being 
asked to participate in the North Carolina-
South Carolina Shrine game.
Charlotte Country Day HS: A three-year 
player and starter for Charlotte Country Day, 
Smith had an impressive career. As a junior 
she led her team to an 18-1-1 record, finish-
ing as state runner-up and was tabbed as an 
all-state selection that season. She duplicated 
her all-state honors as a senior, but instead of 
leading her team to the state finals, she took 
it a step further with a championship, scoring 
twice in the final and netting a hat trick in 
the semifinal match.
Personal: Born on Oct. 26, 1987, Smith is the 
daughter of Marty and Tina Smith.  She has 









Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2006 19-18 1602 0 4 4 5 0 0 0
2007 20-20 1854 1 1 3 17 7 0 1
TOTAL 39-38 3456 1 5 7 22 7 0 1
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Freshman (2007): Claire Hakim ap-
peared in 13 games during her fresh-
man season and made five starts. She 
was inserted into the starting lineup 
against Louisiana Tech when fel-
low defender Sarah Gwisdala went 
down with a knee injury. Hakim 
got off two shots on goal during the 
season. She was part of the unit that 
anchored Arkansas’ defense that fin-
ished fifth in the SEC with 18 goals 
allowed, 0.87 goals-per-game aver-
age. Arkansas also finished fifth in 
the conference giving up just 2.75 
points per game.
Club: Hakim played with the FCV 
Rockets from U9 and up, and was 
dominating. In fact, over the final 
four years of her tenure, the Rockets 
won two state championships and 
finished runner-up three times.
Langley HS: The Langley High 
School Saxons were Liberty District 
champions two times with Hakim 
on the roster and went to the re-
gional finals her sophomore season. 
Individually, Hakim was a three-
time second-team all-district selec-
tion and a Washington Post all-met 
honorable mention.
Personal: Born on Dec. 18, 1988, 
Hakim is the daughter of Robert 
Hakim. She has two sisters, Lauren 









Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 13-5 428 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
TOTAL 13-5 428 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
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Senior (2007): Sarah Gwisdala started the 
first five games of the season before suffering 
a season-ending knee injury against Western 
Michigan. She tallied one assist on the year, a 
helper on a Lindsay Patterson goal in the first 
half of the season opener against Tulsa, a 2-0 
victory for Arkansas. She was part of the unit 
that anchored Arkansas’ defense that finished 
fifth in the SEC with 18 goals allowed, 0.87 
goals-per-game average. Arkansas also fin-
ished fifth in the conference giving up just 
2.75 points per game.
Junior (2006): Moving to the back line prior 
to her junior season, Sarah Gwisdala’s career 
took a turn for the best. Gwisdala’s presence 
on the back line was a huge boost to the 
speed of the Razorback defenders, and on 
more than one occasion that quickness was 
able to save a potential goal. She started all 
19 matches for Arkansas and ranked fourth 
on the team in minutes played.
Sophomore (2005): Hobbled by an ankle in-
jury for most of the season, Gwisdala made 
the most of her limited opportunities. She 
predominantly played forward, but did see 
some action at outside defender when need-
ed. She scored one goal, a strike against Ala-
bama, to give the Razorbacks a 2-1 win.
Freshman (2004): Playing forward, Gwisdala 
was one of the Razorbacks’ top scorers. She 
was named the SEC’s Offensive Player of the 
Week after a two-goal weekend against Van-
derbilt and Kentucky. She tallied six goals in-
cluding two game winners while starting 16 
of 18 matches.
ODP: Gwisdala played on the Texas state 
team between 1998-2002.
Club: A key contributor for the Dallas Tex-
ans ’86 club, the No. 1 team in the nation 
in 2004, Gwisdala helped win the Premier 
League title and a WAGS cup in ’04.
Plano West HS: A National Soccer Coaches’ 
Association all-region performer in 2003, she 
set the Plano West record for assists in a sea-
son with 22. Gwisdala has all-state and 5A 
district co-MVP honors, two Dallas Morning 
News Athlete of the Week awards and was 
named Plano West offensive MVP. During her 
career, the Plano West Wolves competed in 
the state semifinals, and won regional, area 
and bi-district championships. 
Personal: Born on Dec. 25, 1985, Gwisdala 
is the daughter of Jim and Barbara Gwisdala. 
She has three older brothers, Jim, Andy and 









Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2004 18-16 1284 6 0 12 27 15 2 2
2005 15-4 532 1 0 2 13 7 1 0
2006 19-19 1628 0 0 0 3 1 0 0
2007 5-5 423 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
TOTAL 57-44 3867 7 1 15 44 24 3 2
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Freshman (2007): During her fresh-
man campaign, Rachel Carlson saw 
action in 17 games with five starts. 
She posted a three-point effort with 
her first-career goal and an assist 
against Jacksonville St. The goal 
came in the 72nd minute on an 
eight-yard strike. Less than a minute 
later, her assist on Kat Moffett’s goal 
helped give Arkansas the 5-0 win. 
Carlson also tallied an assist in the 
Razorbacks’ 6-0 victory over Louisi-
ana Tech. She earned her first career 
start against Western Michigan.
ODP: Carlson played on the Okla-
homa state ODP team for six years.
Club: Carlson’s Hurricane ‘89 team 
was dominant over the years as evi-
denced by their four state champi-
onships over the past four seasons. 
The squad went to the Region 3 fi-
nals two times and the quarterfinals 
in 2006.
Jenks HS: State champions their 
junior year, Carlson and the Jenks 
Trojans were a perennial state tour-
nament powerhouse. As a freshman, 
Carlson led the squad to the state 
semifinals, improving to the finals 
as a sophomore before winning it 
all.
Personal: Born on May 5, 1989, 
Carlson is the daughter of Jeff and 
Nan Carlson. She has three siblings, 
Clay, Andrea and Meredith, and is 
undecided on her major.
#5
Rachel Carlson





Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 17-5 697 1 2 4 6 2 0 0
TOTAL 17-5 697 1 2 4 6 2 0 0
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Freshman (2007): Sam Bolton ap-
peared in 16 games during her 
freshman season, earning 12 starts 
on Arkansas’ defensive line. Her first 
career start came in the Razorbacks’ 
5-0 victory over Jacksonville St. 
She was also a starter in each of the 
team’s conference games. She was 
part of the unit that anchored Ar-
kansas’ defense that finished fifth in 
the SEC with 18 goals allowed, 0.87 
goals-per-game average. Arkansas 
also finished fifth in the conference 
giving up just 2.75 points per game.
ODP: Bolton spent several years on 
the ODP circuit at the U11/U12 and 
U13/U14 levels.
Club: With the F.C. United of the 
Ingram Futbol Club, Bolton won 
five state championships and nu-
merous tournament titles. Her team 
was ranked No. 1 in the state and 
20th in the Region 3 rankings.
Rogers HS: Bolton was the stand-
out player for Rogers High School 
for several seasons and during that 
time led her squad to three state and 
conference championships. She was 
given her team’s hustle award as a 
freshman before being named the 
Arkansas Gatorade Player of the Year 
as a sophomore. She was named all-
conference, all-tournament and all-
state.
Personal: Born on Nov. 14, 1988, 
Bolton is the daughter of Scott and 
Cathy Bolton. She has one sister, 









Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 16-12 1147 0 0 0 4 4 0 0
TOTAL 16-12 1147 0 0 0 4 4 0 0
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Sophomore (2007):  Kim Schleif saw ac-
tion in 16 games during her sophomore 
season, making 10 starts. She finished 
the season with six points and a team-
leading four assists. In the season open-
er against Tulsa, she posted an assist on a 
Kelly O’Connor goal. Schleif had a four-
point performance in the Razorbacks’ 
5-0 win over Jacksonville State. Her goal 
came just 2:27 into the game and she as-
sisted on Arkansas’ next two goals. 
Freshman (2006): Schleif goes down in 
Arkansas history as the first Razorback 
player to ever earn Southeastern Con-
ference All-Freshman Team honors. She 
played in all 19 contests her first season, 
starting 12, and scored three goals with 
one assist. Her first goal came at South-
eastern Louisiana, but her most mem-
orable was the game-winner against 
Memphis in the closing moments that 
preserved Arkansas’ school-record win-
ning streak.
ODP: Schleif played on the state team 
and was in the regional pool in 2001.
Club: Playing for the Lonestar Soccer 
Club, Schleif assisted the U17 squad to 
a second-place finish at the state tour-
nament and a wildcard qualifier to the 
regional.
Ronald Reagan HS: In four years at Ron-
ald Reagan HS, Schleif led her squad to 
regional and state finals as well as district 
championships. She is a multiple-time 
all-district selection and was named to 
the state and regional teams her junior 
and senior seasons.
Personal: Born on Sept. 24, 1987, Schleif 
is the daughter of Ron and Laura Schleif. 









Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2006 19-12 1137 3 1 7 25 14 1 2
2007 16-10 797 1 4 6 17 6 1 1
TOTAL 35-22 1934 4 5 13 42 20 2 3
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Junior (2007):  Abbey Wilburn was one of 
five Arkansas players to start all 20 games last 
season. She scored her lone goal of the season 
in the Razorbacks’ 3-0 win over Oral Roberts. 
The goal came 20 seconds into the game, 
giving UA the early lead. She played 1,566 
minutes during her junior season, which was 
fifth-most on the team. Wilburn was also 
among the team leaders in shots and shots 
on goal with 34 and 14, respectively.
Sophomore (2006): For the second straight 
season, Wilburn led the Razorbacks in as-
sists, this time with six, while also adding a 
goal for eight points. Her six assists gave her 
12 for her career and played her at 10th on 
Arkansas’ all-time list. Wilburn started all 19 
of Arkansas’ matches and notched her first 
game-winning strike, a golden goal against 
Louisiana Tech, in early September.
Freshman (2005): Wilburn was one of two 
freshmen in 2005 to start and play in every 
match. She scored once and led the team with 
six assists. Her assist total was bolstered by the 
fact that she took nearly every Razorback cor-
ner kick. Her best match of the season came 
at Alabama where she scored a game-tying 
goal right before the half, then assisted on 
the game winner. She also earned Arkansas’ 
first-ever SEC Freshman of the Week honor 
with her Alabama effort.
ODP: Wilburn played on the North Texas 
ODP state team for five years.
Club: Wilburn’s Inter club won numerous 
championships during her time and went 
to the state semifinals for three consecutive 
seasons.
MacArthur HS: As a junior she assisted on 15 
goals, and for her career had 30 with 80 total 
points. A four-year starter at MacArthur High 
School, Wilburn was named her team’s MVP 
as a junior and senior and was the Cardinal’s 
captain for two seasons. Not just recognized 
by her high school, Wilburn was also the 
MVP for her district at midfield in 2004 and 
then took the utility MVP honor in 2005. In 
the classroom she was sixth in her graduat-
ing class of 380 and was both the science stu-
dent and female athlete of the year. She was 
a member of the National Honor Society and 
named its most valuable member.
Personal: Born on March 10, 1987, Wilburn 
is the daughter of Cary and Linda Wilburn. 
She has one brother, Brett, and is majoring in 
accounting with a minor in finance.
#8
Abbey Wilburn





Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2005 18-18 1399 1 6 8 31 17 0 0
2006 19-19 1516 1 6 8 27 15 1 0
2007 20-20 1566 1 0 2 34 14 1 1 
TOTAL 57-57 4481 3 12 18 92 46 2 1
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Freshman (2007): The third-lead-
ing scorer during the year, Camille 
Flores made 12 starts and appeared 
in all 20 games for Arkansas. She 
scored two goals and tied for second 
on the team with three assists. She 
tallied her first point of the season 
with an assist on a Kelly O’Connor 
goal against Austin Peay. Flores’ 
first goal of the season came at the 
64:00 mark in a 6-0 win at Louisiana 
Tech. She made her first career start 
at Centenary. Against Jacksonville 
St., she posted a career-high four 
points with a goal and two assists. 
She scored on a header in the 49th 
minute and helped on goals by Kim 
Schleif and Rachel Carlson. Flores 
started the final nine SEC games.
ODP: Participated on the California 
ODP team and played with the re-
gional squad.
Club: Playing with the Arsenal FC 
out of Alta Loma, Calif., Flores led 
her U17/U18 team to a second-place 
finish in the Premier League and 
won numerous tournament titles in 
her six years.
Ruben S. Ayala HS: As a freshman, 
Flores led her team to a Sierra League 
Championship and grabbed second-
team all-league honors. She snagged 
first-team honors as a sophomore 
and paced the Bulldogs to a second-
place league finish. She missed her 
junior year to injury but returned 
as a senior to lead her squad to an 
undefeated season and a spot in the 
CIF playoffs.
Personal: Born April 6, 1989, Flores 
is the daughter of Emelda Flores. She 
has two siblings, Quijano and Javier, 
and is majoring in business.
#9
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Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 20-12 1086 2 3 7 12 4 0 0
TOTAL 20-12 1086 2 3 7 12 4 0 0
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Freshman (2007): The team’s leading scorer 
last season despite missing the final eight 
games of the season, Kelly O’Connor posted 
six goals and three assists during 12 games—
all starts—of her freshman campaign. She 
suffered a season-ending ACL injury Oct. 5 
against No. 21 Georgia. She made her pres-
ence known immediately with a goal in the 
11th minute of her first game in an Arkan-
sas jersey. She totaled three points in the Ra-
zorbacks’ 3-0 win at Oral Roberts. O’Connor 
scored for the second consecutive game with 
a goal in the 70th minute against Austin 
Peay. In the conference opener against Ole 
Miss, she scored Arkansas’ only goal, an un-
assisted tally at the 14:05 mark. She tied her 
career high with a three-point effort against 
Mississippi State; she set up Lindsay Patterson 
to give the team an early lead and scored a 
goal of her own in the 67th minute to seal 
Arkansas’ 2-0 win. 
ODP: O’Connor was a member of the Region 
III ODP team between 2005 and 2007. She 
was invited to participate in U-20 national 
team camp during the summer of 2007 and 
had her first experience with that squad was 
at the Home Depot Center in Carson, Calif.
Club: The best way to describe O’Connor’s 
career with the Ingram Futbal Club is cham-
pions. Between the ranks of U11 and U18, In-
gram won four state championships and was 
a finalist twice.
Bentonville HS: All-American, Arkansas 
state Gatorade Player of the Year, NSCAA 
State Player of the Year and offensive MVP, 
and that was her junior year. As a senior she 
was named Arkansas Democrat-Gazette and 
Morning News of Northwest Arkansas Player of 
the Year and scored the game-winning goal 
in Bentonville’s state championship run. The 
goal capped off a brilliant tournament that 
saw her named most valuable player. She 
holds Bentonville High School records for ca-
reer and single-season goals as well as career 
and single-season points. During her stint at 
Bentonville she scored 104 goals and tallied 
over 200 points.
Personal:  Born on Jan. 18, 1989, O’Connor 
is the daughter of Joe and Lori O’Connor. She 
has two younger siblings, Kasey and Jack, and 
is majoring in political science.
#10
Kelly O’Connor





Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 12-12 687 6 3 15 35 19 1 2
TOTAL 12-12 687 6 3 15 35 19 1 2
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Freshman (2007): Ally Atkins made 
14 appearances in the Arkansas line-
up during her freshman season. She 
tallied a goal and two assists in 312 
minutes of play. She scored the first 
goal of her career, a four-yard shot 
off a cross, in the 44th minute of the 
Razorbacks’ 5-0 win over Jackson-
ville St. In Arkansas’ 1-1 tie with No. 
6 Tennessee, Atkins had the assist 
on a goal by Lindsay Patterson that 
tied the game at the 68:37 mark.
Club: Atkins was a part of several 
club team championships over the 
years and led her team to as high as 
No. 2 in the state, No. 12 in Region 
1 and No. 49 in the nation.
Liberty HS: Atkins earned captain’s 
honors for Liberty High School as 
a freshman, while also taking the 
coaches’ award that season. She also 
served as captain as a junior. She 
was a three-time all-conference se-
lection, two-time all-district and all-
region player. She also took all-state 
honors as a junior.
Personal: Born on March 3, 1989, 
Atkins is the daughter of Mike and 
Pat Atkins. She has one sibling, Mor-
gan, and is undecided on her major. 
Atkins arrived at Arkansas in Janu-
ary of 2007 to begin her Razorback 
career a semester early.
#11
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Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 14-0 312 1 2 4 5 2 0 0








Sophomore (2007): Sophie Wentz ap-
peared in all 20 games for Arkansas and 
made 10 starts. At Centenary, Wentz 
had the assist on the game-winning goal 
with a throw-in to Kathleen Paulsen, 
who scored in overtime in the 96th min-
ute to give the Razorbacks the 1-0 win. 
Freshman (2006): One of the first Ra-
zorbacks off the bench for Arkansas 
in 2006, Wentz played in 18 matches 
at forward, getting one start in Arkan-
sas’ match with Memphis. She tallied a 
pair of scores on the year, including the 
game winner against Tulsa. Her second 
score was the one that iced the game at 
Mississippi State.
ODP: Wentz played on the Oklahoma 
ODP squad in 2005.
Club: As a member of the Arkansas Com-
ets club team, Wentz took four state titles 
through the U-18 level, then moved to 
the HFC 88 Lundy squad in Oklahoma 
in the summer of 2006 to play U-19 soc-
cer and helped her squad all the way to 
the South Regional tournament.
Fayetteville HS: Wentz was a four-year 
starter and captain her senior season 
for Fayetteville High School. She made 
two trips to the state finals and another 
to the quarterfinals during her tenure. 
Named all-state her junior and senior 
seasons, she was a menace to opposing 
teams with her work ethic and nose for 
the goal.
Personal: Born on June 9, 1988, Wentz 
is the daughter of David and Andrea 
Wentz and is majoring in communica-
tion disorders. Being a Razorback runs in 
her family as both her parents attended 
the University of Arkansas.
Wentz’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2006 18-1 501 2 0 4 12 5 1 1
2007 20-10 1115 0 1 1 18 7 0 0








Junior (2007): Whitney Allison ap-
peared in a career-high 18 games for Ar-
kansas and notched a goal and an assist 
during the season coming off the bench. 
She found the back of the net against 
Louisiana Tech in the 49th minute for 
the first goal of her career. Her lone assist 
came on a Rachel Carlson goal in the Ra-
zorbacks’ 5-0 win over Jacksonville St.
Sophomore (2006): Allison saw her role 
expand as a sophomore, playing in 15 
games, mostly in Southeastern Confer-
ence play. She did so despite the fact 
that she suffered from back pain the en-
tire season. Allison picked up her lone 
assist on the year in Arkansas’ 3-0 win at 
Mississippi State.
Freshman (2005): Allison saw quality 
time on the field as a freshman, play-
ing in 13 matches, but mostly late in 
the contest. She did pick up a pair of as-
sists on the year, her first in Arkansas’s 
5-1 victory at Tulsa, her first collegiate 
match. She added a second point in the 
Razorbacks’ win at Alabama.
Club: A star for Little Rock Futbol, Al-
lison led her team to three state and re-
gional performances. Her squad picked 
up Capital City and CASA Champion-
ships in each of her four seasons.
Conway HS: One of the best goal scor-
ers in Arkansas state history, Allison net-
ted more than 40 in her four years with 
Conway High School, including 21 her 
junior season when she set the Wampus 
Cats’ record for goals in a season. She 
capped off her Conway career with the 
game-winning golden goal in the Arkan-
sas All-Star Game, giving her East squad 
a 1-0 victory.
Personal: Born on Oct. 13, 1986, Allison 
is the daughter of John and Jennifer Al-
lison. She has one brother, John, and is 
majoring in political science.
Allison’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2005 13-0 295 0 2 2 5 4 0 0
2006 15-0 399 0 1 1 5 2 0 0
2007 18-0 694 1 1 3 17 7 0 0








Sophomore (2007): Kathleen Paulsen 
was the second-leading goal scorer for 
Arkansas with three goals while start-
ing all 20 games. Her first goal of the 
season came against Austin Peay; Ar-
kansas won, 2-0. She broke a scoreless 
tie at Centenary with a goal in overtime 
at the 95:28 mark. It was her second 
game-winning goal of the season. Pauls-
en scored her final goal of the year in 
the first half at Kentucky which tied the 
score before the Wildcats took the lead 
back three minutes later.
Freshman (2006): Paulsen’s freshman 
year was spent mostly as a midfield re-
placement, but the Colorado native was 
both efficient and brilliant in her time. 
She scored her first career goal against 
Missouri State when she rifled a shot 
from outside the penalty area on a free 
kick that skimmed the bottom of the 
crossbar and forced overtime.  She add-
ed an assist against Southeastern Loui-
siana. Paulsen played in all 19 contests 
her first season, picking up two starts.
Club: Playing for Real Colorado, Pauls-
en picked up five state cup titles and 
participated in six regionals, making the 
Region IV semifinals three times and 
the finals once.
Faith Christian Academy: Paulsen was 
a three-sport athlete for Faith Christian 
Academy, using her 5-9 frame to excel 
at soccer, basketball and cross coun-
try. On the pitch, Paulsen won a state 
championship her junior season, tally-
ing 14 goals and 12 assists during the 
campaign. She guided her team to a 
quarterfinals spot as a sophomore and 
to the state finals as a senior. She was 
named all-state and all-conference in 
each of her final three seasons. Paulsen’s 
basketball and cross country teams were 
also successful with a second and two 
third-place finishes in the state.
Personal: Born on Oct. 5, 1987, Paulsen 
is the daughter of Gregory and Patricia 
Paulsen. She has two brothers, Matthew 
and Timothy and is planning to major 
in either business or education.
Paulsen’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2006 19-2 843 1 1 3 23 12 0 0
2007 20-20 1480 3 0 6 27 17 2 2








Junior (2007): Arkansas’ second-leading scorer 
during her junior campaign, Lindsay Patterson 
was named a second-team All-SEC performer, the 
12th Razorback soccer player to earn all-confer-
ence honors in program history. She tied for the 
team lead with six goals scored during the sea-
son, including a team-best three game-winning 
goals. Coming off the bench in the season opener 
against Tulsa, Patterson headed a goal past the op-
posing keeper in the 39th minute. She posted a 
two-goal effort in Arkansas’ 6-0 win at Louisiana 
Tech. Her scores came within four minutes of one 
another; the first on a header at the 24:48 mark 
and the second coming at 28:31. Against Missouri 
St., Patterson broke a scoreless tie with a 20-yard 
strike in the second overtime to lift Arkansas to 
victory. She scored her first conference goal of the 
season against Mississippi St. in a 2-0 victory. With 
the team trailing against No. 6 Tennessee, Patter-
son tied the game with a 10-yard shot in the 69th 
minute to force the final 1-1 tally. Appearing in all 
20 games, she also made 16 starts, including the 
final 10 SEC contests.
Sophomore (2006): Patterson emerged as a scor-
ing threat during her sophomore year, scoring five 
times and assisting on another goal for 11 points. 
She single-handedly took down the Georgia Bull-
dogs in Athens, Ga., with a pair of goals in Arkan-
sas’ 2-1 victory and picked up a third goal against 
SEC competition with her game-winner against 
Alabama. Beginning the season coming off the 
bench, Patterson worked her way into the starting 
11 for 11 of the 18 games she played.
Freshman (2005): A role player her freshman sea-
son, Patterson played in 13 matches and contrib-
uted with a pair of assists. She gained momentum 
in the final third of the regular season before re-
dedicating herself to the game and to her fitness. 
Her off-season workout regimen paid off as she 
was arguably Arkansas’ most improved player at 
the end of spring drills.
Club: Playing her club ball as a junior and senior 
with Dallas Inter, Patterson helped her squad to 
a state cup semifinalist spot as a senior. Prior to 
playing with the Inter, she was a member of the 
Sting and won a Region III title during the 2001-02 
campaign and went to the finals a year before.
Lewisville HS: In just two years at Lewisville 
High School, Patterson tallied 26 goals and 11 as-
sists heading into her final season. As a freshman 
she scored 17 of those and was named the Dallas 
Morning News’ all-area as well as the District 6-5A 
Newcomer of the Year. Patterson led the squad to 
a bi-district title that season before missing her 
sophomore year to a knee injury. As a junior, Pat-
terson returned to the starting lineup at center 
midfield and was named first-team all district and 
the Fightin’ Farmers’ offensive MVP.
Personal: Born on Jan. 23, 1987, Patterson is the 
daughter of Jim Patterson and Lisa Burns. She has 
two siblings, Jennifer and Jansen, and is majoring 
in kinesiology. Her grandfather played football for 
the University of Texas.
Patterson’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2005 13-1 412 0 2 2 13 8 0 0
2006 18-11 757 5 1 11 23 10 2 2
2007 20-16 1214 6 2 14 38 23 3 3








Freshman (2007): During her freshman 
campaign, Beth McVean appeared in 
11 contests, including two SEC games, 
coming off the bench. She logged 344 
minutes and tallied four shots with 
two shots on goal during the year. She 
missed the final nine games of the sea-
son due to illness.
Club: Playing for the Memphis Mercury, 
McVean was a starting forward and mid-
fielder and in 2007 won the Tennessee 
state championship, eventually playing 
in the Southern Regional finals.
White Station HS: A four-year starter 
and two-year captain for White Station 
at center mid, McVean was named most 
valuable player on her squad three times, 
and her final two seasons saw her award-
ed as a Best of the Preps athlete. Her final 
season she was the Best of the Preps Ath-
lete of the Year for the Memphis metro 
area. She scored 26 goals and added 20 
assists during her stint at White Station 
and was named all-state her senior year. 
She has also been named to the White 
Station Hall of Fame as the most athletic 
female her senior season. Along with 
her soccer prowess, McVean was a four-
year all-state selection in cross country 
and All-Memphis in track. She was also 
a member of the National Honor Society 
and National Spanish Honor Society.
Personal: Born on July 6, 1988, she 
is the daughter of John and Debbie 
McVean. She has two sisters, Stephanie 




Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2007 11-0 344 0 0 0 4 2 0 0








Junior (2007): Megan Fawley started all 
20 games as a part of the defensive line 
for Arkansas.  She was a mainstay on the 
field with 1,786 minutes played, the sec-
ond most on the team. She was a mem-
ber of the unit that anchored the Arkan-
sas defense that finished fifth in the SEC 
in goals allowed (18), goals against aver-
age (0.90 per game) and points allowed 
(2.75).
Sophomore (2006): Fawley saw very 
limited action as a sophomore due to 
a preseason ankle surgery. She did join 
the club late in the season to play in five 
games, but her minutes were limited.
Freshman (2005): One of the keys to Ar-
kansas’ success in 2005, Fawley earned a 
starting position at preseason camp and 
never relinquished it. Entering Arkansas 
as a midfielder, she moved to defense 
due to injuries on the back line and 
became vital to Arkansas’ scheme. She 
did contribute to the Razorback offense 
once as a freshman, assisting on an Ar-
kansas goal against South Carolina from 
the back line.
Club: A team captain for the Dallas 
Sting, she led her team to a No. 49 rank-
ing and No. 11 in the US Youth Soccer’s 
Region 3.
J.J. Pearce HS: Brought from the fresh-
man team to varsity her first year, Faw-
ley was a mainstay on the big squad for 
four seasons and was named captain as a 
senior. She was a second-team all-district 
selection as a sophomore at forward, 
then earned first-team all-district and 
second-team all-area honors in Dallas-
Fort Worth as a junior at defender. She 
led her team to three district champi-
onships and a regional title during her 
time.
Personal: Born on Feb. 10, 1987, Fawley 
is the daughter of Ty and Stacey Fawley. 
She has one brother, Matt, and is major-
ing in elementary education.
Fawley’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2005 18-18 1629 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
2006 5-0 89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2007 20-20 1786 0 0 0 0 0 0 0








Sophomore (2007): Kat Moffett ap-
peared in 19 games and logged five 
starts during her sophomore season. 
She tallied her first goal on a free kick in 
the 52nd minute at Louisiana Tech after 
coming off the bench. Moffett added her 
second goal of the year, an eight-yard 
shot, in Arkansas’ 5-0 win over Jackson-
ville St. She made her first start against 
No. 6 Tennessee, which started a string 
of five consecutive starts.
Freshman (2006): Moffett came in with 
impressive credentials, and she did not 
disappoint her coaches as she led the 
Razorback freshmen in both goals and 
points.  Playing in all 19 contests, Mof-
fett started eight games and scored three 
goals and added a pair of assists for eight 
points. She scored her first career goal in 
her first game against Missouri State and 
added to her total in Razorback victories 
against Mississippi State and Alabama.
Club: On the club pitch, Moffett played 
for several squads but in 2006, her se-
nior season, was instrumental in the 
Sting ‘87s march to nationals.
McKinney North HS: She was one of 
two athletes in the country to be named 
both an NSCAA/Adidas All-American 
and scholar All-American in 2006. 
The district’s newcomer of the year in 
2003, she took district MVP honors as 
sophomore and senior, while nabbing 
state MVP honors in her final season. 
These accolades go hand-in-hand with 
her multiple all-county, region and dis-
trict awards. During her career, Moffett 
scored more than 80 goals and had 50 
assists.
Personal:  Born on Jan. 12, 1988, Mof-
fett is the daughter of Sam and Sandra 
Moffett.  She has an older sister, Kristin, 
and is majoring in broadcast journal-
ism.
Moffett’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins G A Pts Sh SOG GWG FG
2006 19-8 627 3 2 8 15 6 0 1
2007 19-5 644 2 0 4 8 3 0 0








Sophomore (2007):  Jackie Booker ap-
peared in three games between the posts 
as the backup to Britni Williams and 
two other games off the bench during 
non-conference play. During the season, 
she logged just over 89 minutes as the 
goalkeeper in substitution time against 
Louisiana Tech, Jacksonville St. and 
LSU. Booker totaled a season-high four 
saves against the Tigers in the season fi-
nale. She didn’t allow a goal on the year. 
Booker also appeared in SEC matches 
against Auburn and Vanderbilt.
Freshman (2006): Booker played in just 
one match during her freshman season, 
a short stint against the University of Al-
abama. Despite her limited playing time, 
she looked good in her Razorback debut 
and made huge strides in her training 
throughout the year.
ODP: Booker played on the Arkansas 
State U17 squad.
Club:  Booker was the starting goalkeep-
er for the Arkansas Comets club program 
from the U-12 level to U-17, winning a 
state title each season, before playing for 
the U-18 club in Tulsa  with the Hurri-
cane Futbol Club her final year.
Fayetteville HS: A four-year starter and 
two-time all-state performer for Fay-
etteville High School, Booker was a key 
component to the Bulldogs’ three runs 
at the state championship. She posted 
goals against averages of 0.50 and 0.68 
her sophomore and junior seasons.
Personal: Born on March 18, 1988, 
Booker is the daughter of Mike and Mer-
ilee Booker. She has two siblings, Jessica 
and Mike, and is majoring in pre-phys-
ical therapy.
Booker’s Career Statistics
Year GP-GS Mins GA GAA Saves Pct. Record SHO
2006 1-0 3:01 0 0.00 0 .000 0-0-0 0
2007 3-0 89:21 0 0.00 5 1.000 0-0-0 0





















Freshman (2007) (at Ohio State): As a 
freshman, Lauren Hallauer started all 23 
games for the Buckeyes. She was a con-
stant on the field as she played 2,095 
of 2,105 possible minutes during the 
season. Hallauer also brings postseason 
experience to Arkansas as Ohio State 
advanced to the 
championship 
game of the Big 
Ten Tournament 
and earned a 





Hallauer was a 
2007 high school 
A l l - A m e r i c a n 
and also earned district, region and state 
honors. She served as the team captain 
during her senior season. Hallauer also 
participated in track where she was a 
district, regional, state and national 
qualifier.
Personal:  Born Nov. 15, 1988, she is the 
daughter of Ron and Joni Hallauer. She 
has a younger brother, Karl. Hallauer 
will major in kinesiology at Arkansas.
Freshman (2007) (at John Brown): Bri-
tanny Allen made  14 starts during her 
freshman year at John Brown Universi-
ty. She appeared in 19 total games. She 
scored nine points with four goals and an 
assist. She fired 17 shots on goal during 




to the regional 
finals. 
Plano West HS: 
During her se-
nior year, Allen 
helped guide 
Plano West to 
the Texas state 
championship. 
She was named 
a second-team all-district performer dur-
ing her junior season. She was part of 
two regional finalist teams in 2005 and 
2006.
Personal: Born March 3, 1989, she is the 
daughter of Tom and Sue Allen. She has 
two older brothers, Thomas and Cory. 
At Arkansas, she will major in hospital-
ity and restaurant management.
Freshman (2007) (at Clemson):  Erin 
Moskos appeared in three games off the 
bench for the Tigers during her fresh-
man season.
Club:  Moskos was a member of the Ar-
senal Football Club Premier team. The 
club turned in 
a second-place 




titles during her 
eight-year club 
run, including 




Los Osos HS: Moskos, a three-year start-
er, earned all-league honors three times 
and was named the team’s Most Valuable 
Defender. She helped lead Los Osos to a 
conference title, two runner-up results 
and an appearance in the quarterfinals.
Moskos was also a four-time California 
Interscholastic Federation Scholarship 
Athlete.
 
Personal: Born Feb. 15, 1989, she is the 
daughter of Paul and Bonnie Moskos. 
She has an older brother, Daniel. At Ar-
kansas, Moskos is a kinesiology/exercise 
science major.
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Freshman (2007): Dani Alexander redshirted 
during the season.
Club: A member of four state championship 
soccer teams during her club career, Alexander was captain of the In-
gram Futbol Club during her junior season.
Bentonville HS: One of the standout players for Bentonville High 
School, Alexander scored more than 50 goals during her four-year 
prep career, including three hat tricks. She was an integral part of Ben-
tonville’s state semifinalist run as a junior and helped her squad to the 
state title as a senior. Her final year saw her named all-conference as 
she completed her second term as team captain. Alexander graduated 
from Bentonville with high honors and was a member of the National 
Honor Society.
Personal: Born on March 27, 1989, Alexander is the daughter of Kev-
in and Kathy Alexander. She has two siblings, Brittany and Cameron, 




















Club: Along with Razorback teammate 
Kailey Anders, Nikki Crocco was a mem-
ber of the Dallas Sting ’90, formerly the 
Dallas Texans Red ‘90. The team won 
the Texas State Cup, the U18 Region I championship and ad-
vanced to the finals of the 2008 U.S. Youth Soccer National 
Championships. The club team also appeared in the U17 na-
tional championship game the year before.
Southlake Carroll HS: As a senior, Crocco was named an all-
state performer as she helped lead Carroll to the 2008 5A state 
championship.
Personal: Born April 28, 1990, she is the daughter of Jim and 
Hollie Crocco. She also has three older siblings—one brother, 
Jimmy, and two sisters Gena and Janee. Crocco will major in 
elementary education and minor in nutrition at Arkansas.
Club: Kendall Winston was a member 
of the three-time State Cup champion 
D’Feeters club team out of North Texas.
McKinney HS: During her freshman year, Winston was on 
the Texas state championship team at McKinney HS. She was 
named the district newcomer of the year during her sopho-
more season. She was also named a first-team all-district per-
former three times (2006-08).
Personal: Born Nov. 10, 1989, she is the daughter of Bob and 
Kim Winston. She has two older sisters, Rachel and Erika.
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Lassiter HS: At Lassiter HS, Daniella 
O’Shea was a four-time letter win-
ner. During her senior season, she was 
named the team’s MVP and Best Offensive Player.
Personal: Born Feb. 22, 1990, she is the daughter of Jim and 





















Southside HS: During her senior sea-
son, Anna Heintz was an all-state selec-
tion. She also participated in track and 
field during her senior year.
Personal: Born Dec. 24, 1989, she is the daughter of Sam and 
Vicki Heintz. She has three brothers, Oliver, Jacob and John, 
and one sister, Emily. She will major in biological engineering 
at Arkansas.
ODP: Brittany Hudson was a two-time 
member of the Arkansas state pool.
Club: Hudson played for the Little Rock 
FC ’90 team coached by Tad Bohannon and helped the squad 
to 2007 and 2008 state titles.
Central HS: In 2007, Central advanced to the state champion-
ship game and Hudson was an all-conference defensive unit 
selection. She finished her high school career being named to 
the 2008 East All-Star team.
Personal: Born Feb. 19, 1990, she is the daughter of Dennis 
and Teresa Hudson and has a younger sister, Rebecca. At Ar-
kansas, Hudson is enrolled in the pre-med program as a biol-
ogy major.
Club: Along with Razorback teammate 
Nikki Crocco, Kailey Anders was a mem-
ber of the Dallas Sting ’90, formerly the 
Dallas Texans Red ‘90. The team won 
the Texas State Cup, the U18 Region I championship and ad-
vanced to the finals of the 2008 U.S. Youth Soccer National 
Championships. The club team also appeared in the U17 na-
tional championship game the year before.
Allen HS: During her senior season, Anders was a first-team 
all-district selection. She helped lead Allen to regional appear-
ances from 2006-08.
Personal: Born Dec. 31, 1989, she is the daughter of Ken and 
Vickie Anders. She has three siblings, Kara, Kyle and Kennedy, 
and is a speech pathology major at Arkansas.
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Head Coach Gordon Henderson
In four seasons as the head coach 
at the University of Arkansas, Gordon 
Henderson has created a growing foun-
dation for Razorback soccer by bringing 
in exciting recruiting classes and devel-
oping successful student-athletes, on 
and off the field.
During the 2007 season, Lindsay 
Patterson became the third Razorback 
under Henderson to earn All-South-
eastern Conference honors when she 
was named to the league’s second team. 
She became the 12th all-conference per-
former in Arkansas history. Allison Har-
ris earned a spot on the central region’s 
third team by SoccerBuzz during her se-
nior season.
Henderson’s squad also succeeded 
in the classroom. In 2007, Arkansas was 
ranked eighth nationally in team GPA 
(3.50). The Razorbacks were awarded 
their sixth consecutive team academic 
honor by the National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America.
His recruits shined in 2007 as Ar-
kansas was led, statistically, by two 
freshmen. Kelly O’Connor was the 
team’s leading scorer with 15 points (six 
goals and three assists) and posted two 
three-point efforts during her first sea-
son. In goal, Britni Williams set or tied 
six school freshman records, including 
tying Arkansas’ single-season mark with 
an 0.91 goals against average.
Henderson’s first two seasons were 
spent on building the traditions of the 
Razorback program, including a look 
to the past where he embraced each of 
Arkansas’ former players in the form of 
alumni boards and a weekend of fun 
that culminated in an alumni match. 
With the traditions in place, and his de-
sire to get his team fit well under way, 
Henderson focused on his ultimate goal, 
winning.
The 2006 season was a banner year 
for the Razorbacks as they enjoyed their 
best season in a decade.  Arkansas posted 
double-digit wins for just the fifth time 
in school history and ran off a school 
record seven-match winning streak in 
the month of September that saw it out-
score its opponents 17-3.  The run led to 
Arkansas’ first-ever regional ranking in 
the SoccerBuzz polls.  Individually, goal-
keeper Carrie Dillsaver decimated the 
Arkansas record books with 28 career, 
season, game and class marks; forward 
Christina Burger earned her second All-
SEC nomination; Kim Schleif became 
the first All-SEC Freshman Team mem-
ber in school history and Devon Burger 
was tabbed as a third-team SoccerBuzz 
all-region player.
Henderson’s stint at Arkansas began 
in December of 2003 when University 
officials scoured the country looking for 
someone with the passion and drive to 
take the Razorback program to the next 
level.  His resume spoke for itself as he 
led several squads to league titles and 
took Idaho State to the NCAA Tourna-
ment’s second round.
Henderson’s player development 
has been witnessed by every team that 
comes to play Arkansas, but the defini-
tive proof of that came in 2006 when 
C. Burger earned the first of her second-
team All-SEC honors and was among 
the league leaders in scoring throughout 
her junior season.
The changes instilled by Henderson 
in his first year were evident in game one 
as the Razorbacks went out with fire in 
their eyes.  The first game’s momentum 
led the Razorbacks to one of their best 
non-conference seasons ever.  Heading 
into the SEC schedule at full speed, Ar-
kansas got off to a fast start by going un-
defeated in its first three contests for its 
best league start in 12 years.
Prior to his arrival in Fayetteville, 
Henderson was the head coach at Idaho 
State in Pocatello, where in six seasons 
he amassed an impressive 56-51-11 re-
cord.  While just over .500 in that span, 
it is what Henderson’s teams did in the 
final four years of his tenure that made 
Arkansas’ search committee investigate 
the possibilities of bringing him to Fay-
etteville.  During that time, the Bengals 
won at least 10 games each season, made 
three NCAA Tournament appearances 
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and won three Big Sky Tournament ti-
tles as well as a Big Sky regular-season 
championship.  Those final four years 
saw Idaho State pick up 47 wins to just 
28 losses and seven ties for an outstand-
ing .616 winning percentage.
For his efforts on the field with 
Idaho State, Henderson was named Big 
Sky Coach of the Year three times over 
the last four seasons.  His players were 
not without their accolades as well. 
Henderson produced 37 all-conference 
selections since 1998, including 14 first 
and second teamers.  His players earned 
three Big Sky Tournament most valu-
able player awards, six offensive player 
of the week and 12 defensive player of 
the week honors, two Golden Boots for 
being the league’s top scorer, two Big 
Sky defensive MVPs and a Big Sky Fresh-
man of the Year award.  Henderson is 
most proud of the two National Soccer 
Coaches Association all-region players 
he produced while at Idaho State.
Not just focusing all his attention 
on the pitch, Henderson is also a stick-
ler for academics and pushes his ath-
letes to achieve both on the field and 
in the classroom.  Over his last two sea-
sons at Idaho State, Henderson’s teams 
earned two National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America National Team 
Academic Honors.  His attention to the 
classroom should go hand-in-hand with 
the Razorbacks’ success in academia. 
The past eight semesters, the Razorbacks 
soccer team earned a cumulative grade 
point average over 3.0 and have taken 
three NSCAA Team Academic Honors of 
their own.
Henderson’s head coaching career 
began at North Dakota State, where he 
started the program and spent three sea-
sons in Fargo, N.D., between 1995-98. 
During that time he earned a 27-24-0 re-
cord at the NCAA Division II university 
and began a reputation as a developer 
of young players, as his squad was one 
of the best in the North Central Confer-
ence.  He coached two players to NSCAA 
All-Region honors and produced the 
NCC Freshman of the Year in 1996 and 
1997.
Upon leaving his native Scotland 
in 1991, Henderson came to the Unit-
ed States and worked before attending 
Sonoma State University to get his mas-
ter’s in education.  While at Sonoma, he 
also served as an assistant coach for the 
women’s soccer program for two sea-
sons.
Henderson is a United States Soc-
cer Federation State Instructor and has 
earned his U.S.S.F. National ‘A’ License. 
In addition he has attained his Scottish 
National Coaching Badge.
Henderson was a talented player 
in his own right.  A forward for Heriot 
Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland, 
he was one of his club’s leading scorers. 
Henderson also spent three seasons with 
the Scottish National Collegiate Team 
before graduating in 1991 with a degree 
in physical education.
Henderson and his wife Lisa have 
two children, Cameron, 11, and Ailee, 
9.  The family resides in Fayetteville.
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Assistant Coach Steve Oliver
When searching for the best coaches to 
fill his Arkansas staff, Gordon Henderson did 
not need to look any further than the office 
across the hall. One of the nation’s top goal-
keeper coaches, Steve Oliver, was already on 
staff, and keeping the England native soon 
became a priority. Beginning his 10th year at 
the University of Arkansas, Oliver has pro-
fessional playing credentials to back up his 
teaching ability.
Since joining the Razorbacks in the win-
ter of 1999, Oliver has been instrumental in 
the success of Arkansas’ back line and goal-
keepers. In the spring of 2002, Oliver added 
chief recruiter to his list of duties when he 
took over Arkansas’ recruiting efforts, and 
the level of athlete entering the university 
has increased each year.
In Oliver’s nine years with the Razor-
backs’ keepers, his pupils have completely 
rewritten the Arkansas record book. From 
2000 to 2003 Lindsay Haywood played more 
minutes in net than any other freshman or 
sophomore in Arkansas history at that time. 
In 1999, Megan Bals was superb between 
the posts, setting freshman records for shots 
faced, saves, shutouts, games played and 
games started.
 During the 2007 season, Britni Williams 
set or tied six freshman marks for a goalkeep-
er. She set new freshman records of games 
started (20), minutes played (1,777), shots 
faced (242), goals against average (0.91) and 
shutouts (6). Williams tied the mark of eight 
wins in a single season by a freshman. The 
0.91 GAA ties the single-season record for an 
Arkansas goalkeeper.
While their records were lofty, the Ra-
zorbacks turned the program over to Carrie 
Dillsaver in the fall of 2003 and watched 34 
career, season, class and game records fall, 
including five all-time marks. Even more 
impressive was Dillsaver’s 2006 season goals 
against average (0.91) which dipped under 
1.00 for the first time in Razorback history.
Oliver’s mark on the Arkansas defense 
was immediate as he coached the Razorbacks 
into a cohesive unit that cut down by a fourth 
the number of goals that were scored against 
them. Several years later, the Razorbacks still 
keep their opponents off the scoreboard at 
the same margin.
Prior to Arkansas, Oliver spent two years 
at the University of Maryland, assisting the 
team to two NCAA Tournament appearances 
going as far as the quarterfinals in 1997. Oli-
ver’s work helped produced 23 wins to just 16 
losses in one of the toughest conferences for 
women’s soccer, the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence.
With coaching experience at many lev-
els and in several countries, Oliver brings an 
international flavor to the Arkansas system. 
He has been the head man or an assistant in 
the United States, England and Ireland. He 
has worked at the professional, collegiate and 
Olympic development levels and continues 
his work with area youth as the Director of 
Coaching for the Ingram FC in Northwest Ar-
kansas. A student of the game, he has earned 
a pair of international coaching licenses, the 
UEFA ‘A’ license and IFA Goalkeeping Diplo-
ma.
A native of England, Oliver has been 
coaching in the United States since 1989, 
when he split time between England and the 
States. One of his first U.S. coaching jobs was 
the director of the Soccer Concepts Schools 
in 1990, and he eventually took the director’s 
job of the World Class Soccer School.
Some of Oliver’s overseas coaching posi-
tions have included a stint with the Queens 
Park Rangers, a successful Division I team in 
England, goalkeeper’s coach at the Brentwood 
Private School from 1991-95 and goalkeeper 
coach for the Southend United Football Club. 
He also assisted with the National Schools 
Squad in Belfast, Northern Ireland, between 
1994 and 1995.
Oliver was a standout player during his 
playing career. In 1982 he signed with South-
end United where he played for four seasons. 
Oliver then moved on to play one season 
with the Colchester United before halting his 
professional career. He returned to the field in 
1995 as the back-up goalkeeper for Southend 
United, while also serving as keeper’s coach.
Oliver and his wife, Katie, have four children: 
Jessica, 13; Harry, 12; and twins Abby and 
Lizzy, 8.
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Razorback Soccer Support Staff
Kevin Jones
Facilities Supervisor
Kevin Jones begins 
his 14th year with 
Arkansas, and is in 
charge of the upkeep 
of Razorback home 
facilities. Jones has 
several accomplish-
ments to his credit 
since joining the 
Razorbacks. He has 
earned several awards for his turf work, 
including national recognition in 1998, 
2000, 2002 and 2003 from the National 
Fastpitch Coaches Association/Turface 
Grounds Crew Field Maintenance of 
the Year award. Jones is also a member 




A two-time letter 
winner for the Razor-
backs, Kylee Mesler 
will serve as the 
team’s manager this 
season. During her 
playing career, she 
appeared in 15 games 
and made two starts, 
both during her fresh-
man year. She is majoring in kinesiology 
at Arkansas. A three-time all-conference 
performer at Borah High School, the 
Boise native was the first player from the 
state of Idaho to join the Arkansas soc-
cer program. She is the daughter of Den-




After a season as the team’s gradu-
ate assistant athletic trainer, Audrey 
Stone will serve as the Razorbacks’ op-
erations coordinator for the 2008 sea-
son. An Arkansas-Little Rock grad in 
health science with a masters’ from UA 
in kinesiology, she is working toward 
her exercise science doctorate. 
A former soccer, football and 
swimming athlete at Benton High 
School, Stone was the captain of the 
soccer team her senior year and was 
also on the football team her sopho-
more year as the kicker. She continued 
her athletic career at UALR with the soccer program.
The daughter of Warren and Nancy Stone, she has a brother, Bret, 
and two sisters, Ellie and Donna May.
Volunteer Assistant Coach
Max Habereder
Max Habereder is in his 
first season with the Razorback 
soccer team as the volunteer 
assistant coach.  
He spent the previous three 
years as an assistant coach 
for the men’s soccer team at 
Northeastern State University 
in Tahlequah, Okla. 
Habereder is no stranger 
to Northwest Arkansas as he 
spent two years as the boys 
soccer coach at Bentonville High School. 
A native of Newport Beach, Calif., Habereder at-
tended Cal State Fullerton where he earned a bachelor’s 




 Megan Goerlinger 
is the Razorbacks’ 
graduate assistant 
athletic trainer for the 
2008 season. She is 
enrolled in graduate 
school and is study-
ing kinesiology. Goer-
linger completed her 
undergraduate work 
at the University of 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh where she received 
a degree in athletic training. 
She worked with the men’s basket-
ball, women’s gymnastics, cross country, 
football, track and field and volleyball 
teams. She is the daughter of Robert and 




Director of Strength and Conditioning 
for Olympic Sports
 Todd Barbour 
joined the Razorback 
staff as Arkansas’ direc-
tor of strength and con-
ditioning for Olympic 
sports in the summer of 
2008.
 Barbour has 14 
years of experience in 
the strength and condi-
tioning field and joins 
the athletic department 
staff after spending the four previous years 
as the director of performance at the Per-
formance and Wellness Institute in Greeley, 
Colo.
 He also spent five years as an assistant 
strength and conditioning coach at Oregon 
State, and five years as a high school strength 
and conditioning coach as well as a football 
and softball coach in Billings, Mont.
 Barbour earned his bachelor’s in physi-
cal education and sports science from the 
University of Idaho in 1994. He earned certi-
fication from the National Strength and Con-
ditioning Association in 2001 and the Col-
legiate Strength and Conditioning Coaches 
Association in 2002.
 At the Performance and Wellness In-
stitute, he designed, developed and imple-
mented philosophy and principles for fitness, 
regeneration, rehabilitation and pre-habil-
itation. He also designed the new facility, 
budgeted, and researched and purchased all 
equipment.
 Barbour assisted in the development and 
implementation of protocol for orthopedic 
evaluations, injury screens, athletic consults, 
emergency procedures, “performance inhibi-
tors” and post-surgical workout evaluations. 
He recruited athletes in the sports of baseball, 
softball, golf, volleyball, football and basket-
ball to train in northern Colorado at the Per-
formance and Wellness Institute.
 A presenter and participant in regional 
and national conferences and seminars on 
strength and conditioning and sport nutri-
tion, he has also been a director and presenter 
at pre-season, in-season and summer training 
camps, and designed and presented a speed 
and agility demonstration at the NSCA State 
Clinic hosted by the Oregon State Strength 
and Conditioning Department.
 At OSU, where he was hired by football 
coach Dennis Erickson and was the first as-
sistant for football, he was a coach and pre-





 Assistant athletic 
trainer Jennifer Jallo be-
gins her seventh season 
at Arkansas, working 
primarily with gym-
nastics while supervis-
ing soccer and swim-
ming and handling 
insurance processing. 
 Jallo has been on 
the USA Gymnastics 
medical staff since 2003 
working with pre-elite and elite gymnasts. 
In addition, she has been a member of the 
USOC medical staff since 2004 working 
with USA boxing as well as the World Uni-
versity Games and USA Canoe/Kayaking. 
 In the fall of 2003, Jallo was invited to 
work at Bela Karoly’s Ranch in Huntsville, 
Texas, where she worked with the USA nation-
al and international elite gymnastics teams. 
One of the elite gymnasts Jallo worked with 
was Tasha Schwikert, a member of the 2000 
Olympic team. She returned to the Ranch in 
December to work with the TOPS program, a 
group of “pre-elite” athletes. Continuing her 
experience with elite gymnasts, Jallo has been 
named a US Gymnastics medical staff member. 
        Jallo traveled to Thailand, working with 
the women’s basketball team at the 2007 
World University Games. Her international 
experience continued to expand in the sum-
mer of 2008 when she worked with the USA 
canoe/kayaking teams during their World Cup 
competition and Olympic selection traveling 
throughout the Czech Republic and Germany. 
 Prior to coming to Arkansas, Jallo 
worked with women’s basketball, soft-
ball, golf and tennis while assisting with 
football at Oklahoma State. In addition, 
she supervised the student athletic train-
ing staff, and aided in injury records man-
agement and supply purchasing at OSU. 
 Prior to Oklahoma State, Jallo was an 
assistant trainer at Lehigh University work-
ing with a wide range of teams, includ-
ing men’s and women’s basketball, men’s 
and women’s soccer, and men’s lacrosse. 
 A 1997 graduate of the University 
of North Dakota with a bachelor’s de-
gree in athletic training, Jallo attended 
Michigan State University for her master’s 
degree. Completing her studies in kine-
siology in 1999, she worked with the Spar-
tan gymnastics and softball teams at East 
Lansing, as well as assisted with football. 
 Along with her collegiate experience and 
NATA certifications, Jallo worked with the In-
ternational Elite Gymnastics Training Camp 
in 1999 and has served as an instructor and 




 Zach Lawson be-
gins his second year at 
Arkansas and his first as 
a full-time assistant me-
dia relations director. He 
was an intern in the Ra-
zorback media relations 
office for one year prior 
to the promotion.
 Lawson is the prima-
ry media relations con-
tact for Razorback soccer 
and softball, in addition to assisting with all 
19 of the university’s other sports programs. 
As an intern at Arkansas, he worked with the 
Razorback men’s golf and men’s tennis teams. 
He served as the media coordinator for the 
2008 Southeastern Conference Men’s Tennis 
Championship and was the assistant editor of 
the Razorback basketball game day programs. 
Prior to joining the Razorbacks, Lawson 
worked as an intern at the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association from June 2006-June 
2007 as a member of the public and media 
relations group within Branding and Com-
munications. 
 Lawson’s sports media career began in 
2004 as a media relations student assistant 
at Texas Tech, where he received a bachelor’s 




The Arkansas soccer team experienced 
a 2007 season characterized by its share of 
highs—the emergence of a young core of 
talented players mixing with veteran leader-
ship—and lows—battling the always tough 
SEC while trying to fend off a rash of inju-
ries. Behind a stingy defense and a budding 
offense, the Razorbacks jumped out to a 7-2 
start during non-conference play. During 
the nine-game stretch, Arkansas allowed just 
three goals while winning each of its game by 
shutout.
Freshman goalkeeper Britni Williams 
established her presence early in the season. 
The Rancho Cucamonga, Calif., native col-
lected five non-conference shutouts, includ-
ing blanking Louisiana Tech and Centenary 
on the road which warranted a selection as 
the SEC Freshman of the Week.
While Williams was securing the net, 
the Arkansas offensive was off to its own im-
pressive start. The Razorbacks posted a three-
goal effort in their first road match of the 
season at Oral Roberts. The team also scored 
six and five goals against Louisiana Tech and 
Jacksonville St., respectively. Freshman Kelly 
O’Connor opened the season with Arkansas’ 
first goal and barely looked back. In the first 
four games of her collegiate career, the Ben-
tonville, Ark., native tallied three goals and 
an assist.
Junior Lindsay Patterson matched her 
freshman teammate by posting four goals 
during the non-conference portion of the 
schedule, including a two-goal effort against 
Louisiana Tech.
As successful as the early season was for 
Arkansas, the injury bug reared its head and 
proved to be a steady nuisance for the rest of 
the season. Senior defender Sarah Gwisdala 
was lost for the year with an ACL 
injury just five games into the sea-
son. 
Against Ole Miss, in the con-
ference opener, O’Connor picked 
up where she left off with an un-
assisted goal to give the Razorbacks 
an early 1-0 lead, but two late goals 
by the Lady Rebels put Arkansas on 
the wrong side of the final decision. 
The Razorbacks rebounded with a 
2-0 win over Mississippi St. to even 
its conference record. The offensive 
duo of O’Connor and Patterson 
shouldered the scoring load to run 
Arkansas’ win streak over the Bull-
dogs to five, its longest current run 
against any SEC opponent.
In their next game, the Razor-
backs lost a 1-0 decision to Georgia, 
but took an even larger hit when 
O’Connor went down with an ACL 
injury that would sideline her for 
the rest of the year. In spite of miss-
ing the final eight games of the 
season, O’Connor still finished her 
freshman campaign as the team’s 
leading scorer with 15 points.
Right behind her was Patter-
son with 14 points, none more em-
phatic than the goal she scored in 
the 69th minute of the Razorbacks’ 
game with No. 6 Tennessee to tie 
the score. The match finished in a 1-1 tie and 
interrupted Arkansas’ seven-match losing 
streak to the Lady Vols.
UA struggled down the stretch, ending 
the season on a seven-game losing streak and 
final record of 8-11-1, but a closer look at the 
numbers would indicate the team was more 
competitive than the reflection of the won-
loss column. Of the team’s 11 losses, eight 
came by just one goal and five of those were 
in conference action.
Statistically, along with O’Connor and 
Patterson, freshman Camille Flores and soph-
omore Kathleen Paulsen and Kim Schleif 
showed their playmaking abilities through-
out the season. Flores was the third-leading 
scorer with seven points—two goals and 
three assists. Paulsen was second on the team 
with three goals, while Schleif led Arkansas 
with four assists. 
While the offense suffered during the 
final weeks of the season, the Razorback 
defense remained a positive point, never al-
lowing more than two goals in any game all 
year. Behind the strong Arkansas backline, 
Williams completed her first collegiate sea-
2007 Review
son as the owner of five school single-season 
freshman records—games started, minutes 
played, shots faced, goals against average and 
shutouts—and with a share of the freshman 
wins mark with eight. Her 0.91 goals against 
average not only set the class record, but tied 
the school record set also held by Carrie Dill-
saver.
A crucial part of Arkansas’ season was 
senior Allison Harris. She, along with Patter-
son, was named second-team All-SEC selec-
tions to become the 11th and 12th players in 
program history to claim postseason league 
honors. Harris proved to be a mainstay in 
the Razorback lineup during her career as she 
started 78 games, the second-most by any Ar-
kansas player ever. The senior defender also 
claimed SoccerBuzz third-team all-central re-
gion honors for her play on the field.
Harris was as competent away from the 
pitch as she ended her academic career with a 
perfect 4.0 grade point average. Her work did 
not go unnoticed as she was named to the 
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District VI 
first team. The accolades continued when she 
was recognized as a second-team ESPN The 
Magazine Academic All-American.
Senior Allison Harris became the first 
Razorback soccer player to earn the 
SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year award
Freshman goalkeeper Britni Williams had a 
record-setting first year for Arkansas.
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2007 Box Scores
Tulsa • Aug. 31, 2007
Attendance: 714
Weather: Sunny, hot, 90s
1 2 F
Tulsa 0 0 0
Arkansas 2 0 2
 SCORING
10:48 - UA - O’Connor (1) (Schleif)




Corner Kicks 9 1
Fouls 8 6
Offside 1 0
Memphis • Sept. 2, 2007
Attendance: 551
Weather: Sunny, 80s, light breeze
1 2 OT O2 F
Memphis 0 1 0 1 2
Arkansas 1 0 0 0 1
SCORING
23:22 - UA - Smith (1) (unassisted)
76:35 - UM - Someya (Strnadova)




Corner Kicks 3 2
Fouls 9 11
Offside 1 1
at Oral Roberts • Sept. 5, 2007
Attendance: 316
Weather: Sunny  1 2 F
Arkansas 2 1 3
Oral Roberts 0 0 0
SCORING
0:20 - UA - Wilburn (1) (O’Connor)
34:31 - UA - O’Connor (2) (Harris)




Corner Kicks 8 1
Fouls 9 8
Offside 3 1
Austin Peay • Sept. 7, 2007
Attendance: 442
Weather: overcast, humid, high 70s
1 2 F
Austin Peay 0 0 0
Arkansas 1 1 2
SCORING
34:58 - UA - Paulsen (1) (Harris/Flores)




Corner Kicks 8 1
Fouls 8 7
Offside 7 0




Arkansas 0 0 0
W. Michigan 0 1 1 
SCORING




Corner Kicks 1 2
Fouls 9 15
Offside 0 0
at Louisiana Tech • Sep 14, 2007
Attendance: 237
Weather: Clear skies, warm
1 2 F
Arkansas 3 3 6
La. Tech 0 0 0
SCORING
24:48 - UA - Patterson (2) (Wentz)
26:25 - UA - O’Connor (4) (unassisted)
28:31 - UA - Patterson (3) (Carlson)
48:26 - UA - Allison (1) (Atkins)
51:29 - UA - Moffett (1) (unassisted)
64:00 - UA - Flores (1) (unassisted)
STATISTICS Ark. La. Tech
Shots 18 7
Saves 3 6
Corner Kicks 6 0
Fouls 11 9
Offside 0 0
at Centenary • Sept. 16, 2007
Attendance: 150
Weather: Sunny and warm
1 2 OT F
Arkansas 0 0 1 1
Centenary 0 0 0 0
SCORING




Corner Kicks 7 1
Fouls 10 14
Offside 2 1
Missouri St. • Sept. 21, 2007
Attendance: 956
Weather: clear, upper 80s
1 2 OT O2 F
Missouri St. 0 0 0 0 0
Arkansas 0 0 0 1 1
SCORING
101:51 - UA - Patterson (4) (O’Connor)
STATISTICS Ark. Mo. St.
Shots 14 10
Saves 5 4
Corner Kicks 6 7
Fouls 6 14
Offside 2 2
Jacksonville St. • Sept. 23, 2007
Attendance: 723
Weather: scattered clouds, warm
1 2 F
JSU  0 0 0
Arkansas 2 3 5
SCORING
2:27 - UA - Schleif (1) (Flores)
43:32 - UA - Atkins (1) (Schleif)
48:18 - UA - Flores (2) (Schleif)
71:39 - UA - Carlson (1) (Allison/Flores)




Corner Kicks 6 3
Fouls 7 7
Offside 4 0
Mississippi • Sept. 28, 2007
Attendance: 749
Weather: upper 80s, clear
1 2 OT F
Mississippi 0 1 1 2
Arkansas 1 0 0 1
SCORING
14:05 - UA - O’Connor (5) (unassisted)
88:04 - UM - Hance (Strini/Johnson)








at Auburn • Oct. 14, 2007
Attendance: 807
Weather: 79 degrees, sunny
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Auburn 1 1 2
SCORING
13:18 - AU - Kasten (Fransoso/Howell)




Corner Kicks 2 7
Fouls 11 8
Offside 2 4
at Kentucky • Oct. 19, 2007
Attendance: 875
Weather: 63 degrees, partly cloudy
1 2 F
Arkansas 1 0 1
Kentucky 2 0 2
SCORING
21:59 - UK - Fenix (penalty kick)
35:07 - UA - Paulsen (3) (Patterson)




Corner Kicks 1 8
Fouls 12 14
Offside 0 3
at Vanderbilt • Oct. 21, 2007
Attendance: 376
Weather: 73 degrees, fair
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Vanderbilt 2 0 2
SCORING
18:14 - VU - Kinsella (Baumann)




Corner Kicks 3 7
Fouls 4 11
Offside 0 3
Mississippi St. • Sept. 30, 2007
Attendance: 644
Weather: clear, breezy, low 80s
  1 2 F
Miss. St. 0 0 0
Arkansas 1 1 2
SCORING
17:29 - UA - Patterson (5) (O’Connor)
66:03 - UA - O’Connor (6) (Smith)
STATISTICS Ark. Miss. St.
Shots 13 4
Saves 1 5
Corner Kicks 3 0
Fouls 4 10
Offside 2 2
Georgia • Oct. 5, 2007
Attendance: 658
Weather: hot, partly cloudy, high 80s
  1 2 F
Georgia 0 1 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
SCORING




Corner Kicks 4 2
Fouls 4 7
Offside 1 3
Tennessee • Oct. 7, 2007
Attendance: 689
Weather: upper 80s, scattered clouds
  1 2 OT O2 F
Tennessee 1 0 0 0 1
Arkansas 0 1 0 0 1
SCORING
27:45 - UT - Redberg (Rossi)




Corner Kicks 4 7
Fouls 11 8
Offside 1 2
at Alabama • Oct. 12, 2007
Attendance: 408
  1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Alabama 1 1 2
SCORING
40:34 - Ala. - Butera (Deegan)




Corner Kicks 3 2
Fouls 11 17
Offside 0 1
Florida • Oct. 25, 2007
Attendance: 570
Weather: low 60s, overcast
 1 2 F
Florida 0 0 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
SCORING




Corner Kicks 1 4
Fouls 8 9
Offside 0 4
at South Carolina • Oct. 28, 2007
Attendance: 489
  1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
S. Carolina 0 1 1
SCORING




Corner Kicks 0 4
Fouls 5 12
Offside 2 5
LSU • Nov. 2, 2207
Attendance: 631
Weather: 50s and dropping
  1 2 OT F
LSU 0 0 1 1
Arkansas 0 0 0 0
SCORING










Overall:  8-11-1 SEC:  1-9-1  H:  5-5-1 A:  3-6-0 N:  0-0-0
## Name GP-GS Min G A Pts Sh Shot% SOG SOG% YC-RC GW PK-ATT FG OT HAT GTG     
10 Kelly O’Connor 12-12 687 6 3 15 35 .171 19 .543 0-0 1 0-0 2 0 0 0
17 Lindsay Patterson 20-16 1214 6 2 14 38 .158 23 .605 0-0 3 0-0 3 1 0 1
21 Camille Flores 20-12 1086 2 3 7 12 .167 4 .333 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
15 Kathleen Paulsen 20-20 1480 3 0 6 27 .111 17 .630 1-0 2 0-0 2 1 0 0
7 Kim Schleif 16-10 797 1 4 6 17 .059 6 .353 0-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
20 Kat Moffett 19-5 644 2 0 4 8 .250 3 .375 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
16 Allison Harris 19-19 1628 1 2 4 9 .111 4 .444 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
5 Rachel Carlson 17-5 697 1 2 4 6 .167 2 .333 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
11 Ally Atkins 14-0 312 1 2 4 5 .200 2 .400 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
2 Rachel Smith 20-20 1854 1 1 3 17 .059 7 .412 0-0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0
14 Whitney Allison 18-0 694 1 1 3 11 .091 5 .455 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
8 Abbey Wilburn 20-20 1566 1 0 2 34 .029 14 .412 0-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
13 Sophie Wentz 20-10 1115 0 1 1 18 .000 7 .389 2-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
4 Sarah Gwisdala 5-5 423 0 1 1 1 .000 1 1.000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
9 Ali Harter 14-9 636 0 0 0 5 .000 2 .400 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
18 Beth McVean 11-0 344 0 0 0 4 .000 2 .500 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
6 Sam Bolton 16-12 1147 0 0 0 4 .000 4 1.000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
3 Claire Hakim 13-5 428 0 0 0 2 .000 2 1.000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
23 Kylee Mesler 6-0 99 0 0 0 1 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
22 Jackie Booker 5-0 97 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
19 Megan Fawley 20-20 1786 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
1 Britni Williams 20-20 1777 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
 Total 20 20511 26 22 74 254 .102 124 .488 8-0 8 0-0 10 2 0 1
 Opponents 20 - 18 19 55 260 .069 120 .462 11-1 11 2-2 10 3 0 0
 
## Name GP-GS Minutes GA Avg Saves Pct W L T Sho Faced
22 Jackie Booker 3-0 89:21 0 0.00 5 1.000 0 0 0 0 13
1 Britni Williams 20-20 1776:43 18 0.91 94 .839 8 11 1 6 242
TM TEAM  0:00 0 0.00 3 1.000 0 0 0 2 0
 Total 20 1866:04 18 0.87 102 .850 8 11 1 8 255
 Opponents 20 1866:04 26 1.25 98 .790 11 8 1 8 252
Team saves:        3
 
GOALS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total CORNER KICKS BY PRD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 14 10 1 1 26 Arkansas 31 47 3 0 81
Opponents 8 7 2 1 18 Opponents 28 38 2 2 70
 
SHOTS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total FOULS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 123 124 5 2 254 Arkansas 78 89 4 1 172
Opponents 111 134 12 3 260 Opponents 89 120 1 0 210
 
SAVES BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total ATTENDANCE SUMMARY  ARK  OPP
Arkansas 51 47 3 1 102 Total  7327  4045




Date Opponent Score Goals (Assists)  (UA-Opp)  (UA-Opp)         
8/31 Tulsa W, 2-0 O’Connor (Schleif), Patterson (Gwisdala) 10-10 9-1
9/2 Memphis L, 1-2 2OT Smith 9-16 3-2
9/5 @Oral Roberts W, 3-0 Wilburn (O’Connor), O’Connor (Harris), Harris (Schleif) 27-14 8-1
9/7 Austin Peay W, 2-0 Paulsen (Harris, Flores), O’Connor 20-4 8-1
9/9 @West. Mich. L, 0-1 — 21-5 1-2
9/14 @La. Tech W, 6-0 Patterson (Wentz), O’Connor, Patterson (Carlson), 
   Allison (Atkins), Moffett, Flores 18-7 6-0
9/6 @Centenary W, 1-0 Paulsen (Patterson) 15-10 7-1
9/21 Missouri St. W, 1-0 Patterson (O’Connor) 14-10 6-7
9/23 Jacksonville St. W, 5-0 Schleif (Flores), Atkins (Schleif), 
   Flores (Schleif), Carlson (Allison, Flores), 20-10 6-3
   Moffett (Carlson)
9/28 Mississippi L, 1-2 OT O’Connor 11-19 3-3
9/30 Miss. St. W, 2-0 Patterson (O’Connor), O’Connor (Smith) 13-4 3-0
10/5 Georgia L, 0-1 — 18-13 4-2
10/7 Tennessee T, 1-1 Patterson (Atkins) 9-23 4-7
10/12 @Alabama L, 0-2 — 10-11 3-2
10/14 @Auburn L, 0-2 — 6-16 2-7
10/19 @Kentucky L, 1-2 Paulsen (Patterson) 10-14 1-8
10/21 @Vanderbilt L, 0-2 — 12-23 3-7
10/25 Florida L, 0-1 — 4-20 1-4
10/28 @S.Carolina L, 0-1 — 2-14 0-4





The Southeastern Conference has continued its rise as one of the top conferences 
in women’s soccer.
The 2007 women’s soccer season reaffirmed the SEC’s prominence in the coun-
try. Six teams from the SEC were invited to the NCAA Tournament. Auburn, Florida, 
Georgia, LSU, South Carolina and Tennessee all made the 64-team field. The six teams 
combined for a record of 5-5-2 with both the Gators and Lady Vols advancing to the 
third round. The SEC now has a 41-47-8 (.469) NCAA Tournament record in 50 ap-
pearances.
SEC women’s soccer will begin its 16th season in the year of 2008 deeply rooted 
in the national scene of collegiate soccer. Since the SEC initiated women’s soccer as a 
varsity sport in 1993, the sport’s popularity has grown through the country and espe-
cially in the Southeast. A defining point in the SEC’s women’s soccer success came in 
1995 when FOX Sports South broadcasted the SEC Tournament Championship match 
between Alabama and Kentucky on a tape-delayed basis, signifying the first appear-
ance of an SEC women’s soccer match on television.
Southeastern Conference women’s soccer continued to grow over the next couple 
of years as the conference made a name for itself nationally. In 1998, the SEC had its 
breakout season with Florida winning the conference’s first NCAA title in women’s 
soccer in just the program’s fourth year of existence.
The league led the nation with six NCAA Tournament teams that year, an accom-
plishment which firmly inserted the SEC as one the major conferences in women’s 
soccer. The SEC also made bigger strides in its television coverage with three regular 
season matches and the SEC Tournament championship match shown live on the 
SEC-TV package.
In 2003, the SEC Soccer Tournament moved to a neutral site in Orange Beach, 
Alabama, signifying the growth of the sports’ popularity. In 2006, SEC-TV’s women’s 
soccer coverage was increased to four regular-season matches, in addition to the SEC 
Tournament championship match. That incremental growth, combined with increas-
ing exposure on the national and regional scene, has SEC women’s soccer looking to 
blossom to new heights in the year 2008 and beyond.
SEC Quick Facts
Founded: ...................... 1933

















COACH OF THE YEAR
Patrick Baker, Georgia
SCHOLAR-ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
Allison Harris, Arkansas
OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Kylee Rossi, Tennessee
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Blakely Mattern, South Carolina
FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
Kelli Corless, Georgia
FIRST TEAM ALL-SEC
Stacy Bishop Sr. F Florida
Carrie Patterson So. F Georgia
Kylee Rossi Jr. F Tennessee
Ashley Kirk Sr. MF South Carolina
Ashlee Elliott So. MF Florida
Kelsey Fenix Sr. MF Kentucky
Michelle Makasini So. MF LSU
Malorie Rutledge So. MF LSU
Lauren Hyde So. D Florida
Megan Tomlinson Jr. D Georgia
Danielle Johnson So. D Ole Miss
Blakely Mattern So. D South Carolina
Jaimel Johnson Jr. GK Tennessee
SECOND TEAM ALL-SEC
Lindsay Patterson Jr. F Arkansas
Caitlin King So. F Auburn
KeLeigh Hudson Sr. F Florida
Darcel Mollon Sr. F South Carolina
Emily Redberg Sr. F Tennessee
Ameera Abdullah Jr. MF Florida
Amy Bayles Jr. MF Ole Miss
Katie Schultz Jr. MF Vanderbilt
Allison Harris Sr. D Arkansas
Kelli Corless Fr. D Georgia
Chelsea Potts So. D LSU
Allison Whitworth Jr. GK Auburn
ALL-FRESHMAN TEAM
Justine Bernier GK Alabama
Victoria Frederick F Alabama
Karly Findorff MF Florida
Dani Abelson D Georgia
Kelli Corless D Georgia
Marah Falle F Georgia
Taryne Boudreau MF LSU
Brittiny Rhoades D South Carolina
Tanya Emerson MF Tennessee
Devon Swaim F Tennessee
Molly Kinsella F Vanderbilt




 SEC Pts ALL Pct.
Florida!# 9-2-0 27.0 17-5-3 .740
Georgia 8-1-2 26.0 18-4-2 .792
Tennessee 8-2-1 25.0 15-5-2 .727
South Carolina 5-4-2 17.0 14-6-3 .674
Kentucky 4-6-1 13.0 10-7-3 .575




 SEC Pts ALL Pct.
LSU* 5-2-4 19.0 12-5-7 .646
Auburn 6-5-0 18.0 10-8-2 .550
Ole Miss 4-4-3 15.0 7-8-5 .475
Miss State 2-8-1 7.0 6-12-1 .342
Alabama 2-8-1 7.0 9-10-1 .475
Arkansas 1-9-1 4.0 8-11-1 .425
*--SEC West Champion
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Arkansas at the SEC Tournament
Nov. 6-7, 1993
Purdy Field, Nashville, Tenn.
Semifinal (1) Arkansas 8, (4) Auburn 0
Final (2) Vanderbilt 3, (1) Arkansas 2 (2OT)
Nov. 4-6, 1994
Lady’Back Field, Fayetteville, Ark.
Semifinal (5) Arkansas 4, (4) Kentucky 2
Final (1) Vanderbilt 3, (5) Arkansas 0
Nov. 7-8, 1996
UK Soccer Complex, Lexington, Ky.
Quarterfinal (W1) Arkansas 0, (WC1) Vanderbilt 0  (OT)
 (Arkansas advances on PKs, 4-3)
Semifinal (W1) Arkansas 3, (E2) Georgia 1
Final (E1) Florida 3, (W1) Arkansas 2 (2OT)
Nov. 6-7, 1997
Percy Beard Stadium, Gainesville, Fla.
Quarterfinal (E1) Vanderbilt 8, (WWC) Arkansas 3
Nov. 4-6, 1999
Vanderbilt Soccer Field, Nashville, Tenn.
Quarterfinal (1) Florida 4, (8) Arkansas 3
Nov. 2-3, 2000
Georgia Soccer Stadium, Athens, Ga.
Quarterfinal (1) Florida 4, (8) Arkansas 1
Arkansas Bests 
at the SEC Tournament
Goals
1. Andie Hickman 3
 Anne Marx
3. Brittany Burns 2
 Honey Marsh
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley
6. 14 tied 1
Assists
1. Andie Hickman 3
2. Betsy Coverdale 2
 Allie Hyrup
 Amy Van Laecke
5. 13 tied 1
Points
1. Andie Hickman 9
2. Anne Marx 6
3. Honey Marsh 5
4. Brittany Burns 4
 Betsy Coverdale 4
 Allie Hyrup 4
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley 4
 Amy Van Laecke 4
9. Five tied 3
Game Winner
1. Angie Rigsby 1
 Amy Van Laecke
 Kerri Williams
Game Tying Goal




1. Kerri Reifel 370
2. Holly Smith 365
3. Megan Bals 90
 Lindsay Haywood 90
5. Jessica Shoffner 45
 Kati Adams 45
Goalkeeper Goals Against *
1. Megan Bals 4
 Lindsay Haywood 4
 Holly Smith 4
4. Kerri Reifel 8
* Minimum of 90 minutes played
Goalkeeper Saves
1. Kerri Reifel 45
2. Holly Smith 41
3. Megan Bals 18
4. Lindsay Haywood 9
5. Jessica Shoffner 5
6. Kati Adams 1
Goalkeeper Goals Against Average
1. Holly Smith 0.99
2. Kerri Reifel 1.95
3. Megan Bals 4.00
 Lindsay Haywood 4.00
5. Kati Adams 6.00
6. Jessica Shoffner 10.00
Andie Hickman was a 
big game player and the 
numbers prove it.  In 
her seven SEC Tourna-
ment games she scored 




in Rayfield’s first season, and then crushed 
Auburn on the way to the SEC Tournament 
Championship game, where they lost in 
overtime to Vanderbilt.
The 1993 campaign was significant in 
what Arkansas was able to do against the 
SEC, but also in that it saw the construction 
of a field house at Razorback Field.  The ‘93 
team also produced the most prolific scor-
ing output in Arkansas soccer history.  Led 
by the tandem of Honey Marsh and Amy 
Van Laecke, Arkansas tallied 57 goals over its 
20 games while conceding just 36.  Marsh’s 
play throughout the season allowed her to be 
named the SEC’s first Player of the Year and 
first tournament MVP.
The 1994 season saw the Razorbacks play 
their first regular-season conference matches, 
then host the second SEC Tournament.  Once 
again the Razorbacks were strong in the post-
season, advancing to the tournament semifi-
nals before falling a second time to the Van-
derbilt Commodores.
The SEC had a boom in 1995 as six teams 
were added to the league to compete for su-
premacy, and Arkansas remained in the thick 
of the action.  The Razorbacks earned their 
first SEC win in a 
2-1 overtime vic-
tory over Missis-
sippi State on Sept. 
8, 1995, and saw 
goalkeeper Holly 
Smith emerge as 
the next standout 
player on Arkan-
sas’ roster.  As the 
SEC continued 
to push women’s 
sports into the 
limelight, Arkan-
sas did its part by 
welcoming the 
The University of Arkansas has been 
a pioneer for women’s sports throughout 
the past 30 years, and the Razorback soccer 
team is no exception.  Among the first varsity 
women’s soccer teams in the country, Arkan-
sas began varsity play in 1986, and since that 
time has earned the respect of the nation as 
one of the toughest places to play.  Over the 
course of the past 20 years, there have been 
many significant firsts: the first victory on 
Sept. 21, 1986, at Texas A&M University; the 
Southeastern Conference’s first Player of the 
Year; the SEC’s first televised game and the 
construction of then-Lady’Back Field.  But all 
pale in comparison to the personalities of the 
more than 150 women who have made Ar-
kansas women’s soccer what it is today.
Beginning in the fall of 1986, the Razor-
backs played a  12-game schedule under its 
first head coach, Curtis Sergeant, against re-
gional opponents from Texas and Missouri.
The Razorbacks turned things around in 
their second year of competition.  Improv-
ing by leaps and bounds, the team went 10-8 
for its first winning season while posting six 
shutouts.  The 1987 schedule also allowed the 
Razorbacks to not only play regional oppo-
nents, but also to travel as the team took its 
first significant roadtrip to the Sunshine State 
for a pair of matches in Boca Raton, Fla.
After two seasons of varsity play, the Ra-
zorbacks turned the program over to Kathy 
Ludwig prior to the 1988 season.  An All-
American during her playing days, Ludwig 
brought experience at the Division I level 
to Arkansas’ program.  Working with a large 
group of young players, Ludwig’s first Razor-
back team struggled at the beginning of the 










Ruthie Miller set 
Arkansas’ scoring 
records high in 
the early years.
The first televised SEC soccer match oc-
curred at then-named Lady’Back Field and 
blossomed into a yearly package for SEC 
women’s soccer.
Holly Smith’s amazing 
1996 season between 
the posts led Arkansas 
to the SEC Champion-
ship game.
Razorback Soccer History
One of the things for which Ludwig will 
long be remembered was the recruitment of 
Ruthie Miller from Broken Arrow, Okla., and 
Molly Myers of Colorado Springs, Colo.  The 
pair was instrumental in Arkansas’ five-year 
run of non-losing seasons, which began in 
1989, and is a major part of Arkansas’ career 
record books.
Miller took over the career lead in scor-
ing during her senior season and held the 
mark until 2003, while Myers was the first of 
many outstanding goalkeepers at Arkansas. 
None have been able to overcome her eight 
Arkansas records.
Prior to the 1990 season, Marcia Mc-
Dermott became the Razorbacks’ third head 
coach, and her three-year stint is one of the 
most productive of Arkansas’ history.  Dur-
ing her time, the Razorbacks won 26 matches 
and set a school record for wins in a season 
with 11 in 1991.
During McDermott’s tenure, Arkansas 
made another commitment to the soccer 
program when it constructed then-named 
Lady’Back Field on the corner of California 
and Sixth Street.  At the time of its construc-
tion, Lady’Back Field was the first collegiate 
soccer field used solely by a women’s team, 
and to this day remains one of only a hand-
ful of such fields.  The field was renamed as 
Razorback Field prior to the opening of the 
2008 season to reflect the merger of the for-
mer independent men’s and women’s athlet-
ics departments.
The off-season between the 1992 and 
1993 seasons was a busy one for the Razor-
backs.  Former North Carolina standout Janet 
Rayfield was hired as the fourth coach of the 
Arkansas soccer program, and the university 
announced that it was joining the Southeast-
ern Conference.  Both incidents made waves 
throughout the nation, and Arkansas did 
not disappoint.  The Razorbacks went 10-10 
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Following the resignation of Rayfield 
after the 1998 season, Arkansas hired Alan 
Kirkup to take the reins of the program.  One 
of the winningest women’s collegiate soccer 
coaches of all time, Kirkup brought a keen 
knowledge of the game to the Razorbacks 
that showed in his first year as coach.  One of 
Kirkup’s first duties included the recruitment 
of Pam Pesnell, the first Fayetteville, Ark., na-
tive to the Razorback soccer team, and then 
he focused on his team, which ended the 
1999 season in a tie for first in the SEC West.
Getting the most out of his players, 
Kirkup took a group of unknown players and 
made them into a force, especially at tourna-
ment time.  In his first SEC Championships, 
Kirkup started six freshmen against the de-
fending national 
champion Florida 
Gators and held 
a 2-0 lead on his 
opponent after 10 
minutes of action.
Kirkup’s tute-
lage also led to the 
fall of nearly every 
Arkansas offensive 
record.  Midfield-
er Holly Collins 
broke the Razor-
backs’ assist re-
cord in 2000 when 
she notched her 
first televised match of SEC women’s soccer 
at Razorback Field.
Arkansas’ 1996 season was one of the 
best seasons in the Razorbacks’ history as it 
won 11 matches and took the SEC’s Western 
Division crown.  Beginning the year 1-3-0, 
Arkansas rallied to win eight of its next 10 
games to put themselves in the catbird’s seat. 
At the SEC Tournament, Arkansas defeated 
Vanderbilt for the first time since joining the 
conference, then knocked off Georgia 3-1 be-
fore falling to Florida in the championship 
game, 3-2, in double overtime.
The firsts continued to come in 1997 
when Arkansas added lights to Razorback 
Field, allowing the Razorbacks to host their 
first night game on their home pitch on Aug. 
30, 1997.
Arkansas’ first game under the lights 
at Razorback Field occurred in 1997.
Holly Collins shattered 
the Arkansas assist 
record in 2001.
Julie Williford broke the 
12-year-old school records of 
Ruthie Miller in 2002.





as a senior in 
2001 by rais-
ing the mark 
to 26.  An-
other Kirkup 
recruit, Julie 
W i l l i f o r d , 
broke Mill-
er’s records 
for goals and 
points in a 
career, and 
became the 
first Razorback to eclipse the 100-point mark 
for her career.
 In 2001 Razorback Field added stadium 
seating for 1,500, as well as press facilities, to 
reach its current configuration.
 The Gordon Henderson era of Razor-
back soccer began in the spring of 2004 and 
continues with a return to grass roots.  Hen-
derson’s philosophy focuses on the team and 
community development, which translated 
to record crowds in his first season.
 Arkansas continued to build its reputa-
tion as a leader on the field and off as Willi-
ford became the first Academic All-American 
for the school in 2003, then in 2007 Arkansas 
had its first SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
for soccer with Allison Harris.
20th Anniversary Celebration
The University of Arkansas Razorback soccer team celebrated its 20th anniversary in 
the fall of 2005 and through the spring of 2006.  That April, Arkansas hosted its seventh 
consecutive Alumni Weekend, which included several social gatherings and culminated 
with a match on Razorback Field between the veterans and the current team members. 
While Arkansas’ current squad won to preserve its perfect record, the game was hard 
fought and became even more interesting when the alumni fielded a team of 20 against 
11 Razorbacks.
While the Alumni Weekend is much anticipated, Arkansas’ coaches have implement-
ed a series of additions to Razorback Field to honor all the Razorback soccer alumnea for perpetuity.  The sidewalks of 
Razorback Field will mirror those of the University when all graduating seniors will have their 
names etched into the concrete leading up to the grandstands, and boards have been added 
to the outside of the fieldhouse to show fans and oppos-
ing players the multitude of awards earned by Razorback 
athletes.
 “I’m very excited about the sidewalks,” Arkansas 
head coach Gordon Henderson said.  “We really want to 
build the tradition of Razorback soccer, and what bet-
ter way to do that than to honor those student-athletes 





1. 150 (57g 36a) ............................ 1993
2. 149 (48g 53a) ............................ 1996
3. 116 (44g 28a) ............................ 1997
4. 105 (37g 31a) ............................ 2000
5. 104 (36g 32a) ............................ 2002
6. 100 (41g 18a) ............................ 1987
7. 96 (35g 26a) .............................. 2001
8. 94 (35g 24a) .............................. 1999
9. 93 (31g 31a) .............................. 2006
 93 (33g 27a) .............................. 1990
11. 90 (32g 26a) .............................. 1992
 90 (35g 20a) .............................. 1991
13. 87 (30g 27a) .............................. 2003
14. 83 (29g 25a) .............................. 1994
15. 81 (29g 23a) .............................. 2004
16. 77 (28g 21a) .............................. 1998
17. 74 (26g 22a) .............................. 2007
18. 70 (22g 26a) .............................. 2005
19. 66 (21g 24a) .............................. 1995
20. 53 (21g 11a) .............................. 1989
21. 38 (15g 8a) ................................ 1988
Goals
1. 57 .............................................. 1993
2. 48 .............................................. 1996
3. 44 .............................................. 1997
4. 41 .............................................. 1987
5. 37 .............................................. 2000
6. 36 .............................................. 2002
7. 35 .............................................. 2001
 35 .............................................. 1999
 35 .............................................. 1991
10. 33 .............................................. 1990
11. 32 .............................................. 1992
12. 31 .............................................. 2006
13. 30 .............................................. 2003
14. 29 .............................................. 2004
 29 .............................................. 1994
16. 28 .............................................. 1998
17. 26 .............................................. 2007
18. 22 .............................................. 2005
19. 21 .............................................. 1995
 21 .............................................. 1989
21. 15 .............................................. 1988
Assists
1. 53 .............................................. 1996
2. 36 .............................................. 1993
3. 32 .............................................. 2002
4. 31 .............................................. 2006
 31 .............................................. 2000
6. 28 .............................................. 1997
7. 27 .............................................. 2003
 27 .............................................. 1990
9. 26 .............................................. 2005
 26 .............................................. 2001
 26 .............................................. 1992
12. 25 .............................................. 1994
13. 24 .............................................. 1995
 24 .............................................. 1999
15. 23 .............................................. 2004
16. 22 .............................................. 2007
17. 21 .............................................. 1998
18. 20 .............................................. 1991
19. 18 .............................................. 1987
20. 11 .............................................. 1989
21. 8 ................................................ 1988
 Points per game
1. 7.50 (20 games) ......................... 1993
2. 7.10 (21 games) ......................... 1996
3. 6.67 (15 games) ......................... 1987
4. 6.20 (15 games) ......................... 1990
5. 6.11 (19 games) ......................... 1997
6. 5.29 (17 games) ......................... 1992
7. 5.20 (20 games) ......................... 2002
8. 5.00 (21 games) ......................... 2000
9. 4.95 (19 games) ......................... 1999
10. 4.89 (19 games) ......................... 2006
11. 4.80 (20 games) ......................... 2001
12. 4.74 (19 games) ......................... 1991
13. 4.58 (19 games) ......................... 2003
14. 4.53 (17 games) ......................... 1998
15. 4.26 (19 games) ......................... 2004
16. 4.15 (20 games) ......................... 1994
17. 3.89 (18 games) ......................... 2005
18. 3.70 (20 games) ......................... 2007
19. 3.47 (19 games) ......................... 1995
20. 3.31 (16 games) ......................... 1989
21. 2.53 (15 games) ......................... 1988
Goals per game
1. 2.85 (20 games) ......................... 1993
2. 2.73 (15 games) ......................... 1987
3. 2.32 (19 games) ......................... 1997
4. 2.29 (21 games) ......................... 1996
5. 2.20 (15 games) ......................... 1990
6. 1.88 (17 games) ......................... 1992
7. 1.84 (19 games) ......................... 1999
8. 1.84 (19 games) ......................... 1991
9. 1.80 (20 games) ......................... 2002
10. 1.76 (21 games) ......................... 2000
11. 1.75 (20 games) ......................... 2001
12. 1.65 (17 games) ......................... 1998
13. 1.63 (19 games) ......................... 2006
14. 1.58 (19 games) ......................... 2003
15. 1.53 (19 games) ......................... 2004
16. 1.45 (20 games) ......................... 1994
17. 1.31 (16 games) ......................... 1989
18. 1.30 (20 games) ......................... 2007
19. 1.22 (18 games) ......................... 2005
20. 1.11 (19 games) ......................... 1995
21. 1.0 (15 games) ........................... 1988
Assists per game
1. 2.52 (21 games) ......................... 1996
2. 1.80 (20 games) ......................... 1993
 1.80 (15 games) ......................... 1990
4. 1.63 (19 games) ......................... 2006
5. 1.60 (20 games) ......................... 2002
6. 1.53 (17 games) ......................... 1992
7. 1.48 (21 games) ......................... 2000
8. 1.47 (19 games) ......................... 1997
9. 1.44 (18 games) ......................... 2005
10. 1.42 (19 games) ......................... 2003
11. 1.30 (20 games) ......................... 2001
12. 1.26 (19 games) ......................... 1995
 1.26 (19 games) ......................... 1999
14. 1.25 (20 games) ......................... 1994
15. 1.24 (17 games) ......................... 1998
16. 1.21 (19 games) ......................... 2004
17. 1.20 (15 games) ......................... 1987
18. 1.10 (20 games) ......................... 2007
19. 1.05 (19 games) ......................... 1991
20. 0.69 (16 games) ......................... 1989
21. 0.53 (15 games) ......................... 1988
Saves
1. 193 (39 GA) ............................... 1994
2. 177 (36 GA) ............................... 1993
3. 157 (32 GA) ............................... 1996
4. 130 (20 GA) ............................... 1989
5. 128 (20 GA) ............................... 1991
6. 126 (45 GA) ............................... 2000
7. 125 (61 GA) ............................... 1997
8. 121 (37 GA) ............................... 1999
9. 117 (23 GA) ............................... 1992
10. 115 (28 GA) ............................... 1990
11. 113 (46 GA) ............................... 1995
 113 (54 GA) ............................... 2001
13. 108 (28 GA) ............................... 2004
14. 103 (40 GA) ............................... 2002
15. 102 (18 GA) ............................... 2007
16. 87 (18 GA) ................................. 2006
17. 83 (43 GA) ................................. 1998
18. 81 (28 GA) ................................. 2005
19. 79 (42 GA) ................................. 2003
Goals against avg
1. 0.87 (18 GA, 1866 min) ..................2007
2. 0.90 (18 GA, 1791 min) ..................2006
3. 1.05 (20 GA, 1670 min) ..................1991
4. 1.14 (20 GA, 1580 min) ..................1989
5. 1.25 (23 GA, 1660 min) ..................1992
6. 1.36 (32 GA, 2115 min) ..................1996
7. 1.44 (28 GA, 1753 min) ..................2004
8. 1.53 (28 GA, 1643 min) ..................2005
9. 1.66 (36 GA, 1950 min) ..................1993
10. 1.92 (39 GA, 1830 min) ..................1994
 1.92 (37 GA, 1736 min) ..................1999
12. 1.94 (28 GA, 1300 min) ..................1990
13. 1.95 (40 GA, 1844 min) ..................2002
14. 2.03 (45 GA, 1998 min) ..................2000
15. 2.16 (42 GA, 1752 min) ..................2003
16. 2.30 (35 GA) ...................................1987
17. 2.34 (46 GA, 1770 min) ..................1995
18. 2.50 (43 GA, 1550 min) ..................1998
19. 2.66 (54 GA, 1827 min) ..................2001
20. 2.90 (44 GA) ...................................1988
21. 3.16 (61 GA, 1740 min) ..................1997
Saves per game
1. 9.65 (20 games) ......................... 1994
2. 8.85 (20 games) ......................... 1993
3. 8.13 (16 games) ......................... 1989
4. 7.67 (15 games) ......................... 1990
5. 7.48 (21 games) ......................... 1996
6. 6.88 (17 games) ......................... 1992
7. 6.58 (19 games) ......................... 1997
8. 6.37 (19 games) ......................... 1999
9. 6.00 (21 games) ......................... 2000
10. 5.95 (19 games) ......................... 1995
11. 5.74 (19 games) ......................... 1991
12. 5.68 (19 games) ......................... 2004
13. 5.65 (20 games) ......................... 2001
14. 5.15 (20 games) ......................... 2002
15. 5.10 (20 games) ......................... 2007
16. 4.88 (17 games) ......................... 1998
17. 4.72 (18 games) ......................... 2005
18. 4.58 (19 games) ......................... 2006
19. 4.16 (19 games) ......................... 2003
Most wins
1. 11 (11-7-3) ................................ 1996
 11 (11-8-0) ................................ 1991
3. 10 (10-7-2) ................................ 2006
 10 (10-10-0) .............................. 1993
 10 (10-8-0) ................................ 1987
6. 8 (8-11-1) .................................. 2007
 8 (8-8-1) .................................... 1992
7. 7 (7-10-2) .................................. 2003
 7 (7-12-1) .................................. 2002
 7 (7-11-3) .................................. 2000
 7 (7-12-0) .................................. 1999
 7 (7-11-2) .................................. 1994
 7 (7-7-1) .................................... 1990
 7 (7-7-2) .................................... 1989
14. 6 (6-12-0) .................................. 2005
 6 (6-11-2) .................................. 2004
 6 (6-14-0) .................................. 2001
 6 (6-11-0) .................................. 1998
 6 (6-12-1) .................................. 1997
19. 5 (5-13-1) .................................. 1995
20. 3 (3-10-2) .................................. 1988
Most ties
1. 3 (7-11-3) .................................. 2000
 3 (11-7-3) .................................. 1996
3. 2 (10-7-2) .................................. 2006
 2 (6-11-2) .................................. 2004
 2 (7-10-2) .................................. 2003
 2 (7-11-2) .................................. 1994
 2 (7-7-2) .................................... 1989
 2 (3-10-2) .................................. 1988
9. 1 (8-11-1) .................................. 2007
 1 (7-12-1) .................................. 2002
 1 (6-12-1) .................................. 1997
 1 (5-13-1) .................................. 1995
 1 (8-8-1) .................................... 1992
 1 (7-7-1) .................................... 1990
Arkansas’ 1993 team was its 
most prolific on the field set-
ting  UA records for points and 
goals.
The 1996 Razorbacks hold the 
school record for assists and are 
tied for the most wins with 11.
47
Games Played
1. 80 ........Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 79 ........Holly Collins (1997-2001)
  Mary Langston (1999-2002)
5. 78 ........Allison Harris (2003-07)
  Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
7. 77 ........Jenni Brashear (2001-04)
8. 76 ........Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  Clare McKenna (1994-97)
  Pam Pesnell (1999-03)
  Katie Taylor (2002-05)
Games Started *
1. 79 ........Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 78 ........Allison Harris (2003-07)
3. 76 ........Honey Marsh (1991-94)
4. 75 ........Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
5. 74 ........Devon Burger (2003-06)
6. 73 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
7. 72 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
  Mary Langston (1999-2002)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
10. 71 ........Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
  Clare McKenna (1994-97)
Shots on Goal
1. 232 ......Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 147 ......Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 133 ......Honey Marsh (1991-94)
4. 131 ......Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 124 ......Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 122 ......Kit Carson (1990-93)
7. 110 ......Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
8 106 ......Heather Cato (1996-1999)
9. 100 ......Holly Collins (1997-01)
10. 97 ........Mary Howard (1987-90)
Goals
1. 44 ........Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 38 ........Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 35 ........Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 29 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
5. 25 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
6. 24 ........Heather Cato (1996-99)
7. 20 ........Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
8. 19 ........Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
9. 17 ........Honey Marsh (1991-94)
10. 16 ........Denise Brown (1992-94)
Assists
1. 26 ........Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 17 ........Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
3. 16 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
4. 16 ........Kit Carson (1990-93)
  Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
7. 15 ........Julie Williford (2000-03)
8. 14 ........Andie Hickman (1993-96)
9. 13 ........Nicole Bynum (1996-99)
10. 12 ........Amy Van Laecke (1993)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Lindsey Waxler (1995-98)
  Abbey Wilburn (2005-pres.)
Points
1. 103 ......Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 92 ........Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 81 ........Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 69 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
5. 66 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
6. 55 ........Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
7. 54 ........Heather Cato (1996-99)
  Honey Marsh (1991-94)
9. 50 ........Holly Collins (1997-01)
10. 49 ........Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 12 ........Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 9 ..........Mary Howard (1987-90)
3. 8 ..........Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
4. 7 ..........Christina Burger (2002-06)
5. 5 ..........Denise Brown (1992-94)
  Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
  Lindsay Patterson (2005-pres.)
8. 4 ..........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
Game-Tying Goals
1. 7 ..........Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 5 ..........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 4 ..........Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Honey Marsh (1991-94)
6. 3 ..........Christina Burger (2004-06)
  Heather Cato (1996-99)
  Holly Collins (1997-2001)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Crystal Test (2000-02)

















Top 10 Career Lists - Offense
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Games Played
1. 73 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 63 ........Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 49 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 47 ........Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
  Holly Smith (1994-96)
6. 41 ........Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
7. 38 ........Megan Bals (1998-2002)
8. 20 ........Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
  Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
10. 17 ........Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Games Started
1. 73 ........Carris Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 61 ........Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 45 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 42 ........Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 36 ........Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
  Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
7. 35 ........Megan Bals (1998-2002)
8. 20 ........Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
9. 18 ........Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 15 ........Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Wins
1. 28 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 24 ........Molly Myers (1989-92)
  Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
4. 17 ........Holly Smith (1993-86)
5. 16 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 12 ........Megan Bals (1998-2002)
  Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
8. 8 ..........Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
9. 6 ..........Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 5 ..........Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Minutes
1. 6731 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2004-06)
2. 5334 ....Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 4317 ....Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 4139 ....Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 3615 ....Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
6. 3096 ....Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 1777 ....Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 1501 ....Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 1235 ....Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 567* ....Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Shots Faced
1. 893 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 798 ......Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 651 ......Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
4. 619 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
5. 556 ......Holly Smith (1993-96)
6. 465 ......Megan Bals (1998-2002)
7. 242 ......Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 236 ......Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 198 ......Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 128* ....Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Saves
1. 403 ......Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 360 ......Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 339 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
3. 302 ......Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 256 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 191 ......Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 94 ........Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 90 ........Jessica Shoffner (1997)
9. 78 ........Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 58* ......Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Goals Against Average
1. 0.91 .....Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
2. 1.33 .....Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 1.43 .....Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
4. 1.68 .....Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 1.76 .....Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
6. 2.13 .....Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
7. 2.21 .....Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 2.39 .....Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
9. 2.58 .....Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 3.43 .....Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Shutouts
1. 17.5 .....Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 17 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
3. 12 ........Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 9 ..........Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
5. 7 ..........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 6 ..........Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
  Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 5.5 .......Megan Bals (1998-2002)
9. 2.5 .......Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 1 ..........Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Sarah Webb (1996)















Top 10 Career Lists - Goalkeeping
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Games Started
1. 21 ........Brittany Burns (1996)
  Holly Collins (2000)
  Anne Marx (1996)
  Clare McKenna (1996)
  Erin Sampson (2000)
  Holly Smith (1996)
Shots on Goal
1. 78 ........Amy Van Laecke (1993)
2. 72 ........Ruthie Miller (1989)
3. 64 ........Honey Marsh (1994)
4. 62 ........Ruthie Miller (1992)
5. 54 ........Mary Howard (1989)
  ............Ruthie Miller (1991)
7. 52 ........Kelly Mackey (1989)
8. 51 ........Heather Cato (1997)
9. 48 ........Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 47 ........Honey Marsh (1993)
Goals
1. 17 ........Mary Howard (1987)
2. 15 ........Julie Williford (2001)
3. 14 ........Ruthie  Miller (1991)
4. 13 ........Honey Marsh (1993)
  Julie Williford (2003)
6. 12 ........Brittany Burns (1996)
  Jessica Fraser (1997)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
  Julie Williford (2002)
10. 10 ........Angie Rigsby (1996)
Assists
1. 12 ........Andie Hickman (1996)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 9 ..........Holly Collins (1999)
  Holly Collins (2000)
5. 8 ..........Brittany Burns (1996)
  Honey Marsh (1994)
7. 7 ..........Holly Collins  (2001)
  Alexis Hyrup (1992)
  Mandy Komar (2001)
  Kathy Krupa (1995)
  Ruthie Miller (1992)
  Lindsey Waxler (1996)
Points
1. 39 ........Mary Howard (1987)
2. 36 ........Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 32 ........Brittany Burns (1996)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
5. 31 ........Julie Williford (2001)
6. 30 ........Julie Williford (2003)
7. 29 ........Honey Marsh (1993)
  Julie Williford (2002)
9. 28 ........Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 26 ........Angie Rigsby (1996)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 5 ..........Mary Howard (1987)
2. 4 ..........Christina Burger (2005)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
  Julie Williford (2002)
  Julie Williford (2003)
6. 3 ..........Denise Brown (1994)
  Christina Burger (2006)
  Betsy Coverdale (1992)
  Anne Marx (1993)
  Angie Rigsby (1996)
  Kim Stewart (1990)
  Lindsay Waxler (1996)
Game-Tying Goals
1. 4 ..........Jessica Fraser (1997)
2. 3 ..........Honey Marsh (1993)
  Ruthie Miller (1991)
  Crystal Test (2001)
  Amy Van Laecke (1993)
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Games Played
1. 21 ........Holly Smith (1996)
2. 20 ........Britni Williams (2007)
3. 19 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Molly Myers (1991)
  Holly Smith (1995)
8. 18 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000)
  Kerri Reifel (1994)
  Kerri Reifel (1993)
Games Started
1. 21 ........Holly Smith (1996)
2. 20 ........Britni Williams (2007)
3. 19 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Molly Myers (1991)
  Holly Smith (1995)
7. 18 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Kerri Reifel (1994)
  Kerri Reifel (1993)
Wins
1. 11 ........Molly Myers (1991)
  Holly Smith (1996)
3. 10 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Kerri Reifel (1993)
5. 8 ..........Adrin Pedigo (1987)
  Kerri Refiel (1992)
  Britni Williams (2007)
8. 7 ..........Megan Bals (1999)
  Molly Myers (1990)
10. 6 ..........Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Lindsay Haywood (2000)
  Molly Myers (1989)
  Jennifer Traw (1998)
Minutes
1. 2094 ....Holly Smith (1996)
2. 1788 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
3. 1777 ....Britni Williams (2007)
4. 1761 ....Holly Smith (1995)
5. 1753 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
6. 1707 ....Kerri Reifel (1993)
7. 1641 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
8. 1589 ....Kerri Reifel (1994)
9. 1549 ....Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
10. 1545 ....Molly Myers (1991)
Shots Faced
1. 317 ......Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 291 ......Kerri Reifel (1993)
3. 288 ......Holly Smith (1995)
4. 249 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
5. 242 ......Britni Williams (2007)
6. 235 ......Megan Bals (1999)
7. 234 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
8. 228 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000)
  Molly Myers (1990)
10. 220 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
Saves
1. 172 ......Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 170 ......Holly Smith (1996)
3. 159 ......Kerri Reifel (1993)
4. 114 ......Molly Myers (1991)
5. 112 ......Holly Smith (1995)
6. 110 ......Molly Myers (1990)
7. 106 ......Megan Bals (1999)
8. 104 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
9. 102 ......Molly Myers (1992)
10. 96 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Goals Against ^
1. 12 ........Molly Myers (1989)
2. 18 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Britni Williams (2007)
4. 20 ........Lindsay Haywood (2002)
  Molly Myers (1991)
  Molly Myers (1992)
7. 27 ........Molly Myers (1990)
8. 28 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
10. 30 ........Megan Bals (1999)
Goals Against Average ^
1. 0.91 .....Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Britni Williams (2007)
3. 1.00 .....Molly Myers (1989)
4. 1.05 .....Molly Myers (1991)
5. 1.14 .....Adrin Pedigo (1989)
6. 1.23 .....Molly Myers (1992)
7. 1.33 .....Holly Smith (1996)
8. 1.44 .....Kerri Reifel (1992)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
10. 1.48 .....Lindsay Haywood (2002)
Shutouts
1. 7 ..........Holly Smith (1996)
2. 6.5 .......Molly Myers (1991)
3. 6 ..........Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Britni Williams (2007)
5. 5 ..........Molly Myers (1992)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
7. 4.5 .......Megan Bals (1999)
  Molly Myers (1989)
9. 4 ..........Kerri Reifel (1993)
  Adrin Pedigo (1987)
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Assists
1. 14 ........Holly Collins (1997-2001)
2. 6 ..........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Andie Hickman (1994-96)
  Abbey Wilburn (2005-pres.)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
Points
1. 40 ........Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 30 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
3. 28 ........Heather Cato (1996-99)
4. 26 ........Holly Collins (1997-01)
5. 20 ........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
Games Played
1. 42 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
  Devon Burger (2003-06)
3. 41 ........Allison Harris (2004-07)
4. 40 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Katie Taylor (2002-05)
Games Started
1. 42 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
  Devon Burger (2003-06)
2. 41 ........Allison Harris (2004-07)
4. 40 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
Goals
1. 17 ........Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 14 ........Christina Burger (2003-06)
3. 13 ........Heather Cato (1996-99)
4. 8 ..........Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
Games Played
1. 40 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 28 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 16 ........Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 12 ........Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 11 ........Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
Games Started
1. 40 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 26 ........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 16 ........Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 11 ........Megan Bals (1999-2002)
  Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
Wins
1. 10 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 7 ..........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
  Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 6 ..........Megan Bals (1999-2002)
5. 2 ..........Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jen Traw (1998-99)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 3 ..........Christina Burger (2003-06)
  Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  Lindsay Patterson (2005-pres.)
  Lindsay Waxler (1995-98)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
Game-Tying Goals
1. 3 ..........Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  Megan McCool (2002-05)
  Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 2 ..........Christina Burger (2003-06)
  Crystal Test (2000-02)
GOALKEEPING
Minutes
1. 3,707 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 2,504 ...Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 1,548 ...Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 977 ......Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
5. 905 ......Megan Bals (1999-2002)
Shots Faced
1. 569 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 396 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 201 ......Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 159 ......Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
5. 144 ......Jen Traw (1998-99)
Saves
1. 204 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 167 ......Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 91 ........Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 62 ........Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
5. 54 ........Megan Bals (1999-02)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.38 .....Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
2. 1.68 .....Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
3. 1.79 .....Megan Bals (1999-2002)
4. 1.80 .....Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 2.08 .....Kerri Reifel (1994)
Shutouts
1. 5 ..........Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 3 ..........Megan Bals (1999-02)
3. 2 ..........Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 1 ..........Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
  Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jen Traw (1998-99)
  Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
Christina Burger holds Razorback records 
in Southeastern Conference play in games 
played, games started and game-winning 
goals.
Carrie Dillsaver is Arkansas’ career leader in 
every goalkeeper category for SEC games
Top 5 SEC Lists - Career
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Points
1. 14 ........Julie Williford (2003)
2. 13 ........Christina Burger (2005)
3. 12 ........Jessica Fraser (1997)
  Julie Williford (2001)
5. 10 ........Heather Cato (1999)
Game Winning Goals
1. 3 ..........Lindsay Waxler (1996)
2. 2 ..........Jennifer Brashear (2001)
  Christina Burger (2005)
  Jessica Fraser (1997)
  Lindsay Patterson (2006)
Goals
1. 6 ..........Christina Burger (2005)
  Julie Williford (2001)
  Julie Williford (2003)
4. 5 ..........Heather Cato (1999)
  Jessica Fraser (1997)
Assists
1. 5 ..........Holly Collins (1999)
  Holly Collins (2000)
  Andie Hickman (1996)
  Kathy Krupa (1995)
5. 4 ..........Abbey Wilburn (2005)
Games Played
1. 11 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Britni Williams (2007)
5. 9 ..........Megan Bals (1999)
  Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Games Started
1. 11 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Britni Williams (2007)
5. 9 ..........Megan Bals (1999)
  Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Wins
1. 4 ..........Megan Bals (1999)
  Holly Smith (1996)
3. 3 ..........Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Holly Smith (1995)
Minutes
1. 1,053 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
2. 1,033 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
3. 1,013 ...Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
4. 944 ......Britni Williams (2007)
5. 838 ......Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Shots Faced
1. 171 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
2. 167 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
3. 159 ......Britni Williams (2007)
4. 156 ......Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
5. 134 ......Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Saves
1. 73 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 62 ........Britni Williams (2007)
3. 60 ........Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
4. 56 ........Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 55 ........Holly Smith (1996)
Goals Against
1. 9 ..........Kerri Reifel (1994) *
2. 12 ........Megan Bals (1999)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
4. 14 ........Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 15 ........Holly Smith (1996)
  Britni Williams (2007)
* - Only played four conference games 
in 1994
Goals Against Average
1. 1.03 .....Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
2. 1.38 .....Britni Williams (2007)
3. 1.59 .....Megan Bals (1999)
4. 1.65 .....Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 1.66 .....Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
Shutouts
1. 2 ..........Megan Bals (1999)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  Holly Smith (1996)
4. 1 ..........Megan Bals (2000)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  Lindsay Haywood (2002)
  Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  Jen Traw (1998)
  Britni Williams (2007)
GOALKEEPING
Kerri Reifel holds the Razorback 
record for least goals conceded 
during a single season with nine.
Julie Williford’s 14 points in 
SEC play during the 2003 
season is Arkansas’ best 
ever.
Top 5 SEC Lists - Season
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Sophomore Records
Points: ................................................ 32, Brittany Burns, 1996
31, Julie Williford, 2001
26, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Goals: ..................................................15, Julie Williford, 2001
12, Brittany Burns, 1996
10, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Assists: .................................................... 9, Holly Collins, 1999
8, Brittany Burns, 1996
7, Mandy Komar, 2001; Lindsay Waxler, 1996
Game-Winning Goals: ...............................4, Anne Marx, 1993
Game-Tying Goals:..3, Brittany Burns, 1996; Crystal Test, 2001
Goalkeepers
Minutes: .......................................1,753, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Wins: ........................................................7, Molly Myers, 1990
Shots Faced: .....................................234, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Saves: ....................................................110, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals Allowed: .......................................27, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals Against Average: ...................1.44, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Shutouts: ..........................................5.0, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Games Started: ..................................19, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Junior Records
Points: ...................................................32, Ruthie Miller, 1991
 29, Honey Marsh, 1993
 29, Julie Williford, 2002
Goals: ..................................................15, Julie Williford, 2002
 14, Ruthie Miller, 1991
 13, Honey Marsh, 1993
Assists: .................................................... 9, Holly Collins, 2000
5, Brittany Burns, 1997, Nicole Bynum, 1998, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Winning Goals: ...................... 4, Christina Burger, 2005
 Ruthie Miller, 1991, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Tying Goals:.................................. 4, Jessica Fraser, 1997
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ............................................ 1,761, Holly Smith, 1995
Wins: ......................................................11, Molly Myers, 1991
Shots Faced: ............................................291, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Saves: ......................................................159, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Goals Allowed: ...20, Molly Myers, 1991; Lindsay Haywood, 2002
Goals Against Average: ........................1.05, Molly Myers, 1991
Shutouts: ...............................................6.5, Molly Myers, 1991
Games Started: .......19, Molly Myers, 1991; Holly Smith, 1995
Senior Records
Points: .................................................30, Julie Williford, 2003
 25, Ruthie Miller, 1992
 21, Jessica Fraser, 1998, Christina Burger, 2006
Goals: ..................................................13, Julie Williford, 2003
 9, Christina Burger, 2006
 9, Ruthie Miller, 1992
Assists: .............................................. 12, Andie Hickman, 1996
 8, Honey Marsh, 1994
7, Ruthie Miller, 1992; Kathy Krupa, 1995; Holly Collins, 2001
Game-Winning Goals: ..........................4, Julie Williford, 2003
Game-Tying Goals:..................................3, Ruthie Miller, 1992
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ............................................ 2,094, Holly Smith, 1996
Wins: ...................................................... 11, Holly Smith, 1996
Shots Faced: ............................................317, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Saves: ......................................................172, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Goals Allowed: ..................................18, Carrie Dillsaver, 2006
Goals Against Average: ...................0.91, Carrie Dillsaver, 2006
Shutouts: ............................................... 7.0, Holly Smith, 1996
Games Started: ....................................... 21, Holly Smith, 1996
Freshman Records
Points: .............................................36, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
 16, Heather Cato, 1996
 15, Ruthie Miller, 1989
Goals: ..............................................12, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
 7, Heather Cato, 1996
 7, Ruthie Miller, 1989
Assists: .............................................12, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
 7, Alexis Hyrup, 1992
 6, Abbey Wilburn, 2005
Game-Winning Goals: ............................. 3, Kim Stewart, 1990
Game-Tying Goals:............................3, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ....................................... 1,777, Britni Williams, 2007
Wins: .................. 8, Adrin Pedigo, 1987; Britni Williams, 2007
Shots Faced: ..................................... 242, Britni Williams, 2007
Saves: ..................................................... 106, Megan Bals, 1999
Goals Allowed: .......................................12, Molly Myers, 1989
Goals Against Average: ................... 0.91, Britni Williams, 2007
Shutouts: ............................................. 6, Britni Williams, 2007



































SEC East Losses .............19
(9/15/96-10/11/02)
SEC West Losses ..............4
(10/3/04-10/29/04)
(10/14/95-9/27/96)
Home SEC Wins ..............3
(10/13/00-10/7/01)

















1. Julie Williford .................. 9
(Texas Tech, Sept. 2, 2001,
4 goals, 1 assist)
2. Mary Howard ................... 8
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987,
4 goals)
 Julie Williford .................. 8
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001, 4 goals)
4. Danielle Brajkovich ......... 7
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999,
3 goals, 1 assist)
 Jessica Fraser .................... 7
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997,
3 goals, 1 assist)
 Ruthie Miller.................... 7
(Creighton, Oct. 30, 1992,
2 goals, 3 assists)
 Angie Rigsby .................... 7
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996,
3 goals, 1 assist)
 Amy Van Laecke .............. 7
(Evansville, Sept. 26, 1993,
2 goals, 3 assists)
Most Goals
1. Mary Howard ................... 4
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 
1987)
 Julie Williford .................. 4
(LSU, Nov. 02, 2001)
(Texas Tech, Sept. 02, 2001)
4. 10 tied, 11 times .............. 3
Most Assists
1. Nicole Bynum .................. 3
(Wisc.-Green Bay, Oct. 1, 1999)
 Katie Hamilton ................ 3
(Southern, Sept. 12, 2004)
 Kathy Krupa ..................... 3
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1995)
 Honey Marsh ................... 3
(Oral Roberts, Oct. 18, 1994)
 Ruthie Miller.................... 3
(Creighton, Oct. 30, 1992)
 Amy Van Laecke .............. 3
(Evansville, Sept. 26, 1993)
 Lindsey Waxler ................ 3
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996)
Most Shots
1. Ruthie Miller.................. 13
(Centenary, Nov. 1, 1992)
2. Katy Schneider ............... 11
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
3. Betsy Coverdale ............. 10
(Missouri Valley, Sept. 11, 1993)
 Heather Cato ................. 10
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
 Honey Marsh ................. 10
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
 Julie Williford ................ 10
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
(Drury, Sept. 25, 2001)
Most Saves
1. Holly Smith ................... 23
(Florida, Nov. 10, 1996)
2. Kerri Reifel ..................... 20
(Vanderbilt, Nov. 6, 1994)
3. Kerri Reifel ..................... 19
(Texas A&M, Sept. 6, 1993)
4. Kerri Reifel ..................... 18
(Colorado College, Oct. 2, 1994)
 Kerri Reifel ..................... 18
(North Carolina, Sept. 18, 1994)
 Megan Bals .................... 18
(Florida, Nov. 4, 1999)
Career Hat Tricks
4 Goal Hat Tricks
Mary Howard
 Houston Baptist, 10/24/1987
Julie Williford
 LSU, 11/2/2001
 Texas Tech, 9/2/2001
Hat Tricks (3 goals)
Danielle Brajkovich
 Miss. State, 9/12/1999
Denise Brown
 Oral Roberts, 10/18/1994
Brittany Burns















 SW Mo. St., 10/24/2001
SEC Game Records
Most Points
1. Julie Williford ................ 8
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
2. Danielle Brajkovich ....... 7
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
 Jessica Fraser .................. 7
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
4. Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ... 6
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
5. 14 tied, 20 times ............ 4
Most Goals
1. Julie Williford ................ 4
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
2. Danielle Brajkovich ....... 3
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
 Jessica Fraser .................. 3
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ... 3
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
5. 12 tied, 18 times ............ 2
Most Assists
1. Kathy Krupa ................... 3
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1995)
2. 8 tied, 12 times .............. 2
Most Shots
1. Katy Schneider ............. 11
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
2. Heather Cato ............... 10
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
 Honey Marsh ............... 10
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
 Julie Williford .............. 10
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
5. Betsy Coverdale ............. 9
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
 Heather Cato ................. 9
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
Most Saves
1. Holly Smith ................. 15
(Vanderbilt, Oct. 27, 1996)
2. Lindsay Haywood ........ 13
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
3. Megan Bals .................. 12
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1999)
 Carrie Dillsaver ............ 12
(Vanderbilt, Sept. 23, 2005)
 Carrie Dillsaver ............ 12
(Auburn, Oct. 14, 2005)
Mary Howard was the first 
Razorback to score four times 
in a single contest.
Holly Smith set Arkansas and 
SEC records when she made 
23 saves against Florida 






8/31 Tulsa W 2-0
9/2 Memphis L 1-2 2OT
9/5 @ Oral Roberts W 3-0
9/7 Austin Peay W 2-0
9/9 @ W. Michigan L 0-1
9/14 @ La. Tech W 6-0
9/16 @ Centenary W 1-0
9/21 Missouri St. W 1-0
9/23 Jacksonville St. W 5-0
9/28 Mississippi L 1-2 OT
9/30 Miss. State W 2-0
10/5 Georgia L 0-1
10/7 Tennessee T 1-1 2OT
10/12 @ Alabama L 0-2
10/14 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/19 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/21 @ Vanderbilt L 0-2
10/25 Florida L 0-1
10/28 @ South Carolina L 0-1
11/2 LSU L 0-1 OT
2005
(6-12-0/3-8-0 SEC)
8/26 @ Tulsa W 5-1
8/28 @ Oklahoma L 0-3
9/2 @ Kansas L 0-1
9/4 Oral Roberts W 3-0
9/11 George Mason L 0-1
9/16 @ Liberty L 1-2
9/18 S.E. Louisiana W 2-0
9/23 @ Vanderbilt L 0-5
9/25 @ Kentucky L 1-2
9/30 Miss. St. W 1-0
10/2 Mississippi L 0-1
10/7 Tennessee L 1-2 OT
10/9 Georgia L 0-1
10/14 @ Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/16 @ Alabama W 2-1
10/21 @ South Carolina W 2-1
10/23 Florida L 0-1
10/28 LSU L 3-4
2006
(10-7-2/3-6-2 SEC)
8/25 @ Missouri St. L 2-3 2OT
8/27 @ S.E. Louisiana W 4-1
9/1 Northeastern St. W 4-0
9/3 Liberty W 3-1
9/8 Louisiana Tech W 2-1
9/10 Alabama A&M W 1-0
9/15 @ Tulsa W 2-0
9/17 @ Memphis W 1-0
9/24 Vanderbilt L 1-2 2OT
9/29 @ Mississippi L 0-2
10/1 @ Miss. State W 3-0
10/6 @ Georgia W 2-1
10/8 @ Tennessee L 0-3
10/13 Alabama W 5-0
10/15 Auburn T 0-0 2OT
10/20 @ Florida L 0-1 2OT
10/22 South Carolina T 1-1 2OT
10/27 @ LSU L 0-1
10/29 Kentucky L 0-1
2004
(6-11-2/2-7-2 SEC)
8/27 @ SE Missouri L 2-3
8/29 Tulsa W 1-0
9/3 SW Missouri W 1-0
9/5 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/7 @ Oral Roberts L 0-1
9/10 vs. Grambling % W 4-0
9/12 vs. Southern % W 11-0
9/19 @ Old Dominion L 1-3
9/24 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/26 Kentucky T 1-1 2OT
10/1 @ Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
10/3 @ Mississippi L 0-3
10/8 @ Tennessee L 1-3
10/10 @ Georgia T 0-0 2OT
10/15 Auburn L 0-1
10/17 Alabama L 1-3
10/22 South Carolina L 0-1
10/24 @ Florida L 1-2
10/29 @ LSU L 0-3
% Bulldog Classic (Huntsville, Ala.)
2002
(7-12-1/3-5-1 SEC)
8/30 @ Washington L 1-4
9/1 @ Portland State L 2-3
9/4 Tulsa L 1-2
9/6 SE Missouri W 2-1
9/8 Oklahoma L 0-3
9/13 Kansas L 2-3
9/15 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/20 @ Old Dominion W 5-2
9/22 @ Navy L 0-3
9/25 @ Drury W 3-0
10/2 Louisiana-Monroe W 6-0
10/4 @ Miss. State L 0-3
10/6 @ Mississippi L 1-2
10/11 @ South Carolina W 2-1 2OT
10/13 @ Florida L 1-2
10/18 Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/20 Alabama W 2-0
10/25 Kentucky L 1-3
10/27 Vanderbilt W 4-3
11/3 @ LSU T 1-1 2OT
2003
(7-10-2/3-6-0 SEC)
8/29 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
8/31 @ Tulsa L 1-2
9/3 Oral Roberts W 3-1
9/5 vs. Arizona $ W 3-2
9/7 vs. Purdue $ L 0-4
9/12 William & Mary % T 1-1 2OT
9/14 Old Dominion % T 1-1 2OT
9/21 @ George Mason W 3-0
9/30 Drury W 2-0
10/3 @ Vanderbilt W 2-0
10/5 @ Kentucky L 2-3 OT
10/10 Mississippi State W 4-2
10/12 Mississippi L 1-4
10/17 Tennessee L 0-4
10/19 Georgia L 2-7
10/24 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/26 @ Alabama L 1-3
10/31 LSU W 3-2
11/2 Oklahoma State L 0-1
$ Nike Missouri Tournament





9/2 Texas Tech W 6-1
9/7 @ San Diego L 0-2
9/9 @ Pepperdine L 1-4
9/18 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/21 @ William & Mary! L 0-2
9/23 George Mason ! L 0-4
9/25 Drury W 3-1
9/28 @ Wisc.-Green Bay W 4-3
9/30 @ Wisc.-Milwaukee L 0-5
10/5 Mississippi State W 4-1
10/7 Mississippi L 1-2 2OT
10/12 South Carolina L 0-2
10/14 Florida L 1-4
10/19 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/21 @ Alabama L 2-3
10/24 SW Missouri W 4-0
10/26 @ Tennessee L 1-3
10/28 @ Georgia L 1-6
11/2 LSU W 6-5 OT
11/4 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
! Tribe Invitational (Williamsburg, Va.)
1999
(7-12-0/4-5 SEC)
8/29 @ Tulsa L 1-4
9/3 @ Texas L 0-1
9/5 @ Texas Tech W 2-0
9/10 Mississippi L 1-2
9/12 Miss. State W 8-0
9/17 @ San Francisco L 0-3
9/19 @ California L 0-2
9/24 @ South Carolina L 0-1
9/26 @ Florida L 0-5
10/1 Wisc.-Green Bay W 6-3
10/2 Colorado College W 3-0
10/8 @ SW Missouri L 1-2 OT
10/10 LSU W 3-0
10/15 @ Auburn W 3-0
10/17 @ Alabama W 3-2 OT
10/22 Kentucky L 1-4
10/24 Vanderbilt L 0-1
10/31 Oklahoma L 0-3
11/3 Florida # L 3-4
# SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
2000
(7-11-3/3-5-1 SEC)
8/27 @ Colo. College L 1-4
9/1 @ Baylor T 1-1 OT
9/3 SMU ! L 0-4
9/7 Texas L 2-3 OT
9/9 TCU T 0-0 OT
9/15 @ Hawai’i W 1-0
9/16 Loyola Mary. * L 2-3 OT
9/20 SW Missouri W 3-2
9/24 @ LSU L 0-1
9/27 Tulsa L 2-3
9/29 @ Miss. State W 1-0
10/1 @ Mississippi L 2-4
10/6 Tennessee L 1-3
10/8 Georgia T 2-2 OT
10/10 Drury W 3-1
10/13 Auburn W 3-2
10/15 Alabama W 5-2
10/20 @ Vanderbilt L 0-4
10/22 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/27 Mercer W 6-0
11/2 Florida # L 1-4
! Waco, Texas * Honolulu, Hawai’i
# SEC Championship (Athens, Ga.)
1998
(6-11-0/2-6 SEC)
9/1 @ Drury W 3-0
9/4 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/6 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/11 @ Miss. State W 1-0 OT
9/13 @ Mississippi L 1-2
9/18 Mercer W 5-4 OT
9/25 @ Tennessee L 0-5
9/27 @ Georgia L 0-5
10/4 Purdue W 5-1
10/9 @ UMBC L 1-2
10/11 @ Navy L 1-3
10/16 Auburn W 3-1
10/18 Alabama L 1-2
10/23 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/25 @ LSU L 0-4
10/28 Oral Roberts W 4-1
10/31 @ Ohio State L 1-5
1996
(11-7-3/4-3-1 SEC)
9/2 @ SMU L 1-3
9/6 @ Wyoming W 1-0
9/8 @ Colo. College L 1-2
9/13 Georgia L 2-4 OT
9/15 @ Tennessee W 1-0
9/17 Texas-El Paso W 3-0
9/20 Kansas W 4-0
9/22 Missouri L 1-2 OT
9/27 @ Miss. State L 0-1 OT
9/29 @ Mississippi W 3-2
10/6 Stephen F. Austin W 9-0
10/12 @ Memphis W 3-2
10/15 @ Oral Roberts W 1-0
10/18 Alabama T 3-3 OT
10/20 Auburn W 4-1
10/27 Vanderbilt L 1-5
10/29 @ LSU W 2-0
11/3 Tulsa T 3-3 OT
11/7 Vanderbilt# T 0-0
11/9 Georgia# W 3-1
11/10 Florida^ L 2-3 OT
# SEC Championship (Lexington, Ky.)
^ SEC Championship Game
1997
(6-12-1/2-6 SEC)
8/30 Arizona L 0-3
9/5 @ Texas Christian W 2-1
9/7 @ North Texas L 1-5
9/12 Mississippi L 1-2
9/14 Miss. State W 4-0
9/19 @ Creighton L 2-3
9/21 @ Nebraska L 0-8
9/26 South Carolina L 1-2
9/28 Florida L 1-7
10/5 @ Oklahoma St. L 2-3
10/10 @ Kansas T 2-2 OT
10/12 @ Missouri W 3-1
10/17 @ Auburn L 1-2
10/19 @ Alabama L 3-5
10/24 @ Kentucky L 0-3
10/26 LSU W 9-3
10/31 Memphis W 4-2
11/2 SW Missouri W 5-1
11/6 Vanderbilt# L 3-8





9/3 New Mexico* W 3-1
9/4 Centenary* L 0-1
9/9 Mercer W 1-0
9/17 Duke! L 1-3
9/18 @ North Carolina  L 0-9
9/21 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/24 Auburn T 2-2
9/25 Alabama L 0-2
9/30 Texas T 1-1 OT
10/2 Colorado College W 2-1
10/7 FIUl#  W 4-1
10/9 @ Central Florida L 1-2 OT
10/18 @ Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/21 @ Vanderbilt L 2-3
10/23 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/26 Tulsa W 2-0
10/28 @ SMU L 0-2
10/30 @Texas A&M L 1-3
11/5 Kentucky% W 4-2
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 0-3
* at Plano, TX ! at Chapel Hill, NC
# at Orlando, FL
% SEC Championship (Fayetteville, Ark.)
1992
(8-8-1)
9/7 Texas A&M* W 4-0
9/12 Kentucky# W 2-0
9/13 @ SIU-Edwardsville T 0-0 OT
9/19 William Woods W 8-0
9/20 Virginia L 1-3
9/26 Vanderbilt W 1-0
9/30 @ SMU L 1-3
10/5 @ Tulsa L 0-3
10/10 Central Florida$ L 0-1 OT
10/11 @ FIU  L 0-1 OT
10/14 Tulsa L 0-1
10/17 Missouri Valley W 2-0
10/19 UNC-Greensboro W 3-2 OT
10/23 @ North Carolina  L 1-7
10/25 @ NC State L 0-1
10/30 Creighton W 6-0
11/1 Centenary W 3-1 OT
* at Plano, TX # at SIU-Edwardsville
$ at Fla. International
1993
(10-10)
9/4 Washington State*  L 3-2 OT
9/6 Texas A&M* W 2-1 OT
9/11 Missouri Valley W 4-0
9/15 @ Tulsa W 1-0
9/19 SMU W 2-0
9/25 Stanford L 0-3
9/26 Evansville W 6-0
10/1 Washington$ W 3-2 OT
10/3 Cal-Berkeley$ L 1-2
10/6 Tulsa L 3-4
10/9 @ NC-Greensboro  L 1-3
10/11 @ Maryland L 2-3
10/16 Oral Roberts W 9-0
10/17 Oregon State W 4-3 OT
10/22 @ Mercer L 0-2
10/23 NC State# W 4-2
10/30 Creighton L 3-2
10/31 FIU L 1-2 OT
11/5 Auburn% W 8-0
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 2-3 OT
* at Plano, TX $ at Washington St.
# at Mercer
% SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
1991
(11-8)
9/8 SIU-Edwardsville  W 2-0
9/12 @ Tulsa L 0-2
9/14 Missouri-St. Louis  W 2-0
9/15 Missouri-Rolla W 8-0
9/21 SMU L 0-2
9/22 Louisville W 3-0
9/28 @ Colo. College  L 0-2
9/29 Wash. State*  W 3-2
10/6 @ NC-Greensboro  W 1-0
10/7 Davidson# W 2-1
10/8 @ Virginia L 0-1 OT
10/12 Missouri Valley W 1-0
10/13 William Woods W 5-0
10/16 Tulsa W 2-0
10/20 @ Vanderbilt W 2-1
10/25 @ Creighton L 0-1
10/26 Metro State! L 2-3
11/2 @ Xavier L 1-3
11/3 @ Dayton L 1-2
# at Greensboro, NC ! at Omaha, NE
* at Colorado Springs, CO
1990
(7-7-1)
9/8 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/12 @ Tulsa L 2-3 OT
9/15 Denver! L 2-3
9/16 Wright State W 3-2
9/22 Regis$ W 4-1
9/23 @ Colo. College L 1-6
9/28 SMU# L 0-4
9/30 @ Texas Christian  T 1-1 OT
10/13 @ Missouri Valley  L 2-3 OT
10/14 @ Missouri-Rolla  W 9-0
10/21 Texas A&M W 3-1 OT
10/24 Tulsa L 0-1
10/27 Southern Illinois%  W 2-1
10/28 @ Missouri-SL%  W  2-0
11/4 Creighton L 0-1
! at Omaha, NE % UMSL Tournament




9/2 @ Texas L 0-3
9/4 Texas A&M! L 3-8
9/8 Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
9/10 Mississippi W 2-1
9/16 Wyoming# W 2-0
9/17 Central Florida#$  T 1-1
9/22 Florida L 0-2
9/24 South Carolina W 5-0
9/26 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/30 Memphis W 2-0
10/1 Nebraska L 0-3
10/7 Stanford* L 0-6
10/9 Oregon State* L 0-2
10/14 @ Alabama L 1-4
10/15 @ Auburn L 1-4
10/20 @ LSU L 1-2
10/22 @ Kentucky L 0-2
10/24 Oral Roberts L 1-2
10/28 SMU L 0-4
! at Plano, TX #Ark. Adidas Classic




9/8 Regis* W 2-1
9/10 @ NE Missouri St.  L 0-2
9/11 Quincy* L 0-2
9/13 @ Tulsa L 2-5 OT
9/16 @ Creighton W 2-1
9/17 Neb. Wesleyan! W 1-0
9/24 Southern Illinois L 1-2 OT
10/7 @ Louisville W 4-1
10/8 @ Vanderbilt L 0-1 OT
10/15 Missouri-Rolla W 2-0
10/18 Tulsa W 1-0
10/23 Missouri Valley T 1-1 OT
10/27 @ SW Texas L 1-2
10/28 @ Texas A&M T 0-0 OT
11/4 Texas Christian L 0-2
11/5 Creighton W 4-0
* at Kirksville, MO ! at Omaha, NE
1988
(3-10-2)
9/10 @ Missouri-Rolla  T 2-2
9/11 Texas A&M L 0-3
9/14 @ Tulsa L 0-8
9/23 @ Alabama L 0-3
9/24 @ Huntington W 3-1
9/25 Boca Raton* L 0-4
9/30 @ NE Missouri St.  L 0-4
10/2 @ Missouri Valley  L 0-2
10/8 Missouri Baptist T 2-2
10/12 Tulsa L 0-2
10/15 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/18 Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/22 @ Southern Illinois  W 2-1
10/29 @ SMU L 0-6







































9/12 @ Rockhurst W 5-2
9/19 @ SW Missouri St. W 7-1
9/20 @ Maryville Col. L 0-3
9/26 Houston Baptist W 4-0
9/27 Houston Baptist W 2-0
9/29 Texas Christian L 0-2
10/3 Rhodes College W 3-0
10/3 Trinity W 4-0
10/4 Trinity W 5-0
10/10 Rockhurst W 3-0
10/11 SMU L 0-4
10/17 Tulsa L 0-2
10/24 @ Houston Baptist W 7-1
10/25 @ Houston Baptist W 3-2
10/29 @ Barry University L 1-6
10/30 @ Boca Raton L 1-7
11/1 Columbia* L 2-5




9/14 Texas Christian L 0-10
9/17 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/18 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/21 @ Texas A&M W 1-0*
9/27 Baylor L 2-5
9/28 Rockhurst W 1-0*
10/11 @ Texas Christian  L 1-4
10/12 @ Baylor L 1-5
10/18 SW Missouri St. W 4-0
10/25 @ SMU L 0-7
10/26 @ North Texas L 1-7
11/8 @ Missouri-Rolla  L 1-16
*Forfeited Match
Prior to each match, the Razorbacks huddle 
in front of their bench for a few last words. 
At home, the huddle is followed by a rous-
ing rendition of the Arkansas Fight Song.
Coaching Records
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All Matches Home Away Neutral
Opponent W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T Last Meeting First Meeting
Alabama 5-9-1 3-3-1 2-6-0 0-0-0 L, 10/12/07 (0-2) L, 9/23/88 (0-3)
Alabama A&M 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/10/06 (1-0) W, 9/10/06 (1-0)
Arizona 1-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/5/03 (3-2) L, 8/30/97 (0-3)
Auburn 5-8-2 3-2-2 1-6-0 1-0-0 L, 10/14/07 (0-2) W, 11/5/93 (8-0)
Austin Peay 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/7/07 (2-0) W, 9/7/07 (2-0)
Barry 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/29/87 (1-6) L, 10/29/87 (1-6)
Baylor 0-2-1 0-1-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 T, 9/1/00 (0-0) L, 9/27/86 (2-5)
Boca Raton 0-2-0 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 L, 9/25/88 (0-4) L, 10/30/87 (1-7)
California-Berkeley 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/19/99 (0-2) L, 10/3/93 (1-2)
Centenary 2-1-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 W, 9/16/07 (1-0, OT) W, 11/1/92 (3-1, OT)
Central Florida 0-2-1 0-0-1 0-1-0 0-1-0 T, 9/17/95 (1-1) L, 10/10/92 (0-1, OT)
Colorado College 2-4-0 2-0-0 0-4-0 0-0-0 L, 8/27/00 (0-4) L, 9/23/90 (1-6)
Columbia 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 11/1/87 (2-5) L, 11/1/87 (2-5)
Creighton 3-4-0 2-2-0 1-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/19/97 (2-3) W, 11/5/89 (2-1)
Davidson 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 10/7/91 (2-1) W, 10/7/91 (2-1)
Dayton 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 11/3/91 (1-2) L, 11/3/91 (1-2)
Denver 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/15/90 (2-3) L, 9/15/90 (2-3)
Drury 5-0-0 3-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/30/03 (2-0) W, 9/1/98 (3-0)
Duke 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/17/94 (1-3) L, 9/17/94 (1-3)
Evansville 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/26/93 (6-0) W, 9/26/93 (6-0)
Florida 0-12-0 0-5-0 0-4-0 0-3-0 L, 10/25/06 (0-1) L, 9/22/95 (0-2)
Florida International 1-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 W, 10/31/93 (4-1) L, 10/11/92 (0-1)
George Mason 1-2-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/11/05 (0-1) L, 9/23/01 (0-4)
Georgia 2-6-2 0-4-1 1-2-1 1-0-0 L, 10/5/07 (0-1) L, 9/13/96 (2-4, OT)
Grambling 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/10/04 (4-0) W, 9/10/04 (4-0)
Hawai’i 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 9/15/00 (1-0) W, 9/15/00 (1-0)
Houston Baptist 4-0-0 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/25/87 (3-2) W, 9/26/87 (4-0)
Huntington 1-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/24/88 (3-1) W, 9/24/88 (3-1)
Jacksonville State 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/23/07 (5-0) W, 9/23/07 (5-0)
Kansas 1-2-1 1-1-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 L, 9/2/05 (0-1) W, 9/20/96 (4-0)
Kentucky 2-10-1 1-3-1 0-7-0 1-0-0 L, 10/19/07 (1-2) W, 9/12/92 (2-0)
Liberty 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 9/3/06 (3-1) L, 9/16/05 (1-2)
Louisiana-Monroe 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/2/02 (6-0) W, 10/2/02 (6-0)
Louisiana State 5-7-1 4-2-0 1-5-1 0-0-0 L, 11/2/07 (0-1, OT) L, 10/20/95 (1-2)
Louisiana Tech 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/14/07 (6-0) W, 9/8/06 (2-1, OT)
Louisville 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/22/91 (3-0) W, 10/7/89 (4-1)
Loyola Marymount 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/16/00 (2-3) L, 9/16/00 (2-3)
Maryland 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/11/93 (2-3) L, 10/11/93 (2-3)
Md.-Baltimore County 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/9/98 (1-2) L, 10/9/98 (1-2)
Maryville 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/20/87 (0-3) L, 9/20/87 (0-3)
Memphis 4-1-0 2-1-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 L, 9/2/07 (1-2, 2OT) W, 9/30/95 (2-0)
Mercer 3-1-0 3-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 10/27/00 (1-0) L, 10/22/93 (0-2)
Metro State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 10/26/91 (2-3) L, 10/26/91 (2-3)
Mississippi 2-11-0 1-6-0 1-5-0 0-0-0 L, 9/28/07 (1-2, OT) W, 9/10/95 (2-1)
Mississippi State 11-2-0 7-0-0 4-2-0 0-0-0 W, 9/30/07 (2-0) W, 9/8/95 (2-1, OT)
Missouri 1-1-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/12/97 (3-1) L, 9/22/96 (1-2, OT)
Missouri Baptist 0-0-1 0-0-1 0-0-0 0-0-0 T, 10/8/88 (2-2) T, 10/8/88 (2-2)
Missouri State 7-2-0 6-0-0 1-2-0 0-0-0 W, 9/21/07 (1-0, 2OT) W, 10/18/86 (4-0)
Missouri-Rolla 3-1-1 3-0-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 W, 9/15/91 (8-0) L, 11/8/86 (1-16)
Missouri-St. Louis 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/14/91 (2-0) W, 10/28/90 (2-0)
Missouri Valley 3-4-1 3-2-1 0-2-0 0-0-0 W, 9/11/93 (4-0) L, 9/17/86 (0-8)
Navy 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/22/02 (0-3) L, 10/11/98 (0-3)
Nebraska 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/21/97 (0-8) L, 10/1/95 (0-3)
Nebraska Wesleyan 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/17/89 (1-0) W, 9/17/89 (1-0)
New Mexico 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 W, 9/3/94 (3-1) W, 9/3/94 (3-1)
North Carolina 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/18/94 (0-9) L, 10/23/92 (1-7)
Series Records
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 All Matches Home Away Neutral
Opponent W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T Last Meeting First Meeting
UNC-Greensboro 2-1-0 1-0-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/9/93 (1-3) W, 10/6/91 (1-0)
North Carolina State 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 10/23/93 (4-2) L, 10/22/92 (0-1)
North Texas 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/7/97 (1-5) L, 10/26/86 (1-7)
NE Missouri State 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/10/89 (0-2) L, 9/30/88 (0-4)
Northeastern State 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/1/06 (4-0) W, 9/1/06 (4-0)
Ohio State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/31/98 (1-5) L, 10/31/98 (1-5)
Oklahoma 0-7-0 0-4-0 0-3-0 0-0-0 L, 8/28/05 (0-3) L, 9/4/98 (1-2)
Oklahoma State 0-4-0 0-2-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L,11/2/03 (0-1)  L, 10/5/97 (2-3)
Old Dominion 1-1-1 0-0-1 1-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/19/03 (1-3) W, 9/20/02 (5-2)
Oral Roberts 8-2-0 5-1-0 3-1-0 0-0-0 W, 9/5/07 (3-0) W, 10/18/88 (4-0)
Oregon State 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/9/95 (0-2) W, 10/17/93 (4-3, OT)
Pepperdine 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/9/01 (1-4) L, 9/9/01 (1-4)
Portland State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/1/02 (0-1) L, 9/1/02 (0-1)
Purdue 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/7/03 (0-4) W, 10/4/98 (5-1)
Quincy 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/11/89 (0-2) L, 9/11/89 (0-2)
Regis 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-0 W, 9/22/90 (4-1) W, 9/8/89 (2-1)
Rhodes 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/3/87 (3-0) W, 10/3/87 (3-0)
Rockhurst 3-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/10/87 (3-0) W, 9/28/86 (1-0)
San Diego 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/7/01 (3-0) L, 9/7/01 (3-0)
San Francisco 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/17/99 (0-3) L, 9/17/99 (0-3)
Southern Illinois 2-1-0 0-1-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/27/90 (2-1) W, 10/22/88 (2-1)
SIU-Edwardsville 1-0-1 1-0-0 0-0-1 0-0-0 T, 9/13/92 (0-0, OT) W, 9/8/91 (2-0)
South Carolina 3-5-1 1-3-1 2-2-0 0-0-0 L, 10/28/07 (0-1) W, 9/24/95 (5-0)
Southeast Missouri 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 8/27/04 (2-3) W, 9/6/02 (2-1)
Southeastern Louisiana 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 8/27/06 (4-1) W, 9/18/05 (2-0)
Southern 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/12/04 (11-0) W, 9/12/04 (11-0)
Southern Methodist 1-10-0 1-3-0 0-5-0 0-2-0 L, 1025/86 (0-7) L, 9/3/00 (0-4)
Stanford 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 10/7/95 (0-6) L, 9/25/93 (0-3)
Stephen F. Austin 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10-6-96 (9-0) W, 10/6/96 (9-0)
Tennessee 1-7-1 0-3-1 1-4-0 0-0-0 T, 10/7/07 (1-1, 2OT) W, 9/15/96 (1-0)
Texas 0-3-1 0-1-1 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/7/00 (2-3) T, 9/30/94 (1-1, OT)
Texas A&M 4-3-1 2-2-0 0-0-1 1-1-0 L, 9/4/95 (3-8) W, 9/21/86 (1-0)
Texas Christian 1-5-2 0-3-1 1-2-1 0-0-0 T, 9/9/00 (0-0, OT) L, 9/14/86 (0-10)
Texas-El Paso 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/17/96 (3-0) W, 9/17/96 (3-0)
Texas State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/27/89 (1-2) L, 10/27/89 (1-2)
Texas Tech 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/2/01 (6-1) W, 9/5/99 (2-0)
Trinity 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/4/87 (5-0) W, 10/4/87 (4-0)
Tulsa 8-17-1 5-7-1 3-10-0 0-0-0 W, 8/31/07 (2-0) L, 10/17/87 (0-2)
Vanderbilt 6-13-1 4-6-0 2-7-0 0-0-1 L, 10/21/07 (0-2) L, 11/8/87 (1-2)
Virginia 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/20/92 (1-3) L, 10/88/91 (0-1)
Washington 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 L, 8/30/02 (1-4) W, 10/1/93 (3-2)
Washington State 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 L, 9/4/93 (2-3) W, 9/29/91 (3-2)
Western Michigan 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/9/07 (0-1) L, 9/9/07 (0-1)
William Woods 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/19/92 (8-0) W, 10/13/91 (5-0)
William & Mary 0-1-1 0-0-1 0-1-0 0-0-0 T, 9/12/03 (1-1, 2OT) L, 9/21/01 (0-2)
Wisconsin-Green Bay 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/28/01 (4-3) W, 10/1/99 (6-3)
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/30/01 (0-5) L, 9/30/01 (0-5)
Wright State 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/16/90 (3-2) W, 9/16/90 (3-2)
Wyoming 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/6/96 (1-0) W, 9/16/95 (2-0)
Xavier 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 11/2/91 (1-3) L, 11/2/91 (1-3)
Totals 158-221-24 93-77-15 51-124-8 14-20-1
Winning Percentage 42.18% 54.32% 30.05% 41.43%
Unbeaten Percentage 45.16% 58.38% 32.24% 42.86%
Series Records
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Amy Van Laecke (1993)




SEC Off. Player of the Week
Julie Williford (9/15/03)
SEC Def. Player of the Week
Carrie Dillsaver (9/18/06), (10/16/06)
SEC Freshman of the Week
Abbey Wilburn (10/18/05)
SEC Good Works TeamNational Soccer Coaches
































#6 Central Region (1997)
#4 Central Region (1999)
#1 Central Region (2000)
#15 National (1999)
Top 20 National (2000)
Top 10 Central Region (2002)
Best Media Guide
#8 Central Region (1999)
#7 Central Region (2000)









was the SEC’s 
first-ever 
Player of the 
Year in 1993.  






effort her senior 






ence player in 
2005 and its sixth 
double winner 
with a repeat 
second-team 
honor in 2006.
A stellar first 
year led to 
Kim Schleif’s 
appointment 




Largely unnoticed at 
defense, Devon Burger 
received her first ath-
letic honor in the form of 
third-team SoccerBuzz 





The Arkansas Athletics Department selects its honor roll each regular semester based on semester grades.
The Athletics Department has kept an honor roll list 
since the fall of 1989, and in that time 114 individu-
als have been named to either the Academic Champions 
(4.0), Athletic Director’s (3.5-3.99) or honor rolls (3.0-
3.49).  WIth just 153 individuals earning letters in soccer 
during that time that is a remarkable 75 percent of the 
student-athletes earning a 3.0 or better during a semes-
ter.




  times during their academic careers.
	 •	 14	current	Razorbacks	have	made	their	way	

































Allison Harris is the first Razorback 
soccer player to go through eight 
semesters with a perfect 4.0 grade 
point average.  She is also the soccer 
program’s first four-time ESPN The 
Magazine district honoree and SEC 









Allison Harris (2004, ‘05, ‘06, ‘07)
Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Julie Williford (2003)
In 2003 Julie Williford 
became Arkansas’ first 
Academic All-American
Academic Awards



































































































































































































Amy Van Laecke (1993)










































Dudley, Jones, Lewis, 
Nawrocki, Venable
Armento, Bolton,









































































































Colors: Old Gold, Royal Blue & Crimson
Conference: Conference USA
Home Field: Hurricane Soccer Stadium
Head Coach: Kyle Cussen
2007 Record: 3-14-2
Conf. Record: 1-7-1





Colors: Maroon & White
Conference: Missouri Valley
Home Field: Plaster Sports Complex
Head Coach: Rob Brewer
2007 Record: 6-11-2
Conf. Record: 2-2-2
























Colors: Navy Blue, Vegas Gold & White
Conference: Summit League
Home Field: ORU Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Ryan Bush
2007 Record: 8-9-3
Conf. Record: 2-3-3








ORAL ROBERTS GOLDEN EAGLES
Game 3




Colors: Red & White
Conference: Ohio Valley
Home Field: JSU Soccer Field
Head Coach: Julie Davis
2007 Record: 4-12-1
Conf. Record: 2-6-1














Colors: Red and Blue
Conference: Southern
Home Field: Bulldog Field
Head Coach: Todd Yelton
2007 Record: 15-5-1
Conf. Record: 8-1-0



















Colors: Red & White
Conference: Ohio Valley
Home Field: Morgan Bros. Soccer Field
Head Coach: Kelley Guth
2007 Record: 7-12-1
Conf. Record: 0-8-1
Series Record: UA leads 1-0-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost: 
Starters Return/Lost: 8/3








Colors: Purple and White
Conference: Southland
Home Field: SFA Soccer Complex
Head Coach: George Van Linder
2007 Record: 13-5-2
Conf. Record: 7-1-1
Series Record: UA leads 1-0-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost: 17/3
Starters Return/Lost: 9/2
STEPHEN F. AUSTIN LADYJACKS
Location: Kalamazoo, Mich.
Enrollment: 24,433
Colors: Brown & Gold
Conference: Mid-American
Home Field: WMU Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Mike Haines
2007 Record: 4-11-3
Conf. Record: 2-7-2
















Colors: Red and Grey
Conference: Southland
Home Field: Nicholls Soccer Field
Head Coach: Cindy Piper
2007 Record: 2-17-1
Conf. Record: 1-8-0
Series Record: First Meeting
Letterwinners Return/Lost: 13/6
Starters Return/Lost: 8/3






OLE MISS LADY REBELS
Game 6
Friday, 9/12, 7 p.m.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Game 7
Sunday, 9/14, 1 p.m.
Nacogdoches, Texas
Game 8
Friday, 9/19, 7 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 9
Sunday, 9/21, 1:30 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 10




Colors: Cardinal & Navy
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Ole Miss Soccer Stadium
Head Coach: Steve Holeman
2007 Record: 7-8-5
Conf. Record: 4-4-3












Colors: Maroon & White
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: MSU Soccer Field
Head Coach: Neil Macdonald
2007 Record: 6-12-1
Conf. Record: 2-8-1











Colors: Red & Black
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Turner Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Patrick Baker
2007 Record: 18-4-2
Conf. Record: 8-2-1











Colors: Orange & White
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Regal Soccer Stadium
Head Coach: Angela Kelly
2007 Record: 15-5-2
Conf. Record: 8-2-1












Colors: Crimson & White
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Alabama Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Todd Bramble
2007 Record: 9-10-1
Conf. Record: 2-8-1











Colors: Burnt Orange & Navy Blue
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Auburn Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Karen Hoppa
2007 Record: 10-8-2
Conf. Record: 6-5-0
Series Record: AU leads 8-5-2
Letterwinners Return/Lost: 21/2
Starters Return/Lost: 10/1
KENTUCKY WILDCATS Location: Lexington, Ky.
Enrollment: 27,000
Colors: Blue & White
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: UK Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Warren Lipka
2007 Record: 10-7-3
Conf. Record: 4-6-1
















Colors: Black & Gold
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Vanderbilt Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Ronnie Coveleskie
2007 Record: 6-10-3
Conf. Record: 3-6-2






Phone: 352-375-4683 x 6100




Colors: Orange & Blue
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: James G. Pressly Stadium
Head Coach: Becky Burleigh
2007 Record: 17-5-3
Conf. Record: 9-2-0
Series Record: UF leads 12-0-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost: 14/8
Starters Return/Lost: 5/6
SOUTH CAROLINA GAMECOCKS Location: Columbia, S.C.
Enrollment: 27,390
Colors: Garnet & Black
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: Eugue E. Stone III Stadium
Head Coach: Shelley Smith
2007 Record: 14-6-3
Conf. Record: 5-4-2








LSU TIGERS Location: Baton Rouge, La.
Enrollment: 25,896
Colors: Purple & Gold
Conference: Southeastern
Home Field: LSU Soccer Complex
Head Coach: Brian Lee
2007 Record: 12-5-7
Conf. Record: 5-2-4









Sunday, 9/28, 1 p.m.
Starkville, Miss.
Game 12
Friday, 10/3, 6 p.m.
Athens, Ga.
Game 13
Sunday, 10/5, 12 p.m.
Knoxville, Tenn
Game 14
Friday, 10/10, 7 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 15
Sunday, 10/12, 1 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 16
Friday, 10/17, 7 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 17
Sunday, 10/19, 1 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 18
Thursday, 10/23, 6 p.m.
Gainesville, Fla.
Game 19
Sunday, 10/26, 1 p.m.
FAYETTEVILLE
Game 20
Friday, 10/31, 7 p.m.
Baton Rouge, La.
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All-Time Records vs 2008 Opponents
ALABAMA ...................................................................................5-9-1
1988 L 0-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1994 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 1-4 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1996 T 3-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 3-5 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1998 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 W 3-2 OT Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2000 W 5-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 2-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2002 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2004 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 W 2-1 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2006 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-2 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
AUBURN ......................................................................................5-8-2
1993 W 8-0 Nashville, Tenn.
1994 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 1-4 Auburn, Ala.
1996 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 1-2 Auburn, Ala.
1998 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 W 3-0 Auburn, Ala.
2000 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2002 L 1-2 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2004 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 L 1-2 2OT Auburn, Ala.
2006 T 0-0 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
AUSTIN PEAY ..............................................................................1-0-0
2007 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
FLORIDA ....................................................................................0-12-0
1995 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 2-3 OT Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 1-7 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-5 Gainesville, Fla.
1999 L 3-4 Nashville, Tenn.
2000 L 1-4 Athens, Ga.
2001 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Gainesville, Fla.
2004 L 1-2 Gainesville, Fla.
2005 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-1 2OT Gainesville, Fla.
2007 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark. 
GEORGIA .....................................................................................2-6-2
1996 L 2-4 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-1 Lexington, Ky.
1998 L 0-5 Athens, Ga.
2000 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-6 Athens, Ga.
2003 L 2-7 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 T 0-0 Athens, Ga.
2005 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 W 2-1 Athens, Ga.
2007 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
JACKSONVILLE STATE ................................................................1-0-0
2007 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
KENTUCKY ................................................................................2-10-1
1992 W 2-0 Edwardsville, Ill.
1994 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
1994 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-2 Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 0-3 Lexington, Ky.
1999 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
2002 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 2-3 OT Lexington, Ky.
2004 T 1-1 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
2006 L 0.1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
LSU .............................................................................................5-7-1
1995 L 1-2 Baton Rouge, La.
1996 W 2-0 Baton Rouge, La.
1997 W 9-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 0-4 Baton Rouge, La.
1999 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-1 Baton Rouge, La.
2001 W 6-5 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 T 1-1 2OT Baton Rouge, La.
2003 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-3 Baton Rouge, La.
2005 L 3-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-1 Baton Rouge, La.
2007 L 0-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
OLE MISS ..................................................................................2-11-0
1995 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-2 Oxford, Miss.
1997 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 1-2 Oxford, Miss.
1999 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 2-4 Oxford, Miss.
2001 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Oxford, Miss.
2003 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-3 Oxford, Miss.
2005 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-2 Oxford, Miss.
2007 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
MISSISSIPPI STATE ..................................................................11-2-0
1995 W 2-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 0-1 OT Starkville, Miss.
1997 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 W 1-0 OT Starkville, Miss.
1999 W 8-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 W 1-0 Starkville, Miss.
2001 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 0-3 Starkville, Miss.
2003 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 W 2-1 OT Starkville, Miss.
2005 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 W 3-0 Starkville, Miss.
2007 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
MISSOURI STATE .......................................................................7-2-0
1986 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1987 W 7-1 Springfield, Mo.
1997 W 5-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 1-2 OT Springfield, Mo.
2000 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 2-3 2OT Springfield, Mo.
2007 W 1-0 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
NICHOLLS STATE ............................................................First Meeting
ORAL ROBERTS...........................................................................8-2-0
1988 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 W 4-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1995 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 1-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1998 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2005 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 W 3-0 Tulsa, Okla.
SAMFORD .......................................................................First Meeting
SOUTH CAROLINA.......................................................................3-5-1
1995 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-1 Columbia, S.C.
2001 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 W 2-1 2OT Columbia, S.C.
2004 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 W 2-1 Columbia, S.C.
2006 T 1-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-1 Columbia, S.C.
STEPHEN F. AUSTIN ...................................................................1-0-0
1996 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
TENNESSEE.................................................................................1-7-1
1996 W 1-0 Knoxville, Tenn.
1998 L 0-5 Knoxville, Tenn.
2000 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2003 L 0-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 1-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2005 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2007 T 1-1 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
TULSA .......................................................................................8-17-1
1987 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1988 L 0-8 Tulsa, Okla.
1988 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1989 L 2-5 OT Tulsa, Okla.
1989 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 L 2-3 OT Tulsa, Okla.
1990 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 L 0-2 Tulsa, Okla.
1991 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 L 0-3 Tulsa, Okla.
1992 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 1-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1993 L 3-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
1994 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
1996 T 3-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-4 Tulsa, Okla.
2000 L 2-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2002 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-2 Tulsa, Okla.
2004 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 W 5-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2006 W 2-0 Tulsa, Okla.
2007 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
VANDERBILT .............................................................................6-13-1
1987 L 1-2 Nashville, Tenn.
1989 L 0-1 OT Nashville, Tenn.
1990 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 W 2-1 Nashville, Tenn.
1992 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 L 2-3 OT Nashville, Tenn.
1994 L 2-3 Nashville, Tenn.
1994 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 1-5 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 T 0-0 * Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 3-8 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-4 Nashville, Tenn.
2002 W 4-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 2-0 Nashville, Tenn.
2004 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 L 0-5 Nashville, Tenn.
2006 L 1-2 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-2 Nashville, Tenn.
* Arkansas Wins in Penalty Kicks 4-3
WESTERN MICHIGAN ..................................................................0-1-0
2007 L 0-1 Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Razorback Field: Home of Arkansas Soccer
The University of Arkansas has always 
been pro-active when it comes to women’s 
athletics, and the lifespan of Razorback Field 
is a tribute to that stance.  When it was con-
structed in 1992, the then-Lady’Back Field 
was the first collegiate soccer field in the 
country that was dedicated solely to the use 
of a women’s team.  To this day it remains 
one of a handful of such fields.
With improvements planned follow-
ing its construction, a field house was built 
to house locker rooms for both participating 
teams, and lights were erected to allow the 
Razorbacks to practice and play at any time.
Arguably the best pitch in the Southeast-
ern Conference, for facilities and playing sur-
face, the field was the host for the 1994 SEC 
Championship Tournament and was the first 
field to televise a women’s soccer match in 
the SEC.
Completed for the 1999 season were sev-
eral improvements, including wrought-iron 
fencing around the field, a ticket booth and 
permanent professional-style players’ bench-
es.
Following the 1999 soccer campaign, 
construction of a new stadium to accommo-
date the growing fan base at Razorback Field 
began.  The spring of 2001 saw the stadium 
seat 1,500 spectators, including chair-back 
seating for season-ticket holders as well as 
fully functional press facilities, television and 
radio booths and a VIP hospitality area.
Razorback Field 
includes the team 
fieldhouse, home of 
the Razorback locker 
room, permanent 
team dugouts on the 
opposite side from the 
1,500 seat grandstand, 
a full scoreboard and 
lighting for television 
night games . . .
. . . but one of the most im-
portant features of Razorback 
Field are the fans that turnout 
on a regular basis for Arkansas 
soccer.  The Razorbacks had 
one of their best attendance 
seasons in 2007, and expect 





Most Goals: .............................................................. 9
9-0 v. Oral Roberts, 1993;
9-0 v. Stephen F. Austin, 1996;
9-3 v. LSU, 1997
Most Goals Allowed: ................................................. 7
 7-1 vs. Florida, 1997
 7-2 vs. Georgia, 2003
Largest Margin Victory:............................................. 9
 9-0 v. ORU, 1993;
 9-0 vs. SFA, 1996
Largest Margin Defeat: ............................................. 6
 7-1 v. Florida, 1997
Most OT Goals: ......................................................... 2
 3-1 v. Centenary, 1992;
 4-3 v. Oregon St., 1993
Most Opp. OT Goals: ........................ 2 (Georgia, 1996)
Most Shots: ........................... 42 (vs Vanderbilt, 1994)
Fewest Shots: ............................. 1 (vs Arizona, 1997)
Most Shots Allowed: .................. 35 (vs Florida, 1997)
Fewest Shots Allowed: ..................... 2 (vs LSU, 1999)
Season Field Records
Most Wins: ...................................................  6 (1992)
Most Losses: ..........................................6 (2002, ‘05)
Most OT Matches: ......................................... 5 (2007)
Best Win Pct.: ........................................... .750 (1992)
Worst Win Pct.: ........................................ .333 (2005)
Longest Win Streak: ...................... 4 (1992, ’99, ’00, ‘06)
Longest Losing Streak: ................................... 5 (2005)
Most Goals: .................................................34 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed: ....................................20 (1997)
Fewest Goals: ................................................ 7 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed: .................................. 6 (2006)
Most Goals Avg.: ......................................3.78 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed Avg.: .........................2.50 (1997)
Fewest Goals Avg.: ................................... .875 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed Avg.:......................0.67 (2006)
Most Shutouts: .............................................. 5 (2007)
Consecutive Shutouts: ................................... 3 (2007)
Opponent Shutouts: ................................4 (1995, ‘05)
Consecutive Opp. Shutouts: ....................... 2 (‘95,’99, ‘05, ‘07)
Julie Williford 
owns the school 
record for most 
points scored at 
Razorback Field 
in a season (29) 




Most Goals: .............................................................. 4
 Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001
 Julie Williford v. LSU, 2001
Most Assists: ........................................................... 3
 Ruthie Miller v. Creighton, 1992
 Amy Van Laecke v. Evansville, 1993
 Lindsay Waxler v. SFA, 1996
    Nicole Bynum v. Wisc.-Green Bay, 1999
Most Points:  ............................................................ 9
 Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001
SEASON
Most Goals: .......................... 14 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Assists: ....................... 9 (Andie Hickman, 1996)
Most Points: ......................... 29 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Shots: ......................53 (Amy Van Laecke, 1993)
CAREER
Most Goals: .....................32 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Assists: .................... 19 (Holly Collins, 1997-01)
Most Points: ........................ 74 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Shots: ...................... 154 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Goalkeeper Records
GAME
Most Saves: ........................................................... 20
 Kerri Reifel v. Vanderbilt, 1994
Most Shots Faced: .................................................. 35
 Holly Smith v. Florida, 1997
SEASON
Most Wins: ............................... 6 (Molly Myers, 1992)
Most Losses: ........................6 (Carrie Dillsaver, 2005)
Most Saves: .............................92 (Kerri Reifel, 1992)
Most Shutouts: ...................... 6 (Britni Williams, 2007)
Most Minutes: ...................987 (Britni Williams, 2007)
Most Goals Against: ..........................18 (Holly Smith, ‘96)
Least Goals Against: .......................... 6 (Carrie Dillsaver, ‘06)
CAREER
Most Wins: ............................................................. 14
 (Carrie Dillsaver, 2003-06)
Most Saves: ......................158 (Kerri Reifel, 1992-94)










Top 10 Razorback Crowds
1,709 ........................ 10/12/01, South Carolina, S.C. 0-2
1,487 ........................ 10/7/05, Tennessee, Tenn. 1-2 OT
1,374 ............................... 10/13/00, Auburn, Ark. 3-2
956 .................................... 9/21/07, Mo. St., Ark. 3-2
938 ................................ 10/22/99, Kentucky, Ky. 1-4
929 ....................................... 10/28/05, LSU, LSU 3-4
749 ...................... 9/28/07, Ole Miss, Ole Miss 2-1 OT
742 ..................................10/15/04, Auburn, Aub. 0-1
737 .................................10/17/04, Alabama, Ala. 1-3




 1993 5-4-0 .555
 1994 4-2-2 .625
 1995 5-5-0 .500
 1996 4-3-2 .555
 1997 4-4-0 .500
 1998 4-4-0 .500
 1999 4-4-0 .500
 2000 5-3-2 .600
 2001 5-3-0 .625
 2002 4-6-0 .400
 2003 4-3-2 .556
 2004 3-4-1 .438
 2005 3-6-0 .333
 2006 5-2-2 .667
 2007 5-5-1 .500




Julie Williford v. LSU
Three Consecutive Games with a Goal: ..........................2006
                                             Christina Burger
20 or More Shots:......................................................9/23/07
20, Jacksonville St.
10 or More Shots on Goal: .........................................10/5/07
10, Georgia
More than 15 Saves: .................................................9/22/96
 16, Holly Smith v. Missouri
Opponent Less than 10 Shots: ...................................9/30/07
 4, Mississippi St.
More than 500 Fans: .................................................11/2/07
 631, LSU
More than 750 Fans:  ................................................9/21/07
956, Missouri St.






Home of the Razorbacks
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Old Main
One of the original buildings of Arkansas’ campus, Old Main symbolizes the strong connection to the 
past and the focus upon the future which come together in the present at the University of Arkansas.  
Completed in 1876, Old Main stood the test of time until the mid-1980s when age and modern building 
codes threatened to send it to the wrecking ball as it did its sister building at the University of Illinois.  
A major fund-raising campaign by alumni totally renovated Old Main.  Reopening in 1992, the building 
maintains the feel of a Victorian-era building with high ceilings and elaborate wooden trim.  Just below the 
surface of the period hardwood floors, Old Main is hard-wired to the internet and built to last well into its 
second century.
Even with renovation, Old Main remained unfinished until 2006.  One of the gifts during the Campaign 
for the Twenty-First Century specified the installation of a clock, originally planned for the blank faces of 
the south tower.
As mentioned, Old Main was built from shared plans with its counterpart on the Illinois campus, with 
one important difference.  The north tower of Arkansas’ Old Main is taller than the south tower.  Legend 
says this was symbolic of the Civil War as the lead engineer was a northern veteran.
The University of
One of America’s leading land-grant universities, the University of Arkansas opens a 
new chapter in its storied history in 2008-09.  The benefits of a billion-dollar Campaign 
for the Twenty-First Century are beginning to show.  Arkansas enjoyed yet another record 
enrollment in Fall 2008 as 19,191 students enrolled at the Fayetteville campus welcome 
a new Chancellor, Dr. G. David Gearhart.
 One of the benchmarks to college education is the annual US News and World 
Report “Best Colleges” issue.  The 2008 edition keeps the University of Arkansas 
in the top level of the leading institutions of higher learning in the United 
States.  The peer review and data-driven survey had Arkansas in the top tier 
for the first time in school history.
       In addition, the Sam M. Walton College of Business ranked 25th 
place among the nation’s top public undergraduate business schools, according 
to the 2007 US News.  Adding to the good news, the College of Engineering was 
ranked for the first time.
The Carnegie Foundation categorizes the University of Arkansas as a research 
institution with “high research activity,” which puts UA in the top 10 percent in the 
nation.
As a land-grant university, Arkansas strives to fulfill a three-fold mission of 
teaching, research and service.  The Fayetteville campus also serves as the flagship 
institution of the University of Arkansas system, which includes branch universi-
ties and the UA Medical System.  As the lead campus, UA serves as the state’s major 
center of professional education and as the state’s main source of theoretical and 
applied research.
We Prepare Students to Succeed
          At the University of Arkansas, we strive for excellence in everything we do, 
and we achieve it with nationally ranked academic programs as well as with our 
athletic teams.  Here, successful students will join with other graduates succeeding 
as major media executives, scientists, engineers, teachers, writers and Olympians.
      Arkansas’ true success is measured by its students.  Since the turn of the 
21st Century, Arkansas has brought home more than its share of the nation’s most 
prestigious undergraduate awards.  In fact, the University of Arkansas was the only 
public or private institution in the country to have Rhodes, Marshall, Gold-
water, Udall, NSF and James Madison recipients in the same year back in 
2001-02, and continues each year to add to the overall total of the highly 
competitive awards won by Arkansas students.
Walk through campus on Senior Walk.  It features the names of all 
our graduates - more than 120,000 of them.  You will immediately feel 
connected to the pride, quality and tradition that go with an Ar-
kansas degree.
World-Class Faculty
At Arkansas, excellence begins in the classrooms and 
laboratories.  Faculty members value research and the creation of 
knowledge, knowing that investigating the unknown translates 
into first-rate teaching.  They publish nearly 100 books each year, 
participate in conferences around the world, file patents for their 
innovative projects and win prestigious honors and awards.
World-Class Facilities
Over $700 million in construction projects have reached 
completion, are beginning construction or are on the books at the 
University of Arkansas in the past decade.  Our complexes range 
from splendidly equipped anthropology labs to high-tech robot-
ics, semiconductor and laser facilities.
ARKANSAS
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J. William Fulbright 
College of Arts and Sciences
The J. William Fulbright College of Arts 
and Sciences, named after former University 
President and U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright, 
offers degrees in the liberal arts, which span 
everything from ancient Egyptian dynasties 
to the latest discoveries in nanotechnology. 





sil, an eight-foot 
specimen that 
lived 325 mil-
lion years ago, 
in a culvert near 
Fayetteville.
     Our gradu-
ates are known throughout the world. We can 
thank alumnus Robert Maurer for the revolu-




lege consists of 
19 departments 
in the arts, sci-
ences, humani-
ties, and social 
sciences. Our 
f l o u r i s h i n g 
honors pro-
gram is built on 
the continuing 
success of our 
students. They regularly win competitive na-
tional awards, such as Marshall Scholarships, 
Barry Goldwater Scholarships, and NSF Fel-
lowships. The College offers the premier Stur-
gis Fellowship for undergraduates.
Senior Walk
The University of Arkansas is 
proud to be the last university 
in the nation maintaining what 
once was a common tradition 
of etching its graduates’ 
names into the campus 
sidewalks.  The 100,000th 
graduate’s name went down in 
cement during the 1990s.  Se-
nior Walk stretches over five 
miles of campus sidewalks. 
The story of Senior Walk is a 
perfect example of how the 
University of Arkansas brings 
its commitment to the past 
together with innovations for 
the future.  When the costs 
involved in hand-etching 
names into concrete forced 
numerous other universities to 
give up, the University of Ar-
kansas turned to its physical 
plant and engineering school 
grads to create a one-of-a-kind 
computerized sandblasting 
machine -- the SandHog.  Each 
summer, the SandHog roars 
across the front lawn of Old 
Main, etching the names of 
graduates into sidewalks.
. . . that lives on today
The link to the past . . .
World-Class Support
Investment in the future is critical, and 
the recently completed Campaign for the 
Twenty-First Century resulted in a billion 
dollar infusion of gifts to the University of 
Arkansas.  The effort reset the bar with the 
largest single gift to date to a U.S. public uni-
versity in the history of American philanthro-
py with a $300 million gift from the Walton 
Family Charitable Trust.  Primary among the 
programs created by the Walton gift was the 
designation of $200 million toward the estab-
lishment of the Honors College. 
But that kind of commitment from the 
state and the region is not uncommon.  It was 
the effort of the city of Fayetteville and Wash-
ington County in submitting the highest bid 
to the state in the 1870s that resulted in the 
University of Arkansas opening its doors here 
on Jan. 22, 1872. 
Broad range of degrees
At Arkansas, students can major in one 
of over 120 undergraduate disciplines, many 
of which prepare them for entry into graduate 
studies ranging from law to medicine.
Nine Colleges,  One University
The University has nine colleges to pro-
vide a wide range of majors:
Fine arts in some of the most modern fa-
cilities in the region at the Walton Arts Center 
to the famous Edward Durrell Stone Fine Arts 
Center.
Humanities programs from communica-
tions and history to philosophy, English and 
foreign languages taught by nationally ac-
claimed faculty.
Science programs engaging in research 
projects from experimenting with squeezed 
light to improve the accuracy of atomic clocks 
to computer algorithms that may someday 
create a genetic map of every person.
Sam M. Walton College of Business
The Sam M. Walton College of Business 
is ranked among the top 25 public business 
schools in the United States. Named in honor 
of the world’s most successful retailer and his 
family’s generous 1998 gift of $50 million, the 
Walton College is Arkansas’ flagship business 
school.  The college offers two bachelor’s de-
grees in six disciplines: accounting, econom-
ics, finance, information systems, manage-
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ment, and marketing and logistics, as well as 
five master’s degrees, including the MBA, and 
two Ph.D. programs. In 2003, the Walton Col-
lege introduced an innovative new business 
curriculum that integrates the business disci-
plines and better prepares its student for jobs. 
By connecting these disciplines, students see 
the big picture of a business instead of silos. 
The college seeks to provide each student 
with experiences in and out of the classroom 
that simulate actual business so they are pre-
pared for real-world and global opportunities. 
Established in 1926, the Walton College has 
been accredited by the AACSB International 
since 1931.
College of Engineering
You’re competitive.  You like a challenge. 
You like being part of a team.  If this sounds 
like you, then check out the College of Engi-
neering at the University of Arkansas.
Why choose engineering?  It’s a broad, 
flexible field full of diverse options.  You can 
choose to work in a corporation, pursue en-
trepreneurial research or apply your engineer-
ing background to a career in law, medicine or 
business.  Whichever career path you choose, 
your engineering degree will prepare you to 
analyze situations and solve problems.  You’ll 
also be highly employable.  According to the 
American Society for Engineering Education, 
starting salaries for engineers’ average around 
$50,000.
Why choose the College of Engineering 
at the University of Arkansas?  We’re the only 
comprehensive engineering program in the 
state that offers undergraduate, graduate and 
doctoral degrees in seven different disciplines. 
We’re also ABET-accredited, which means that 
your degree is recognized and respected by in-
dustry and academia.
Our low undergraduate student-to-fac-
ulty ratio (16 to 1) results in plenty of one-
on-one coaching opportunities.  Even as an 
undergrad, you’ll work elbow to elbow with 
nationally and internationally recognized fac-
ulty and researchers.  
Incoming freshmen benefit from the sup-
port of our Freshman Engineering Program. 
This program provides proactive support to 
students through orientation, peer mentor-
ing, tutoring and supplemental instruction, 
academic advising, basic career advising, and 
academic skills development.   
Dale Bumpers College of 
Agricultural, Food and Life Sciences
If you are interested in plants, animals, 
business, the natural environment or the hu-
man environment —  Bumpers College has a 
major for you. You’ll be surprised at the diver-
sity of our 
m a j o r s . 
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University of Arkansas Undergraduate Areas of Study
The 2,300 students, 15,650 alumni and 
200 faculty and staff members are passionate-
ly pursuing our goal of becoming and being 
perceived as one of the top-tier graduate and 
undergraduate engineering programs in the 
United States.  We’d love for you to join our 
team. 
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Studies; Human Nutrition, Hospitality and 
Restaurant Management; Interior Design; Hu-
man Development, Family Sciences and Rural 
Sociology; and General Human Environmen-
tal Sciences. Our Equine Program attracts stu-
dents from many different majors. A Pre-Vet 
option is offered in both Poultry Science and 
Animal Science. Other popular majors are Ag-
ricultural Business; Environmental, Soil and 
Water Science; Food Science; Horticulture, 
Landscape and Turf Sciences; Crop Manage-
ment; and Agricultural Education, Communi-
cation and Technology. Our Honors Program 
and Global Studies Program provide opportu-
nities for students to spread their wings. Stu-
dents come first in Bumpers College, which 
provides a family-like atmosphere.
College of Education 
and Health Professions
The College of Education and Health 
Professions prepares the professionals who 
touch people’s lives every day - teachers, 
coaches, nurses, speech pathologists, coun-
selors, school administrators and specialists 
in health science, exercise and recreation. The 
college’s mission is to enhance the quality 
of life of the people of Arkansas, the nation 
and the world through the development of 
scholar-practitioners in education, health and 
human services.
Our students are involved in the com-
munity in many ways, including educating 
elementary children about health care at fairs 
sponsored by the Eleanor Mann School of 
Nursing and working as classroom teaching 
interns in local school districts.
Students enjoy hands-on learning in 
such partnerships with school districts and 
through research with faculty members. Re-
search includes examining school reforms, 
studying treatment methods to reduce hos-
pital stays for chronic diseases and learning 
about language acquisition by children.
School of Law
Named by U.S. News and World Report 
among the “most diverse” law schools in 
America, the School of Law builds on more 
than 80 years of tradition and alumni success 
to promote professionalism, civility and lead-
ership. Our students follow a rigorous course 
of study that prepares them for success in law 
practice, business, public service and more. 
Whether pursuing a J.D. or an LL.M. in the na-
tion’s only agricultural law program, students 
have the opportunity to expand and refine 
their lawyering skills – and to serve their com-
munity and state – through the Legal Clinic, 
an active and effective pro bono program and 
various skills courses. Students also may par-
ticipate in the publication of one of three law 
journals – Arkansas Law Review, Journal of Food 
Law & Policy and Journal of Islamic Law & Cul-
ture. The law school’s outstanding faculty not 
only nurtures and challenges our students, 
but is committed to research and outreach. 
A recently completed expansion of the law 
center includes a state-of-the-art courtroom 
and classrooms, two-story entrance hall, read-
ing room, conference room and coffee shop, 
making it one of the most striking buildings 
on campus and a popular gathering place for 
the university community.
by an American ar-
chitect in the twenti-
eth century.
 Current faculty 
members continue 
to win national and 
international ac-
claim for their work. 
Students gain hands-
on experience at the 
school’s community 
design center, which 
has won numerous 
national and inter-
national design and 
teaching awards, and 
Garvan Woodland 
Gardens, the school’s 
woodland botani-
cal garden in Hot 
Springs. Internation-
al study programs in 
Rome, Mexico City, 
and summer field 
studies in Europe 
also expand our stu-
dents’ perspective.
Honors College
One of the major benefits of the $300 
million Walton gift was the dedication of 
$200 million for the Honors College to fund 
undergraduate UA Honors College fellow-
ships ($50,000 for four years), to establish spe-
cial study abroad and undergraduate research 
opportunities, and to support outstanding 
faculty in their research and honors teaching 
efforts. 
The UA Honors College serves all under-
graduate majors. Honors students enjoy small 
classes, priority registration, special housing, 
increased interaction with faculty, and en-
hanced opportunities for hands-on research.
Within the college, the Scholarship Of-
fice and the Office of Post-Graduate Fellow-
ships provide additional services. Promising 
high school seniors are assisted with their 
applications for the many available Sturgis, 
Bodenhamer, Boyer, and UA Honors College 
fellowships as well as Chancellor’s and Uni-
versity scholarships.
Fulbright Peace Fountain
Honoring J. William Fulbright, the 41-foot fountain is the heart of a main 
plaza behind Old Main.  A bronze statue of the former UA president and world-
renowned U.S. Senator stands facing the fountain.
School of Architecture
The School of Architecture enjoys a na-
tional reputation for producing outstanding 
designers who are well prepared for profes-
sional practice in architecture and landscape 
architecture. The late Fay Jones, a member of 
the School’s first graduating class and later 
the school’s first dean, received the AIA Gold 
Medal in 1990 at a White House ceremony; in 
2000 the AIA ranked his Thorncrown Chapel 
in Eureka Springs as the fourth-best building 
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Dr. G. David Gearhart, Chancellor
Dr. G. David Gearhart became the fifth 
chancellor of the University of Arkansas on July 
1, 2008, following 10 years of service to the uni-
versity in his capacity as vice chancellor for uni-
versity advancement. During the decade leading 
up to his appointment as chancellor, he was the 
architect of the Campaign for the Twenty-First 
Century - the largest, most successful capital cam-
paign in Arkansas history, which raised more than 
$1 billion for academic programs and increased 
the endowment from $119 million to almost 
$900 million. 
A native of Fayetteville, Ark., Chancellor 
Gearhart was born and raised in the shadow of 
Old Main. An alumnus of the university whose 
name is twice inscribed on Senior Walk for the 
law degree (J.D.) and doctor of education degree 
(Ed.D.) he earned, Gearhart feels that his entire 
adult life has prepared him for this singular honor 
and challenge.
The path that would lead him back to his 
alma mater began in 1976, when Gearhart became 
assistant to the president at Westminster College 
in Fulton, Mo., where he received his baccalau-
reate two years 
earlier. In 1977, 
he was appoint-















he returned to his native state to become vice 
president for development at Hendrix College. 
After four years at Hendrix, Gearhart returned 
home for the first time when he was selected to 
be the director of development at the University 
of Arkansas. In this role, he spearheaded the Cam-
paign for Books, which added more than 100,000 
volumes to the University of Arkansas Library.
In 1985, Gearhart took another career leap 
in being appointed vice president for develop-
ment and university relations at The Pennsyl-
vania State University. Three years later, he was 
promoted to senior vice president, responsible for 
the external relations programs for 23 campuses 
statewide. While at Penn State, he launched a 
major capital campaign, which raised in excess 
of $352 million. Total private gifts to Penn State 
during his 11 years at the university surpassed 
$950 million, and Gearhart’s division was cited 
three times by the Council for Advancement and 
Support of Education (CASE) with its grand gold 
medal, awarded to the nation’s top advancement 
program. 
 In 1995, Gearhart joined the international 
consulting firm of Grenzebach, Glier, and Associ-
ates as senior vice president and managing direc-
tor, but stayed closely connected to advancing the 
mission of higher education. The Chicago-based 
philanthropic management firm has hundreds of 
clients in the United States, Canada and Europe, 
and fundraising goals in excess of $40 billion. Cli-
ents managed by Gearhart included nearly two 
dozen non-profit organizations, colleges and uni-
versities, among them American, Brigham Young, 
Rutgers, Alabama, Connecticut, Miami (Fla.), 
Pittsburgh and Washington.
 In 1998 Gearhart once again returned to 
his native state as vice chancellor for university 
advancement at Arkansas. He was responsible 
for development, alumni relations, constituent 
relations, special events and university relations 
programs. His most significant impact in this role 
was the stunningly successful Campaign for the 
Twenty-First Century, a billion-dollar capital cam-
paign that placed the University of Arkansas as 
one of only 13 public universities at that time to 
have exceeded a billion dollars raised. 
 The centerpiece of this campaign was a $300 
million gift from the Walton Family Charitable 
Support Foundation, the largest gift ever made to 
a public university. The direct results of Gearhart’s 
leadership in this effort included the creation of 
132 new endowed faculty positions, 1,738 new 
student scholarship and fellowship funds, dozens 
of new and renovated facilities and classrooms.
 Gearhart was named a distinguished alum-
nus of his undergraduate alma mater, Westmin-
ster, in 1992, and the same year was named a Ful-
bright Scholar and studied at Oxford University, 
Merton College in Oxford, England. In 1996, he 
was named an honorary alumnus of Penn State, 
where he finished his doctoral coursework in 
higher education administration.
 In addition to his responsibilities as chancel-
lor, Gearhart is a tenured member of the faculty in 
the College of Education and Health Professions, 
holding the rank of professor. A nationally re-
spected expert in capital campaigns, he is the au-
thor of two books, The Capital Campaign in Higher 
Education and Philanthropy, Fund Raising and the 
Capital Campaign, as well as numerous articles. 
 Among his current professional affiliations, 
Gearhart serves as vice president of the University 
of Arkansas Fayetteville Campus Foundation, is a 
member of the board of advisors for the Arkansas 
World Trade Center, chair of the board of direc-
tors for the Winthrop Rockefeller Institute, and 
is a member of the advisory board of the Pryor 
Center for Oral and Visual History. He also is a 
licensed attorney in the state of Arkansas.
 Gearhart is married to the former Jane 
Brockmann, whom he wed in 1974. They have 
two children: Katy, who is a graduate of Penn 
State currently working as a speech pathologist; 
and Brock, a graduate of Arkansas who is now 
a vice president for Merrill Lynch.   Gearhart’s 
late father, George A. Gearhart, was publisher of 
the Northwest Arkansas Times in Fayetteville. His 
mother, Joan Gearhart Havens, lives in Fayette-
ville. 
Howard Brill, Faculty Athletics Representative
In his 14th year as the university’s faculty representative for 
athletics is Howard W. Brill.  A law professor at Arkansas since 1975, 
Brill served as the interim dean of the UA Law School in Fall 2005. 
He previously served as a member of the Faculty Athletics Committee 
from 1991-94 and was on a special committee to prepare the SEC’s 
Gender Equity Policy in the spring of 1994.  He chaired Arkansas’ 
NCAA Self-Study committee, finishing in 1998.
Brill is a 1965 graduate of Duke and earned his law degree at 
Florida in 1970.  He received his master’s of  law degree at Illinois in 
1979.  A widely published author, Brill wrote two books and numer-
ous law review articles and has received several awards honoring his 
teaching.  He is licensed to practice law in Arkansas, Florida and Illi-
nois and is a member of the Arkansas Bar and the state Judicial Eth-
ics Advisory Committee.  He was recently selected the first Vincent 
Foster Professor of Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility.  He 
is a past member of the Governor’s Code of Ethics Commission and 
the Arkansas Improvement District Commission of the General As-
sembly.
 Active in community service, Brill has served as chairman of 
the City of Fayetteville’s Civil Service Commission, has coached 
youth soccer and basketball and is a Sunday School teacher.  He 





The Bogle Academic Center
There is no higher priority for the University of Arkansas Athletic De-
partment than the academic progress of its scholar-athletes.  Thanks to the 
generous gift of Bob and Marilyn Bogle, the home of the Razorback Athletic 
Department’s Student-Athlete Academic Support and Achievement program 
is the Bob and Marilyn Bogle Academic Center.  The 15,000-square foot 
Bogle Academic Center is located in the east side of Donald W. Reynolds 
Razorback Stadium.  Under the overall direction of Senior Associate Athletic 
Director Jon Fagg, the Bogle Academic Center houses the Arkansas Razor-
backs Academic Support Program, the Razorback Office of Student Life and 
the Career Development Program.
Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Support Services Melissa 
Harwood-Rom oversees the staff of professionals dedicated to directing stu-
dent-athletes to reach their personal academic goals, and to do so in ways 
that balance their academic, athletic and personal lives.
Melissa Harwood-Rom
Associate Athletic Director





The primary focus of the 
Razorback Student-Athlete Ac-
ademic Support and Achieve-
ment Program is to provide 
the student-athlete with the 
opportunity to develop the 
skills necessary to be a success 
in college and in life.  This is 
accomplished through supe-
rior academic counseling, life 
skills training and preparation 
to enter the job market upon 
graduation.
Student-Athlete Academic Support and Achievement Services
Recognizing the difficulty of balancing the demands of athletic competition at the highest level and comple-
tion of the rigorous academic standards of a Carnegie research-level university, the Razorback Athletic Department 
provides support services through both facilities and personnel to guide Arkansas student-athletes to their ultimate 
goal:  University of Arkansas diploma.
The key components of the SAASA are personal development, career development, academic tutoring, study 
hall facilities, class attendance monitoring and incentive awards recognizing academic achievement.
Outstanding performance in 
the classroom and on the pitch 
are hallmarks of Razorback 
soccer.  Two of this year’s 
teammates were also back-to-
back Academic Champions -- 
posting perfect 4.00 GPAs both 
semesters in 2007-08: keeper 
Jackie Booker (left) and mid-
fielder Beth McVean (right).
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University of Arkansas 
Academic Game Plan for Graduation
 Student-athletes are expected to meet specific academic criteria in or-
der to maintain eligibility.  This is easily achieved by following the Aca-
demic Game Plan created by the Student-Athlete Academic Support and 
Achievement team.
 The SAASA designs programs and sets specific goals to help student-
athletes achieve academic success.  An example of a key goal is the suc-
cessful completion of 30 hours of coursework during each academic year. 
By maintaining this course load, Razorback athletes not only stay on track 
to graduate in four years, but easily meet eligibility requirements set by 
the NCAA.
Study Hall and Tutors
 A quiet setting for unin-
terrupted study, the Bogle Ac-
ademic Center provides three 
types of study hall space. 
The computer lab (above) has 
over 30 stations for individu-
al computer-based study.  An 
open study hall is available 
for group or individual study, 
and monitored by staff mem-
bers of the SAASA.  There are 
17 individual study carrels that provide space for tutors to meet with student-
athletes for individual instruction in specific subjects.
 Each Razorback team sets its own criteria for study hall attendance.  The 
use of tutors is a key element for academic success, allowing for individualized 




Recognition for Razorback athletes who exceed a 3.0 GPA each fall and spring semester.
Academic Champions
Razorbacks who scored perfect 4.0 grades for the semester
Athletic Director’s List
Razorbacks with grades from 3.50 to 3.99
Athletic Department Honor Roll
Razorbacks with grades from 3.00 to 3.49
Lon Farrell Award
Presented to the graduating Razorback athlete each 
spring semester with the highest cumulative GPA.
Brandon Burlsworth Award
Voted on by the university faculty as the outstanding former non-scholarship student-athlete.
Hard Working Hog
Recognizing achievement of new personal academic bests each semester.
SEC Academic Honor Roll
Earning a 3.0 GPA or above for two consecutive semesters
Class Attendance
The University of Arkansas Ra-
zorback Athletic Department has 
an overall student-athlete class at-
tendance policy.  Student-Athletes 
Academic Support and Achievement 
assists with the enforcement of this 
policy through regular checks on 
class attendance.  If traveling with 
a team, student-athletes notify in-
structors early in each semester re-
garding assignments or exams.
Student Life
The social and personal develop-
ment of student-athletes is as impor-
tant to the University of Arkansas as 
the academic and athletic achieve-
ment.  The Office of Student Life fo-
cuses on the personal development 
and community service components 
of the NCAA CHAMPS/LifeSkills 
program.  Training is provided in a 
variety of areas including financial 
planning, drug and alcohol educa-
tion, time management, study skills 
and developing community service 
activities.
Career Development
The purpose of the Career Devel-
opment Program is to assist student-
athletes in making a smooth transi-
tion from the University of Arkansas 
into the workplace.  This process be-
gins during the freshman year with a 
one-hour course on career options.
Workshops are held to provide 
student-athletes training in resume 
writing, interviewing skills and eti-
quette.  Individual assistance with 
locating summer internships and job 
placement gives student-athletes a 




Jessica Bachkora, softball; Jackie Booker, soc-
cer; Stephanie Carr, swimming; Allison Chinn, 
swimming; Jessica Clark, swimming; Samantha 
Cortez, gymnastics; Allison Daniels, gymnas-
tics; Tara Diebold, women’s track; Jennifer Fall, 
women’s track; Erin Gray, women’s track; Alli-
son Harris, soccer; Megan Haskins, swimming; 
Thomas Hauskey, basketball; Sarah Landau, 
women’s track; Molly Lewis, gymnastics; Stacy 
Lewis, women’s golf; Aurelija Miseviciute, wom-
en’s tennis; Katie McGraw, swimming; Elizabeth 
McVean, soccer; Mitchell Munoz, men’s track; 
Tiffany Redlarczyk, women’s track; Angela Scott, 
women’s track; Nicholas Spinazze, men’s tennis; 
Katie Stripling, women’s track; Blake Strode, 
men’s tennis; Erica Totten, swimming.
Spring 2008
Nanar Airapetian, women’s tennis; Gina Bargia-
chi, swimming; Jackie Booker, soccer; Stephanie 
Carr, swimming; Allison Chinn, swimming; Jes-
sie Clark, swimming; Allison Daniels, gymnas-
tics; John Michael Davis, football; Tara Diebold, 
women’s track; Hilary Freeman, softball; Erin 
Gray, women’s track; Austin King, men’s ten-
nis; Megan Haskins, swimming; Thomas Haus-
key, men’s basketball; Shedrick Johnson, foot-
ball; Stacy Lewis, women’s golf; Katie McGraw, 
swimming; Beth McVean, soccer; Ashley Miller, 
volleyball; Mitchell Munoz, men’s track; Erin 
Neumann, swimming; Lynette Ng, swimming; 
Lindsay Patterson, soccer; Caroline Peyton, 
women’s track; Sarah Pfeifer, women’s basket-
ball; Brent Rosson, men’s track; Angela Scott, 
women’s track; Whitney Sylvan, women’s golf; 
Michael Smith, football; Katie Stripling, wom-
en’s track; Blake Strode, men’s tennis.
The Razorback soccer team is a fixture on the ESPN The Magazine Academic All-America and All-District 
teams.  Among the recent greats to excel on the pitch and in the classroom were Arkansas’ all-time leading 
scorer, Julie Williford (left), who was an Academic All-American in 2003, and Allison Harris (right), who was 
three-time Academic All-District, an Academic All-American her senior year, the first Razorback soccer player to 
graduate with a perfect 4.00 GPA and named SEC Scholar Athlete of the Year in 2007.
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Arkansas Razorbacks: Athletes & Graduates
“The University of Arkansas isn’t a huge university, but it has a huge 
reputation.  My professors were concerned with my personal goals; con-
cerned about how I wanted to develop as an individual.  There is a 
great amount of one-on-one mentoring with the teachers.  I think one of 
the greatest things about Arkansas is that you are an individual, a real 
person — not just an I.D. number — to the faculty and staff.” 
 Tiffany Wright (BA, 1998)
Tiffany Wright went from 1998 NCAA Women’s Final Four to graduation 
to sideline reporter for ESPN’s coverage of the WNBA within weeks.  Today, 
she is the sports anchor at ABC affiliate, WSOC, in Charlotte, N.C.
Who Else Graduates from the University of Arkansas?
Here’s a short list of some of our numerous notable graduates:
Steve Atwater (BSBA ‘88), Two-time Super Bowl participant with the Denver Broncos
Regina Blakely (BA ’81, JD ’85), Former CBS News Reporter
George W. Haley (LLB ’52), U.S. Ambassador to Gambia, brother of author Alex Haley
Jerry Jones (BA ‘65), Owner of the Dallas Cowboys
Ronald LeMay (BSBA ‘72), CEO, Sprint
Robert Maurer (BS ‘48), Inventor of fiber optic technology at Corning Glass
Rodney Slater (BA ‘80), First African-American U.S. Secretary of Transportation
Pat Summerall (BSE ’53), Former CBS Sports and Fox Sports announcer
Don J. Tyson, Jr. (’52), Founder, Tyson Foods
Jim C. Walton (BSBA ’71), President, Walton Enterprises
S. Rob Walton (BSBA ’66), Former Chairman of the Board, Wal-Mart Stores
Kattie Shepherd Allen
(BA, 1995)
NCAA Woman of the Year
 for the State of Arkansas
Currently working on her
 medical residency at
 the Mayo Clinic
SEC 75th Anniversary 
 Stories of Character Honoree
Caleb Miller  (BA, 1995)
Three-year starter for Razorbacks
Crip Hall and Harold Horton 
 awards at Arkansas
Third-round draft pick
 for the Cincinnati Bengals
1992 Olympic Gold Medalist
Former World Record Holder
USAT&F Hall of Fame Member
Former Executive Director
Elite Athlete Programs 
for USA Track & Field
Executive Director,
World Sport Chicago, 
Organization leading the 
Chicago 2016 Olympic bid
Members of the Razorback 
Athletics Class of 2008 
celebrates graduation day 
on the steps of the Broyles 
Center.
Jim Counce, M.D. (BA, 1978)




“I am always proud of my degree from the University of Arkansas.  I had 
the good fortune to go to on to UAMS in Little Rock to train in surgery af-
ter Fayetteville.  When I left Little Rock to study at Cornell in New York, I 
was very pleased to find that my education and training at the University 
of Arkansas was equal to that of my colleagues from Ivy League schools.  
My time as a Razorback was my most life-shaping experience, and I 
have always been proud of how I was trained and what I learned at the 
University of Arkansas.”
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Arkansas Razorbacks in the Community
Being a part of the northwest Arkansas community is an important part 
of being a Razorback.  The state of Arkansas provides tremendous support for 
every Razorback athletic team, therefore, it is only fitting the Razorbacks give 
back to the local community.
The University of Arkansas Athletic Department conducts several programs 
aimed at placing Razorbacks in the community, particularly as role models to 
our young people.
Coordinated through the Office of Student Life and the Razorback Market-
ing Office, two of the longest running programs with direct impact on the el-
ementary schools of northwest Arkansas are the Book Hogs and Sweat Hawgs 
programs.
Book Hogs encourages reading in the elementary schools, with rewards for 
the top readers and top schools that include visits by Razorback athletes.
Sweat Hawgs impacts elementary students in the third through fifth grade 
by encouraging physical fitness activities in hopes of building good exercise 
habits early.
Through their individual teams, Razorback athletes also volunteer for proj-
ects ranging from Habitat for Humanity, local Boys and Girls Clubs, local 
Boy and Girl Scout troops, and visits to area and state children’s hospitals. 
Individual athletes also volunteer for community projects like Razorbacks for 
Christmas.
A new initiative from the Arkansas Athletic Department for the 2008-09 
academic year is the creation of a speaker’s bureau for coaches and athletes 
to reach out to local schools at every level.  The goal of Razorbacks Character 
Counts is to bring positive examples of the benefits of hard work, teamwork, 
and leadership that participation in athletics can provide.
Lift Up America 
Razorback athletes 
assist Lift Up 
America and its ef-
forts to fight hunger.  
Former defensive 
tackle Charles 
Alexander and other 
football players help 
unload protein 
products donated 
by Tyson Foods for 
distribution to the 
Northwest Arkansas 
Food Bank’s member 
agencies which ben-
efited over 30 local 
groups. 
Razorbacks Robert Salinas 
(above) and Mychael Stewart 
(left) sign autographs at the 
end of year rally for the Book 
Hogs at Bud Walton Arena.
Razorbacks Hannah McLeod 
and Katie Hardman (left) 
and Maryori Franco (below) 
make visits to local elementary 
school to promote youth physi-
cal fitness through the Sweat 
Hawg program.
2008 SEC BRAD DAVIS 
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
KENT AUSTELL & EMILY PEACOCK
Each year, the Southeastern 
Conference recognizes the 
elite in community service 
through the Brad Davis Com-
munity Service Award.  Each 
member institution nomi-
nates its top community 
volunteer from men’s and 
women’s teams.  The 2008 
University of Arkansas recipi-
ents of the $2,000 scholarship 
award were track and field 
standout Kent Austell and gymnastics all-arounder Emily Peacock.
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Joining the University of Arkansas in the 
fall of 2007, Jeff Long became the director of Ra-
zorback athletics on Jan. 1, 2008, after serving as 
an advisor to University Chancellor Dr. John A. 
White.  During his initial months at Arkansas, 
Long completed the search for the Razorbacks’ 
new football coach and blended the University’s 
separate men’s and women’s athletics depart-
ment into one even stronger program.
A veteran administrator with a track record 
of the highest commitment to the concept of 
“student-athlete,” Long also holds the title of 
vice chancellor at the University of Arkansas 
which places him as a member of the University 
of Arkansas’ Executive Committee, a group of 
senior staff that assists with the administration 
of the entire university at the direction of new 
Chancellor Dr. G. David Gearhart.  Most recent-
ly the director of athletics at the University of 
Pittsburgh, Long brings his vision for excellence 
in both the classroom and on the field of com-
petition.
 Putting his stamp on Razorback athlet-
ics through an innovative reorganization and 
streamlining of the administration, Long’s vi-
sion for the University of Arkansas will become 
a model.  Along with creating a new internal 
structure, Long has Arkansas on the path to 
not only maintain its place as one of the na-
tion’s top programs, but to elevate its status by 
enhancing the Razorback program to an even 
higher level of achievement. 
 By assembling an executive team commit-
ted to his guiding principles of integrity, win-
ning, community service 
and the promotion of a 
quality experience for each 
of the more than 450 Ra-
zorback student-athletes, 
Long has Arkansas on the 
path to not only remain 
one of the nation’s top pro-
grams, but with aspirations 
to surpass its high level of 
achievement.
     Long has more than two 
decades experience in ath-
letic administration at the 
Division I level including 
University of Oklahoma, 
University of Michigan, 
Virginia Tech University 
and Eastern Kentucky Uni-
Jeff Long
Vice Chancellor for Intercollegiate Athletics 
and Director of Athletics
versity prior to his dual positions at the Univer-
sity of Arkansas.  While known as an innovator 
in athletic department management, Long also 
understands the coach’s perspective from time 
spent in coaching and administrative staff po-
sitions at Duke University, Rice University and 
North Carolina State University.
On the forefront of NCAA governance, 
Long served on the NCAA Management Coun-
cil as one of the athletic administrators that 
oversaw the operations and regulation for Di-
vision I.  His experience as an athletic director 
and administrator in America’s most prestigious 
conferences – the Big XII, Big Ten, Big East, At-
lantic Coast and now Southeastern Conference 
– has made his council highly sought on key is-
sues regarding collegiate athletics.  During his 
career, Long has served in five of the six Bowl 
Championship Series leagues.
Prior to Arkansas, Long redefined Pitt ath-
letics, most notably through the “Quest for Ex-
cellence” campaign.  Designed to enhance the 
student-athlete experience for Panther athletes 
through scholarship endowments and capital 
gifts for facility construction and renovation, 
the Quest resulted in almost $34 million in 
just over two and a half years.  In 2005, Long 
dedicated a new Olympic sports weight room 
at Fitzgerald Field House as well as training fa-
cilities for gymnastics and wrestling.  When he 
departed Pittsburgh, Long had plans for new 
competition venues for baseball, softball, soccer 
and track and field, plus enhancements for the 
Pitt Band.
His commitment to building the Pitt ath-
letics brand resulted in a new primary mark 
for the Panthers which returned the powerful 
“PITT” brand to the University of Pittsburgh. 
He established a partnership with adidas for 
Jeff Long sets the tone for 
Razorback Athletics’ volunteer 
effort with Lift Up America 
and its efforts to fight hunger. 
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uniforms and apparel for all 19 Pitt teams and 
an agreement with ISP Sports, one of the na-
tion’s leading college sports marketing firms, 
to elevate Pitt’s profile from a local to national 
level.  Through Long’s leadership the depart-
ment worked with its partners to begin a weekly 
television program, “Panthers Weekly,” which 
highlighted all 19 sports on FSN Pittsburgh, a 
monthly magazine publication, “Panther Eyes,” 
and raised the profile of radio broadcasts with 
Clear Channel for football, basketball, hockey, 
women’s basketball and other programs.
Long’s direction of the Panther program 
resulted not only in the mandatory recertifica-
tion by the NCAA of Pitt athletics in 2005, but 
the citation of the University of Pittsburgh by 
the peer review team that he led a program that 
was a “model for others to follow.”  Among the 
student-athlete changes initiated by Long was 
the formulation of a new position for career and 
life skills coordinator, developed in concert with 
the University of Pittsburgh’s Provost.
Long’s four-year tenure added up to Pitts-
burgh becoming one of the nation’s top pro-
grams, notably the Panthers’ selection as the 
No. 17 overall program in the nation in the De-
stay with Virginia Tech as an associate athletics 
director.
He began his lengthy career in college 
athletic administration at the University of 
Michigan, hired by legendary coach and athlet-
ics director, the late Bo Schembechler.  During 
his seasons with the Wolverines, Long was pro-
moted through a series of posts to the position 
of associate athletics director.
A former two-sport athlete at Ohio Wes-
leyan, Long earned seven varsity letters for the 
Bishops in football and baseball before com-
pleting his degree in economics in 1982.  He 
started his post graduate career in athletics as a 
graduate assistant football coach at the cradle of 
coaches, Miami of Ohio.  Long earned his mas-
ter’s in education at Miami in 1983, moving on 
to football staff positions at Rice, Duke and NC 
State prior to joining Michigan.
An Ohio native from Kettering, Long is 
married to the former Fanny Gellrich of Ann 
Arbor, Mich.  The Longs have two daughters, 
Stephanie and Christina.
“We will provide opportunities for student-athletes to achieve their fullest potential 
academically, athletically, and socially, while competing successfully at the highest level.”
Arkansas Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics Jeff Long
cember 2006 Sports Illustrated on 
Campus’ All-Sport Rankings.
 As an athletic leader, Long 
was a key advocate for the Big 
East during the league’s time of 
membership transition.  Thanks 
in large part to Long’s voice of 
leadership, the Big East main-
tained its position as a key mem-
ber of the Bowl Championship 
System, and the Pitt Panthers 
earned the Big East’s automatic 
berth in 2004 at the Tostitos Fi-
esta Bowl.  Along with his ten-
ure on the Executive Council, 
Long also served on the NCAA’s 
Sports Wagering Task Force in 
2004, and as a member of the 
Executive Committee of the Di-
vision I-A Athletic Directors’ As-
sociation.
 Before arriving at Pitt, Long 
was senior associate athletic di-
rector at Oklahoma for two and 
a half years.  Managing the ex-
ternal affairs of the Sooners, he 
was an innovator 
in his direction of 
the key image ar-
eas of marketing and promotions, 
licensing, media relations, ticket-
ing, radio and television rights and 
SoonerVision productions.  In ad-
dition, Long was the primary ad-
ministrator for the Sooners’ highly 
successful football and men’s bas-
ketball programs, along with sport 
supervision of baseball, wrestling 
and both golf teams.
 Long’s first appointment as 
a director of athletics was at East-
ern Kentucky where he served for 
two and a half years.  He made sev-
eral revisions to the EKU athletic 
infrastructure and completed sev-
eral facility projects.  Long created 
the first modern corporate partner 
and sponsorship structure at EKU. 
Prior to Eastern, Long had a brief 
Jeff Long announcing the hiring of 
football coach Bobby Petrino, the first 
of three head coaching hires during his 
first year with Arkansas. 
The Long Family: Stephanie, Jeff, Fanny and Christina.
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Overseeing all aspects of compliance and 
academics, Jon Fagg joined the University of Ar-
kansas as a senior associate athletic director for 
compliance and student-athlete services in the 
summer of 2008.  He serves as member of the 
senior management group for the Department of 
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Fagg’s department supervision of NCAA 
and Southeastern Conference rules compliance 
and education is a new position for Arkansas.  In 
addition to reporting directly to the vice chan-
cellor and director of athletics, Fagg will have an 
informational reporting relationship on compli-
ance issues with the University’s Office of the 
General Counsel. 
In addition to compliance, Fagg also su-
pervises the student-athlete services department 
Chris Wyrick was named the senior associate 
athletic director for external affairs in the University 
of Arkansas’ Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
in May 2008. 
Responsible for the external operations of the 
athletic department, Wyrick provides oversight for 
marketing and promotions, collegiate licensing pro-
gram, media relations, multi-media partners and 
athletic department web site.  He also works with the 
associate athletic director for finance and business in 
supervision of the Razorback Ticket Office. 
Wyrick brings extensive experience in develop-
ment and serves as the department’s primary contact 
with the Razorback Foundation as well as assisting 
the athletic director with major gift fundraising. 
For almost two decades, Bev Lewis has been 
synonymous with the University of Arkansas, and 
begins her 28th season in a new role as an associate 
vice chancellor for the University and the executive 
associate athletic director of the unified Razorback 
Athletic Department.  
The hallmark of her previous 19-year tenure 
as the Director of Women’s Athletics was the overall 
excellence of her entire program.  As a result of her 
strong emphasis on the classroom, Razorback fe-
male student-athletes received numerous academic 
honors including national academic All-American 
of the year, team academic national titles and the 
University’s first two SEC/H. Boyd McWhorter 
Scholar-Athletes of the Year.  
Bev Lewis




Senior Associate Athletic Director 
for External Affairs
Jon Fagg
Senior Associate Athletic Director for 
Compliance and Student-Athlete Services
Her leadership was also a part of the success 
of the University’s Campaign for the Twenty-First 
Century.  Lewis directed Women’s Athletics to 
over $11.5 million in direct support for women’s 
teams.   During the campaign, Lewis received one 
of her greatest personal honors as  Bob and Marilyn 
Bogle requested that Arkansas’ $6 million facility be 
named the Bev Lewis Center for Women’s Athlet-
ics.  
In 1998, she was voted into the University of 
Arkansas Hall of Honor by the University’s letter-
winners in recognition of her contributions both as 
a coach and an administrator.  
Lewis served collegiate athletics at the high-
est level as an administrator, first with the NCAA 
Championship Cabinet and most recently on the 
NCAA Management Council.   
Prior to assuming the duties of AD, Lewis 
was women’s cross country and track coach.  Her 
Arkansas coaching milestones included the first 
women’s squad to achieve a national ranking and 
the first confer-
ence champion-





 Lewis earned 
her bachelor’s de-
gree from Central 
Michigan in 1979 
and followed it 
with her master’s 
from Purdue prior 
to her arrival at Ar-
kansas in 1981.
 Her husband, Harley, is the former athletic 
director at the University of Montana, former assis-
tant director of championships with the NCAA, and 
development officer at Arkansas.
A native of Greensboro, N.C., Wyrick joined 
Arkansas after two years at South Carolina where 
he was associate athletics director for development. 
With USC he helped manage a $200 million capital 
campaign for athletics. He assisted in the reorganiza-
tion of the Gamecock Club, resulting in an increase 
in revenue from $13.8 million in fiscal 2006 to $27.8 
million in 2007. 
Prior to USC, he spent six years at Vanderbilt 
as an administrator and a fundraiser overseeing mar-
keting and the institution’s relationship with ISP. 
Wyrick also managed the sports information and the 
ticket offices.  He served as the Commodores’ Execu-
tive Director of Development/National Commodore 
Club. 
He was responsible for the major gifts aspect 
of athletics development, including raising funds for 
the Memorial Gym practice facility, the football prac-
tice facility, the baseball stadium, track and the out-
door tennis facility. In his six years, Vanderbilt raised 
almost $80 million 
for athletics. In his 
last seven months, 
Vanderbilt’s en-
dowment increased 
by almost $15 mil-
lion. In 2003, he 
was recognized as 
the National Fund 
Raiser of the Year 
for major Division 
I schools.
 A 1992 
graduate of North 
Carolina State with 
a degree in politi-
cal science, Wyrick worked at NC State and Miami 
(Ohio) before going to Vanderbilt.
 Wyrick and his wife Merrily have two daugh-
ters, Caroline (10) and Caitlin (8).
Senior Razorback Athletic Department Staff
which advises and offers support to more than 
450 Razorback student-athletes.
Fagg joins the Razorback staff after spend-
ing the past seven years at North Carolina State 
University. Hired at North Carolina State in 
March 2001, he served four and half years as an 
assistant athletics director for compliance before 
being promoted to associate athletics director for 
compliance in the fall of 2005.
While with the Wolfpack, Fagg’s responsi-
bilities included coordinating all aspects of the 
NCAA compliance program, including rules edu-
cation for intercollegiate staff and related univer-
sity personnel, and advisement, education and 
interpretations regarding NCAA rules and regula-
tions. 
Prior to his tenure at North Carolina State, 
Fagg spent three years as the assistant athletics 
director for compliance at Fresno State Univer-
sity. He also served one year as director of com-
pliance for the Big South Conference.
His first athletics administrative experience 
came at Mars Hill 
College where he 
handled compli-
ance duties as well 
as serving as an 
assistant coach for 
the football team 
for three seasons. 
His coaching ex-
perience also in-
cludes a stint as 
an assistant coach 
at Davidson  from 
February 1992 to 
June 1993 and 
as a GA coach at 
his alma mater, the University of Arizona, from 
January 1991 to February 1992.
Fagg and his wife Amanda have three chil-
dren: Jon Madison (10) and six-year-old twins, 
Reed and Ellie.
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Matt Trantham returned to his native Ar-
kansas in June 2008 to serve as the senior asso-
ciate athletic director for internal operations for 
the University of Arkansas’ Department of Inter-
collegiate Athletics.  A product of Hot Springs, 
Ark., he joins the Razorbacks after spending near-
ly nine years at the University of Oklahoma.
Trantham oversees Razorback facilities, 
event management and equipment operations.
Prior to joining Arkansas, Trantham began 
his career with the Sooners in July 1999 as the 
promotions director for the athletic department 
where he worked with all 20 of OU’s teams. He 
was named assistant athletic director for event 
management in 2004 and was promoted to as-
sociate athletic director in 2006.
Matt Trantham
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
for Internal Operations
Tracey Stehlik
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance
Starting her 25th year with the 
University of Arkansas, Tracey Ste-
hlik serves as associate athletic di-
rector for compliance.  She began 
her career as an assistant women’s 
basketball coach, and was a part of 
the staff that won the only  wom-
en’s hoops conference champion-
ships at Arkansas.  Stehlik worked 
in a variety of administrative roles 
since leaving the court including 
compliance and game management.  She and husband 
Wayne have two daughters, Mollie and Maggie.
Matt Shanklin
Associate Athletic Director for Marketing and Licensing
Marketing the Razorbacks for his 
19th season, Matt Shanklin over-
sees the department’s promotion-
al efforts, licensing program and 
serves as a sport administrator for 
baseball.  Since 2001, he served as 
general manager of Sports Shows, 
Inc., and starting in 2008 will 
work with Arkansas’ new sales 
partner, ISP.  He joined Arkansas 
after working at East Carolina.  He 
and his wife, the former Missy Emmerson, are the parents 
of three, Jordan, Barbara and Isabella.
Dr. Bill Smith
Asst. Athletic Director for New Media
Beginning his 20th 
year with the univer-
sity, Dr. Bill Smith 
takes on new duties 
for 2008-09 oversee-
ing internet operations 
for the athletic depart-
ment and the launch of 
a new website for the 
combined department, 
ArkansasRazorbacks.com.  Smith earned his 
doctorate at the university in 1999, and has 
been an adjunct instructor at both Arkansas 
in journalism and Northwest Arkansas Com-
munity College in history.  He and his wife 
Libby have two children, Will and Ashley.
In his role as associate AD for event manage-
ment, Trantham oversaw more than 500 events 
a year, coordinated the efforts of more than 
1,500 event staff members and was responsible 
for activities within 13 athletic facilities. He also 
served as OU’s liaison with all postseason events 
including both Big 12 and NCAA championship 
competitions.
In this capacity, Trantham served as tour-
nament director for more than 25 postseason 
championship events including the 2006 NCAA 
Wrestling Championship, 2006 NCAA Baseball 
Regional Championship, and 2005 Big 12 Wom-
en’s Gymnastics Championship.
During his tenure, he helped the Sooners 
to record-setting attendance figures while grow-
ing revenue and community recognition for the 
athletic department.  Trantham managed the 
Premier Partners Program at OU and was respon-
sible for $1.2 million in annual revenues.
Prior to join-
ing the Sooners, 
Trantham spent 
five seasons in 
p r o f e s s i o n a l 
sports in Wash-
ington, D.C. 
T r a n t h a m 
earned his bach-




College in 1990 
and a master’s 
degree in sports 
management from the United States Sports 
Academy in 1998.
Trantham and wife Kristen are proud par-
ents of two sons, William Matthew and Davis 
Michael.
Tom Dorre
Associate Athletic Director for Business and Finance
While Tom Dorre begins his sev-
enth year as overseeing the finan-
cial affairs of Razorback Athletics, 
the University of Arkansas veteran 
begins his 41st year of service to 
the institution.  Earning both of 
his degrees from Arkansas, Dorre 
began his career in the university 
administration rasing through the 
ranks to associate vice chancellor 
for finance in 1987.  He moved to 
athletics in August 2002.  He and wife Connie have one 
daughter and a pair of grandchildren.
Kevin Trainor
Associate Athletic Director for Media Relations 
and Communications
Starting his 14th season at Ar-
kansas, Kevin Trainor is in his 
second year as associate athletic 
director and his ninth as the lead 
in the Razorback media relations 
office.  He also serves as primary 
contact for Razorback football.  A 
university graduate in journalism 
in 1994, he earned his masters at 
Arkansas in 2005.  Trainor and his 
wife, the former Ruth Whitehead, are the parents of two 
daughters, Emma and Ellie.
Melissa Harwood-Rom
Associate Athletic Director for Academic Support
Taking over as the lead coordi-
nator for academic support for 
all 19 Razorback sports, Melissa 
Harwood-Rom brings 20 years of 
experience at Arkansas.  Joining 
the university in 1989 after work-
ing with football and men’s bas-
ketball at Washington State, she 
developed the former women’s 
athletics department academic 
system before being named to 
oversee all teams in the summer of 2008.  She and univer-
sity professor Curt Rom have two children, Zoe and Clio.
Marvin Caston
Asst. Athletic Director for Student Life
Entering his fourth 
season with the ath-
letic department, 
Caston oversees the 
new Student Life 
office.  A four-year 
letterman (1966-99) 
as a fullback for the 
Razorbacks. Caston 
worked in the past in 
compliance at University of South Florida 
and at Arkansas.  The Winnsboro, La., 
native is married to the former Tommi J. 
Williams.  The Castons have a son and are 
expecting in January.
Chris Pohl
Associate Athletic Director for Events
A former championships director 
for the NCAA, Chris Pohl begins 
her fifth season at the University 
of Arkansas.  She joined Arkansas 
in 2004 to manage marketing and 
promotion for the women’s sports 
after 11 years at the NCAA.  Pohl 
will coordinate home events for 
the Razorbacks, taking lead on 
gymnastics and women’s basket-
ball among others.  A 1981 gradu-
ate of Central Michigan and basketball letterwinner, she 
earned her master’s in 1984 from Penn State.
Dr. Sean Rochelle
Asst. Athletic Director for Development
Joining the univer-
sity in 2006, Dr. Sean 
Rochelle moved into 
athletics in February 
2007.  After five years 
teaching at Azusa Pa-
cific, the native Arkan-
san returned home to 
work with University 
Development prior 
to taking over management of the Lady 
Razorback Foundation.  A two-time Aca-
demic All-American quarterback, Rochelle 
led Arkansas-Monticello to its only 10-win 
season.  Rochelle and his wife, Caroline, 
have two children, Abigail and Ellison.
Justin Maland
Asst. Athletic Director for Facilities
Justin Maland begins 
his second year as 
an assistant athletic 
director for facilities 
and his eighth with 
the Razorback athlet-
ic department.  The 
Harrison, Ark., na-
tive was a catcher at 
Hendrix College, and 
joined Arkansas through the baseball staff 
in 1999.  He earned his master’s in sports 
management from Arkansas in 2001.  He 
is married to the former Sarah Parnell, and 
the Maland’s are the parents of two, Macy 
Jane and Jack.
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Jack Powers of the NIT and NACDA President Lee McElroy present Broyles with 
the 2007 NACDA/NIT Athletic Directors Award at the 2007 NACDA convention.  
Broyles was inducted into the NACDA Hall of Fame at the 2008 event.











 to Frank Broyles
Frank Broyles
Athletic Director Emeritus
With the start of 2008, the Razorback Foun-
dation, Inc., welcomed a familiar face, a man with 
a high profile and a long track record in athletics -- 
legendary Arkansas athletic director Frank Broyles. 
The former national champion football coach and 
leader of Razorback men’s athletics for almost 40 
years, he closed out a 50-year career of service to 
the University and is now raising support for the 
University and the Razorback program.
A member of every significant college athlet-
ics hall of fame, Broyles was recently named to the 
NACDA Hall of Fame in 2008.  His 19-season ca-
reer as the Razorback head football coach included 
the 1964 National Championship, seven South-
west Conference titles and a record of 144-58-5.
In the early seventies, Coach Frank 
Broyles, Coach Wilson Matthews, Athletic Di-
rector George Cole and a small group of state-
wide business leaders formed the Razorback 
Scholarship Fund. Their goal was to provide 
Razorback fans with an innovative way to sup-
port the athletic program and became impor-
tant in providing the much-needed support 
for scholarships, facilities and programs to 
advance Razorback athletics within the then 
nationally prominent Southwest Conference.
The times have changed and the Schol-
arship Fund changed with it, becoming Ra-
zorback Foundation, Inc., in 1988 and relo-
cated off campus.  The establishment of the 
Broyles-Matthews Scholarship, a new level of 
giving that provided even more benefits for 
the top donor classification, was created un-
der the new foundation president, Terry Don 
Phillips. In 1991, Phillips moved into senior 
management of the athletic department, and 
another former football player, All-American 
Chuck Dicus, became the second president of 
Razorback Foundation, Inc.
The Foundation’s played a vital role in 
for the Razorbacks’ entry into the competitive 
Southeastern Conference, and the expansion 
of Arkansas’ athletic facilities into some of the 
best in the nation in every sport.
Since the completion of Bud Walton 
Arena, the Razorback Foundation, Inc. has 
helped provide financial aid for the construc-
tion of the Broyles Athletic Center (football 
and administrative offices), Charlie Baum 
Stadium at George Cole Field (baseball), John 
McDonnell Field (outdoor track and field), 
Willard and Pat Walker Pavilion (indoor prac-
tice for football), Randal Tyson Track Center 
(indoor track and field), Dills Indoor Tennis 
Center, the George M. Billingsley Tennis Cen-
ter (outdoor tennis)and Donald W. Reynolds 
Razorback Stadium, the 72,000 seat “Home of 
the Razorbacks”.
With the unification of Arkansas’ two 
athletic departments in 2008, the Razorback 
Foundation, Inc., prepares for a new mission 
in support of all 19 varsity intercollegiate 
teams at the University of Arkansas and pro-
viding assistance to the over 450 male and 
female student-athletes that proudly wear the 
Cardinal and White.
Mission Statement
The stated mission of the Razorback 
Foundation, Inc. is to support the athletic 
endeavors of the University of Arkansas Ra-
zorbacks. The Foundation assists our student-
athletes by providing for scholarships, facili-
ties and various programs that enable them 
to realize their dreams of achieving a quality 
college education while participating in ath-
letics on a nationally competitive level.
Membership Levels
The opportunity to participate in the 
annual fund giving to the Razorback Foun-
dation, Inc., has several levels, beginning at 
the $50 Razorback level and continuing up to 
Broyles Matthews Scholarship Platinum.  For 
more information about levels of giving and 




Few Southeastern Conference schools can match the recent success of University of Arkansas’ student-athletes.  Only 
five SEC members had athletes chosen in the four 2008 major league drafts -- NFL, NBA, WNBA and MLB -- and only 
one -- Arkansas -- could add a rookie professional golfer debuting in third place at the Women’s U.S. Open. 
Add in the 2008 Beijing Olympics and the University of Arkansas provides America’s fastest athletes in the world 
from the sprints -- Tyson Gay and Wallace Spearmon -- to the distances -- Amy Yoder Begley and Deena Kastor.
It’s Not Just 
#5 & #25
In the past four years, 
the NFL has been 
Calling the Hogs in 
record numbers.
In 2008 alone, six Razor-
backs, including two first 
round picks Darren Mc-
Fadden (left, fourth overall 
pick by Oakland) and Felix 
Jones (above, 22nd overall 
by Dallas).




Tyson Gay (100), Wallace Spearmon (200), 
Veronica Campbell-Brown (200), Nicole 
Teter (800), Christin Wurth-Thomas (1,500), 
Amy Yoder Begley (10,000), Deena Kastor 
(Marathon), Tarik Batchelor (long jump) 




























    Award winner
Two-time Heisman 
     Trophy runner-up
Fourth overall pick of 
      the 2008 NFL Draft
Darren McFadden
All-American Darren 
McFadden was the 
runner-up for the Heisman Trophy 
and the Doak Walker Award win-
ner in 2006 and 2007. The SEC 
leader was fourth in the nation 
with a school-record 1,830 
rushing yards. Arkansas 
beat No. 1 LSU and No. 23 
South Carolina, finished 
8-5 and earned a spot in 
the Cotton Bowl.
WOMEN’S GOLF
2005 & 2008 




PING All-America Honorable Mention
Andrew Landry
Razorback golf 
advanced to the 
NCAA Central 
Regional with eight 
top-five finishes, 
including the team 
title at the Border 
Olympics.  Junior 
Andrew Landry 
earned All-America 
and All-SEC honors 
for the second 
consecutive season, 
while Sam Chavez 




NCAA All-American Michelle Stout
10th-ranked Arkansas wrapped 
up its sixth year of competition 
with a record-setting season 
in which the team finished a 
program-best 10th at the NCAA 
Championship in Athens, Ga.  
Arkansas had its first two All-
Americans and its first gymnast 
in the finals.
Balance is the measure of great athletics departments, and once again the University of Arkansas ranked in the top 25 in the NACDA Director’s Cup.  Thanks 
to NCAA performances in almost every sport, the Razorbacks ranked 24th in 2007-08.  With 19 varsity sports, Arkansas scored its high finish in spite of the 
fact all but one of the universities ahead of the Razorbacks had 20 or more teams.  Athletic Director Jeff Long’s vision is for each Razorback team to achieve 






At the 2008 SEC Outdoors, 
Arkansas won its 84th confer-
ence title in cross country 
and track and field.  In the 
fall, the Razorbacks won their 
34th-consecutive conference 
cross country title. Arkansas 
athletes earned 11 All-America 
honors, won seven individual 
SEC titles and one NCAA indi-
vidual title
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY & TRACK
2007 SEC Champions
Capturing the 2007 title, Arkansas has won more 
SEC cross country championships than any league 
member.  The Razorbacks earned four All-America 
honors on the track, including Katie Stripling’s 
third-place finish in the NCAA Outdoor pole vault.
      The 2008 women’s 
golf team finished 
eighth at the NCAA 
Championship -- an all-time 
program high -- with four-
time All-American and two-time 
Academic All-American Stacy Lewis 
leading the way.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
NCAA All-American & ITA No. 1 Ranked Player








with the best team 
performance in school history, 
a quarterfinal finish at the 
NCAAs.  Aurelija Misevicute 
had the greatest season of 
singles tennis at Arkansas, 
an all-gender record 52 
singles wins.
Razorback Athletics: Home of Champions
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VOLLEYBALL
All-Region & All-SEC Jessica Dorrell
Jessica Dorrell became the 12th player in Arkan-
sas volleyball history to reach the 1,000-kill pla-
teau while fellow senior Ashley Miller finished 
her career as the Arkansas and Southeastern 
Conference record-holder for digs with 2,126 in 
four seasons.
SOCCER
SEC Scholar-Athlete of 
the Year Allison Harris
A mix of freshmen and up-
perclassmen had Arkansas on 
its way to another successful 
season, but injuries hurt the 
Razorbacks down the stretch. 
Two players earned All-SEC 
honors with Allison Harris 
also taking Scholar-Athlete of 
the Year accolades.
SOFTBALL
All-Region Pitcher Miranda Dixon
A giant-killer all season, Arkansas went into extra 
innings in the 
NCAA Region-
als before bow-
ing out in a 
37-29 season. 
Arkansas upset 
three top 25 
programs dur-





WBCA Robin Roberts Award & AP All-Southeastern Conference
Brittney Vaughn
Arkansas set a school record with 15 straight wins to open the 2007-08 
season, the first for head coach Tom Collen at Arkansas.  Senior Lauren Ervin 
was drafted by the WNBA and team captain Brittney Vaughn signed as a free 
agent.
MEN’S BASKETBALL








A return to the national championship rankings for the 2008 Arkansas swim 
team as the Razorbacks had their best score at the NCAAs since 2004, the most 
participants at the NCAA Championships since 2003, and its first swim All-
Americans in five seasons.
MEN’S TENNIS
ITA Central Region Arthur Ashe Award Blake Strode
Arkansas showed improvement behind one of the region’s top singles 
players, Blake Strode.  Strode was named the ITA Central Region’s 
Arthur Ashe Award winner and the SEC Co-Scholar Athlete of the Year.
The Razorbacks 
turned in a 23-12 
record to reach the 
finals of the SEC Tourna-
ment and advance to 
the second round of 
the NCAA Tournament 
with a win over No. 24 
Indiana.  Sonny Weems 
won the State Farm 
College Slam Dunk 
championship and was 
first-team All-SEC after 
averaging 15.0 points, 
4.5 rebounds and 2.6 
assists.  He also became 
a draft pick of the Chi-
cago Bulls.
BASEBALL
First-team All-SEC Third Baseman
First-round MLB draft pick
Logan Forsythe
The Razorbacks made their 21st appear-
ance at a NCAA Regional and ended 
their season with a 34-24 record.  
Razorback highlights 
included a sweep of #13 
South Carolina. Along 
with Logan Forsythe 
earning All-SEC, Aaron 
Murphree took home 
multiple National Hitter 
of the Week awards.
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Capacity: 72,000 (additional overflow to 78,000)
Recent Renovation: 2001
Considered one of America’s finest on-campus 
facilities, Razorback Stadium (51,000) became
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium in
2001 after a $110 million expansion.
Unique Features: History of Razorback football
on display through Championship Alley, All-
American Alley and Bowl Alley in the three 
major concourses
One of the largest sports venue video boards in
the world, a 30x107-foot LED screen, in the
north end zone
Not one, but two, premium seating areas, along
with 132 sky boxes
Food court in the south concourse in addition 
to traditional concession stands
Capacity: 19,200
 The fifth-largest on-campus hoops facility in the nation
Recent Renovation: 2008
Inaugural Season: 1993-94
First National Championship: 1994 Men’s Championship
Host:  1995 Women’s Mideast Regional
Home of coaches’ offices for men’s and women’s basketball
Strength and conditioning facilities for basketball teams
Training room facilities for both basketball squads
Houses the Hog Heaven store where fans can purchase 
 officially licensed UA merchandise year-round
The Tommy Boyer Hall of Champions which highlights
 Razorback traditions for men’s and women’s basketball,
 the men’s track history, including the largest on-campus
 collection of NCAA national championship trophies, and




Named the nation’s second-best collegiate baseball
 facility in a 2003 survey by Baseball America after
 ranking No. 1 in the previous 1998 survey.
The best only gets better with a 2003 addition of
 2,600 seats, the 2004 upgrade to natural grass and
 a state-of-the-art 76x51-foot scoreboard.
Continuing demand for seats and amenities led
 to the 2007 expansion which took seating to over
 10,000, increased the luxury box count to 34 and
 tripled the size of the left field Hog Pen and
 picnic area to 40 tables and grills.
Capacity: 1,346
Inaugural Season: 2008-09
The new home of Arkansas softball, Bogle Park joins the roster of 
 state-of-the-art competition facilities for the Razorbacks
All chairback seating for primary seating
Outfield berm seating plus picnic area
Six skyboxes and a full press box built to be NCAA Regional ready
Graphic scoreboard for fans and players
Full clubhouse and training facilities for team
Adjacent indoor training facility with batting cages and full infield
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Fred & Mary Smith Golf Facility
Agri Park Cross Country John McDonnell Field




Inaugural Season for Volleyball: 1994
Inaugural Season for Gymnastics: 2003
Recent Renovations: 2003
The largest volleyball-gymnastics venue in America
Converted from the home of Arkansas basketball in 1994
Host of the 2006 & 2009 NCAA South Central Gymnastics Regional
Host of numerous NCAA first and second round volleyball contests
Home of offices for volleyball staff and training room for volleyball
Home of the Women’s Sports Museum covering the history of 
all women’s teams at Arkansas
Opened: 2004
Location:  Blessings
Gift of Fred W. and Mary B. Smith created a state-
of-the-art training and locker room facility for
the Razorback golf programs.
Offices for both men’s and women’s golf coaches
Six indoor-outdoor practice bays
Full indoor video swing analysis station
Dedicated putting and short game workout areas
Located at the 7,500-yard, par-72 Blessings, a Robert 
Trent Jones, Jr., designed course in neighboring
Johnson, Ark., just minutes from campus
Opened: 2004
Named for Randal Tyson in recognition of the lead gift of the Tyson 
Family for the construction of the $7 million facility
Considered one of the fastest indoor racing surfaces in the world
Host of NCAA Indoor Track & Field Championship the first year 
 it opened and every year since (2000 to 2008)
Host of 2000, 2002, 2005 and 2007 SEC Indoor Championships.
Host of USATF national and international caliber events
Named for legendary track coach John McDonnell in 1998
Previous facility razed and complete new construction in 2006
With seating for 7,000 and video scoreboard, 
 one of America’s finest collegiate venues
Host of 2008 NCAA Mideast Outdoor Track & Field Regional
Host of the 2009 NCAA Outdoor Track & Field Championship
Year-round dedicated cross country training and competition facility
Home of the annual Chile Pepper Cross Country Festival, 
 one of the nation’s largest cross country running events









Renovations: 1996, 2003, 2007
Host of 1986 NCAA Championships
Host of 1985 International Diving Classic
Host of SEC Championships 1993 and 2004
Four-time host of NCAA Zone Diving Championships
Full diving area with 5 meter and 10 meter platforms 
and dual boards for 1 meters and 3 meters
Ability to host long and short course events 
with full eight-lane 50-meter pool
Houses dressing room facilities for women’s swim team
Complete pool renovation in 2003
New scoreboard system installed in 2007
Capacity: 1,500
Inaugural Season: 1992 Renovation: 2001
Host of the inaugural SEC Soccer Championship in 1993
New stadium with press box, sky box, reserved chairbacks and permanent
 seating for 1,500 completed in 2001 
First televised SEC soccer match in 1995
Pitch considered one of the finest in the SEC or region
Television caliber lighting with booths for television and radio broadcasts
Field house for team locker room and training room facility
Protected team bench areas added in 1999
Home of the Razorback football team
Locker room, equipment room and training room 
 for football
Player lounge area
Coach and support staff offices for football
Video editing and production suites
Meeting rooms for positions along with a team meeting
 room with stadium theater seating
Dedicated team game-day indoor turf area
Jerry Jones - Jim Lindsey Hall of Champions salutes 




Renovated from shared indoor track and tennis into dedicated
tennis facility through gift of the Dills family
Host opening round of 2009 ITA Indoor Team Championship
Converted to full six courts in 2001
Only six-court indoor facility in Southeastern Conference
Chairback permanent seating added in 2004
Capacity: 1,500
Former Varsity Courts renovated into Billingsley Tennis Center in 2008
Host for 2008 SEC Men’s and 2009 SEC Women’s Championships
Skybox view for both indoor and outdoor courts
New locker room and coaches offices for men’s and women’s tennis
Elevated stadium seating for new 10-court outdoor along 





Where Champions are Made
Opened: Jan. 18, 2005
Headquarters for the Razorback 
Strength and Conditioning program 
38,000 square feet facility
110 yards long overlooking the 
Razorback indoor and outdoor 
football practice fields
19,000 sq. ft. weight room
19,000 sq. ft. conditioning area
Nutritional area with juice bar 
and protein machines
13 42-inch flat-screen televisions for 
viewing and adjusting techniques
On-site athletic training room
Opened: 1998
Resurfaced: 2002
Made possible by the gift 
of Willard and Pat Walker
76,000 square feet of usable 
space
Full size football field, 
including end zones and 
sideline area
With a height of 52 feet, 
football can work on all 
aspects of its game
Located with the primary 
Razorback weight room, ad-
jacent to Razorback outdoor 
football fields
Camden and Sue Greene 
Speed Development Center 
features sprint and sand 
lanes 
Willard and Pat Walker Pavilion
Opened: April 2004
7,000 square foot strength and conditioning area
located within the Bev Lewis Center 
Dedicated to physical training needs for 
female student-athletes
All equipment sized and selected for women’s sports
Olympic weights, plyometric training, aerobic 
equipment and selectorized weight machines 
under one room
Training home for Arkansas’ 11 women’s teams
Walker Family
Training Center




Arkansas’ athletic teams have not al-
ways been called the Razorbacks.  During the 
early years of its athletic history, the Cardinal 
served as the University nickname.
A lot of things changed in 1909, howev-
er, when Arkansas football coach Hugo Bezdek 
called his players “a wild band of Razorback 
hogs,” after guiding his team to a 16-0 victory 
over Louisiana State on October 30, 1909.
Alluding to the Razorback, characterized 
by a ridge back and tenacious, wild fighting 
ability, Bezdek never forgot this idea and of-
ten called his team “a fighting band of Razor-
backs.” This new nickname became increas-
ingly popular and the student body voted to 
change the official University mascot from the 
Cardinal to the Razorbacks in 1910.
In the 1920s, “Wooo, Pig, Sooie” 
was added as the school yell, re-
ferred to more commonly as 
the “Hog Call.”
There are doz-
ens of Lions, Tigers 
and Bears, 
but in all 
of college 
a t h l e t i c s 
there is only 
one Razorback. 
The dis- tinctive logo of 
the Arkansas teams is officially known as the 
Profile Hog, but is known to many fans as the 
Helmet Hog -- a fixture of the football team’s 
helmet for almost half a century. 
Running Through The “A”
For Razorback football players, there is nothing to compare with entering the stadium for a home 
Arkansas game.  The emotion of running through the “A” stays with a player for life.
Loyd Phillips won the Outland Trophy more than three decades ago.  The veteran of the 1964 na-
tional championship team, Phillips remembers it like it was yesterday.
“The butterflies are flowing and you are [running], but it doesn’t feel like your feet are even touching 
the ground,” the 1966 Outland winner recalls.
Two-time Doak Walker Award winner and two-time Heisman runner-up Darren McFadden agrees. 
“It is hard to describe the feeling you get as a Razorback player right before you take the field for 
a game,” McFadden said.  “You can hear more than 70 thousand fans calling the Hogs and can feel the 
excitement building. I will always remember that special feeling of running through the ‘A’.”
The Razorback Marching Band sets the stage by forming a huge “A” as they march the length of the 
field playing Arkansas Fight.  When they finish, the “A” stretches from the Razorback locker room to mid-
field.  To the roar of the crowd and the band blasting out Arkansas Fight, the current Razorbacks run onto 
the field through the “A,” connecting them to generations of previous men in the Cardinal and White.
“Just to be able to run through that ‘A’ and hear the fans cheer for you is unbelievable,” 1989 All-
American offensive tackle Jim Mabry said.  “To sit in the stands now, I still get chill bumps every time the 
band starts playing and I see the guys running out.”
“To sit in the stands now, I still get chill bumps every time.”
1989 All-American offensive tackle Jim Mabry 
on what it means to a Razorback to run through the “A”
There are plenty of powerful mascots in college athletics, but none as unique as the Razorback.  Not 
many school mascots have escaped from their homes, not once, but twice, to ravage the local country 
side.  By their nature, the Razorbacks are hard to contain.
A Mascot Like No Other
The wild hogs known as razorbacks native to the Arkansas wil-
derness bear no resemblance to the typical barnyard pig of today.  The 
untamed razorback hog was a lean, feral animal that was ill-tempered. 
It fought and defeated anything that crossed its path, man or beast. 
Turn of the 20th century outdoor magazines lauded the razorback as 
“the most intelligent of all the hogs and is likewise the most coura-
geous. . . . He has a clear, farseeing eye.”
This was the mighty animal that inspired Hugo Bezdek to pro-
claim his team had fought “like a wild band of razorback hogs” against 
LSU in 1909.
Except for rare sightings in the Australian Outback, the Razor-
back only exists today in the form of Arkansas’ players and fans.  A 
Russian boar, which closely resembles the wild hog of Bezdek’s day, 
currently serves as the official live mascot.  He resides near campus, 
and attends all Arkansas home football games.
The tradition of a live mascot dates back to the 1960s with a 
series of hogs that have proudly represented Arkansas.  In addition to 
appearances at games, they have gained a reputation for fierce behav-
ior.
Big Red III escaped from an exhibit near Eureka Springs in the 
summer of 1977 and ravaged the countryside before being gunned down 
by an irate farmer.  Another live mascot, Ragnar, was a wild hog captured 
in south Arkansas by Leola farmer Bill Robinson.  Before Ragnar’s spree 
was done, the mighty animal had killed a coyote, a 450-pound domestic 
pig and seven rattlesnakes.  Ragnar died in 1978 of unknown causes.
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The UA Alma Mater
Brodie Payne and Henry Tovey wrote 
the University of Arkansas Alma Mater in the 
early 1900s.  They were inspired by the Ozark 
Mountain sunrise as it illuminated Old Main.
Pure as the dawn on the brow of thy beauty,
Watches thy Soul 
from the mountains of God.
Over the fates of thy children departed,
Far from the land
where their footsteps have trod.
Beacon of hope in the ways dreary lighted,
Pride of our hearts that are loyal and true.
From those who adore unto one who
adores us,
Mother of Mothers, we sing unto you.
The Hog Hat
It is true; no Razorback fan’s closet is 
complete without an official Hog Hat.  The 
original style was a hard plastic hat with a 
long snout, rough razorback ridges across the 
top and wickedly sharp, pointed curly-cue 
tail.  The modern versions are often sculpted 
from softer material.  Regardless, the Hog Hat 
is undoubtedly the most recognized piece of 
fan apparel in college athletics.  Just ask ESPN 
GameDay’s Kirk Herbstreit as he dons the tra-
ditional Hog Hat.
A Proper Hog Call
A chant of “Woo Pig Sooie” is known 
worldwide as a Hog Call.  Just like any good 
tradition, there are lots of versions of the Hog 
Call (even spellings).
A properly executed Hog Call is com-
posed of three “calls,” slowly raising one’s 
arms from the knees to above the head during 
the “Woo.”  Traditionalists prescribe an eight 
second “Woo.”  The fingers should be wiggled 
and the “Woo” should build in volume and 
pitch as the arms rise.
Upon completion of the “Woo,” both 
arms are brought straight down with fists 
clinched as if executing a chin-up while yell-
ing, “Pig”.  The right arm is extended up and 
out with the “Sooie.”
A full Hog Call -- the kind one will al-
ways hear victorious Razorback teams execute 
after contests -- requires two more Hog Calls, 
followed immediately by a “Razor-Backs” yell, 
coordinated with a pumping motion of the 
right arm after the third “Sooie.” So, in order, 
the full Hog Call is:
Woooooooo.  Pig.  Sooie!
Woooooooo.  Pig.  Sooie!
Woooooooo.  Pig.  Sooie!
Razorbacks!
Arkansas Fight 
One of the first tasks of a new Razorback 
is learning to sing the University of Arkan-
sas fight song.  Arkansas Fight was written in 
the late 1920s.  It is a unique tune, fitting of 
the only college in America with a Razorback 
mascot.  Several other colleges have adapted 
the tune, but the lyrics remain unique to Ar-
kansas.
Hit that line!  Hit that line! 
Keep on going!
Take that ball right 
down the field!
Give a cheer.  Rah!  Rah!
Never fear.  Rah!  Rah!
Arkansas will never yield!
On your toes, Razorbacks, 
to the finish,






Along with being a Razorback, serv-
ing as a Razorback cheerleader has a long 
tradition at the University of Arkan-
sas.  Currently, the Razorbacks have two 
squads, a Red and White, that inspire the 
crowds at all home sporting events.
Arkansas also has a dance team, the 
Razorback Pom Squad, which performs 
at halftime of many events.  Members of the 
Pom Squad also serve at baseball games as RBI 
Girls.
Arkansas has a team of uniformed mas-
cots, led by the original Big Red, the Fighting 
Razorback.  Sue E. joined the family along 
with kid-sized Pork Chop in the late 1990s. 
Boss Hog is a 9-foot-tall inflatable mascot that 
rounds out the team.
Jean Nail serves as the coordinator for 
cheerleaders and mascots. For more informa-
tion on the cheer squads and tryouts, go to 
the Spirit Squad section of ArkansasRazor-
backs.com.
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Fayetteville: Top 10 Town
The largest city of the Northwest 
Arkansas region, Fayetteville was re-
cently named the No. 7 on Kiplinger’s 
list of the Top 10 Best Cities in America. 
Fayetteville is just a short drive away 
from several of the area’s finest attrac-
tions.  Fayetteville is a short drive from 
Beaver Lake with more than 500 miles 
of shoreline for water sports and the 
Boston Mountains for camping, cav-
ing or hiking.
 And if it’s big-city excitement you 
want, Dallas is just six hours away, with 
Kansas City a three-hour drive, Okla-
homa City just 3 1/2 hours, Memphis 
five hours and St. Louis six hours.  
 By air, Fayetteville is literally one 
stop to the world.  Northwest Arkansas 
Regional (XNA) is non-stop to Ameri-
ca’s four largest cities plus another ma-
jor 15 cities.
Fayetteville
Fayetteville’s famous Dickson Street is much more than a college hangout, adding upscale condo-
miniums and specialty retail to its long-standing reputation as the center of entertainment and din-
ing.  From hosting major national events like Bikes, Blues and BBQ or serving as the final resting 
place for the goal posts after Razorback football upsets, one thing remains constant -- Dickson is the 
heart of what’s happening.
From Robert Redford to James Earl Jones, 
the University of Arkansas hosted nu-
merous famous speakers in recent years. 
Ranging from political satirist Al Frankin 
to former Israeli prime minister Ehud Ba-
rak to CNN’s Anderson Cooper, we’ve also 
had one of our more famous former law 
professors speak several times, President 
Bill Clinton.
The concerts in Fayetteville included sold-out 
performances by Foo Fighters (left) and John 
Mayer (above) and, an energetic packed house 
for The Roots (below) at Barnhill Arena. Spe-
cial events bring artists ranging from B.B. King 
(left) to Keith Urban and Carrie Underwood at 
Reynolds Razorback Stadium.
One of America’s largest motorcycle events, Bikes, Blues 







August 22    at Missouri State 7 pm
August 29    TULSA       7 pm
August 31    ORAL ROBERTS 1 pm
September 5  at Jacksonvile State  7:30 pm
September 7  Samford (@ Jacksonvile St.)  1 pm
September 12 at Austin Peay  7 pm
September 14 at Stephen F. Austin 1 pm
(Razorback Invitational)
September 19  WESTERN MICHIGAN  7 pm
September 21  NICHOLLS STATE 1:30 pm
September 26 at Mississippi  6 pm
September 28 at Mississippi State  1 pm
October 3    at Georgia 6 pm
October 5    at Tennessee 12 pm
October 10   ALABAMA  7 pm
October 12   AUBURN 1 pm
October 17   KENTUCKY 7 pm
October 19   VANDERBILT 1 pm
October 23   at Florida 6 pm
October 26   SOUTH CAROLINA 1 pm
October 31   at LSU 7 pm
